
 MDX Functions   

 Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services provides for the use of functions in Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) syntax. Functions can be used in any valid MDX statement, and are frequently 
used in queries, custom rollup definitions, and other calculations. This section provides 
information about the MDX functions and Operators included with Analysis Services. 

 You can use the following tables to find functions by their category of return value, or you can 
select a function by name from the alphabetical list in the table of contents. 

  Array Functions 

  Function    Description  

  SetToArray (MDX)    Converts one or more sets to an array for use in a user - defined function.  

  Hierarchy Functions 

  Function    Description  

  Hierarchy (MDX)    Returns the hierarchy that contains a specified member or level.  

  Dimension (MDX)    Returns the dimension that contains a specified member, level, or hierarchy.  

  Dimensions (MDX)    Returns a hierarchy specified by a numeric or string expression.  
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  Level Functions 

  Function    Description  

  Level (MDX)    Returns the level of a member.  

  Levels (MDX)    Returns the level whose position in a dimension or hierarchy is specified by a 
numeric expression or whose name is specified by a string expression.  

  Logical Functions 

  Function    Description  

  IsAncestor (MDX)    Returns whether a specified member is an ancestor of another specified 
member.  

  IsEmpty (MDX)    Returns whether the evaluated expression is the empty cell value.  

  IsGeneration (MDX)    Returns whether a specified member is in a specified generation.  

  IsLeaf (MDX)    Returns whether a specified member is a leaf member.  

  IsSibling (MDX)    Returns whether a specified member is a sibling of another specified member.  

  Member Functions 

  Function    Description  

  Ancestor (MDX)    Returns the ancestor of a member at a specified level or distance.  

  ClosingPeriod (MDX)    Returns the last sibling among the descendants of a member at a 
specified level.  

  Cousin (MDX)    Returns the child member with the same relative position under a 
parent member as the specified child member.  

  CurrentMember (MDX)    Returns the current member along a specified dimension or hierarchy 
during iteration.  

  DataMember (MDX)    Returns the system - generated data member that is associated with a 
nonleaf member of a dimension.  
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  Function    Description  

  DefaultMember (MDX)    Returns the default member of a dimension or hierarchy.  

  FirstChild (MDX)    Returns the first child of a member.  

  FirstSibling (MDX)    Returns the first child of the parent of a member.  

  Item (Member) (MDX)    Returns a member from a specified tuple.  

  Lag (MDX)    Returns the member that is a specified number of positions before a 
specified member along the member ’ s dimension.  

  LastChild (MDX)    Returns the last child of a specified member.  

  LastSibling (MDX)    Returns the last child of the parent of a specified member.  

  Lead (MDX)    Returns the member that is a specified number of positions following a 
specified member along the member ’ s dimension.  

  LinkMember (MDX)    Returns the member equivalent to a specified member in a specified 
hierarchy.  

  Members (String) (MDX)    Returns a member specified by a string expression.  

  NextMember (MDX)    Returns the next member in the level that contains a specified member.  

  OpeningPeriod (MDX)    Returns the first sibling among the descendants of a specified level, 
optionally at a specified member.  

  ParallelPeriod (MDX)    Returns a member from a prior period in the same relative position as a 
specified member.  

  Parent (MDX)    Returns the parent of a member.  

  PrevMember (MDX)    Returns the previous member in the level that contains a specified 
member.  

  StrToMember (MDX)    Returns the member specified by an MDX – formatted string.  

  UnknownMember (MDX)    Returns the unknown member associated with a level or member.  

  ValidMeasure (MDX)    Returns a valid measure in a virtual cube by forcing inapplicable 
dimensions to their top level.  
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  Numeric Functions 

  Function    Description  

  Aggregate (MDX)    Returns a scalar value calculated by aggregating either 
measures or an optionally specified numeric expression over 
the tuples of a specified set.  

  Avg (MDX)    Returns the average value of measures or the average value of 
an optional numeric expression, evaluated over a specified set.  

  CalculationCurrentPass (MDX)    Returns the current calculation pass of a cube for the specified 
query context.  

  CalculationPassValue (MDX)    Returns the value of an MDX expression evaluated over the 
specified calculation pass of a cube.  

  CoalesceEmpty (MDX)    Coalesces an empty cell value to a number or string and 
returns the coalesced value.  

  Correlation (MDX)    Returns the correlation coefficient of two series evaluated over 
a set.  

  Count (Dimension) (MDX)    Returns the number of dimensions in a cube.  

  Count (Hierarchy Levels) (MDX)    Returns the number of levels in a dimension or hierarchy.  

  Count (Set) (MDX)    Returns the number of cells in a set.  

  Count (Tuple) (MDX)    Returns the number of dimensions in a tuple.  

  Covariance (MDX)    Returns the population covariance of two series evaluated 
over a set, using the biased population formula.  

  CovarianceN (MDX)    Returns the sample covariance of two series evaluated over a 
set, using the unbiased population formula.  

  DistinctCount (MDX)    Returns the number of distinct, nonempty tuples in a set.  

  IIf (MDX)    Returns one of two values determined by a logical test.  

  LinRegIntercept (MDX)    Calculates the linear regression of a set and returns the value 
of the intercept in the regression line, y 5 ax 1 b.  

  LinRegPoint (MDX)    Calculates the linear regression of a set and returns the value 
of y in the regression line, y 5 ax 1 b.  

  LinRegR2 (MDX)    Calculates the linear regression of a set and returns the 
coefficient of determination, R2.  

  LinRegSlope (MDX)    Calculates the linear regression of a set, and returns the value 
of the slope in the regression line, y 5 ax 1 b.  

  LinRegVariance (MDX)    Calculates the linear regression of a set, and returns the 
variance associated with the regression line, y 5 ax 1 b.  
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  Function    Description  

  LookupCube (MDX)    Returns the value of an MDX expression evaluated over 
another specified cube in the same database.  

  Max (MDX)    Returns the maximum value of a numeric expression that is 
evaluated over a set.  

  Median (MDX)    Returns the median value of a numeric expression that is 
evaluated over a set.  

  Min (MDX)    Returns the minimum value of a numeric expression that is 
evaluated over a set.  

  Ordinal (MDX)    Returns the zero - based ordinal value associated with a level.  

  Predict (MDX)    Returns a value of a numeric expression evaluated over a data 
mining model.  

  Rank (MDX)    Returns the one - based rank of a specified tuple in a specified set.  

  RollupChildren (MDX)    Returns a value generated by rolling up the values of the 
children of a specified member using the specified unary 
operator.  

  Stddev (MDX)    Alias for Stdev (MDX).  

  StddevP (MDX)    Alias for StdevP (MDX).  

  Stdev (MDX)    Returns the sample standard deviation of a numeric 
expression evaluated over a set, using the unbiased population 
formula.  

  StdevP (MDX)    Returns the population standard deviation of a numeric 
expression evaluated over a set, using the biased population 
formula.  

  StrToValue (MDX)    Returns the value specified by an MDX – formatted string.  

  Sum (MDX)    Returns the sum of a numeric expression evaluated over a set.  

  Value (MDX)    Returns the value of a measure.  

  Var (MDX)    Returns the sample variance of a numeric expression 
evaluated over a set, using the unbiased population formula.  

  Variance (MDX)    Alias for Var (MDX).  

  VarianceP (MDX)    Alias for VarP (MDX).  

  VarP (MDX)    Returns the population variance of a numeric expression 
evaluated over a set, using the biased population formula.  
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  Set Functions 

  Function    Description  

  AddCalculatedMembers (MDX)    Returns a set generated by adding calculated members to a 
specified set.  

  AllMembers (MDX)    Returns a set that contains all members, including calculated 
members, of the specified dimension, hierarchy, or level.  

  Ancestors (MDX)    Returns a set of all ancestors of a member at a specified level or 
distance.  

  Ascendants (MDX)    Returns the set of the ascendants of a specified member, 
including the member itself.  

  Axis (MDX)    Returns a set defined in an axis.  

  BottomCount (MDX)    Sorts a set in ascending order, and returns the specified number 
of tuples with the lowest values.  

  BottomPercent (MDX)    Sorts a set in ascending order, and returns a set of tuples with the 
lowest values whose cumulative total is equal to or less than a 
specified percentage.  

  BottomSum (MDX)    Sorts a set in ascending order, and returns a set of tuples with the 
lowest values whose total is equal to or less than a specified 
value.  

  Children (MDX)    Returns the children of a specified member.  

  Crossjoin (MDX)    Returns the cross product of one or more sets.  

  CurrentOrdinal (MDX)    Returns the current iteration number within a set during 
iteration.  

  Descendants (MDX)    Returns the set of descendants of a member at a specified level or 
distance, optionally including or excluding descendants in other 
levels.  

  Distinct (MDX)    Returns a set, removing duplicate tuples from a specified set.  

  DrilldownLevel (MDX)    Drills down the members of a set to one level below the lowest 
level represented in the set, or to one level below an optionally 
specified level of a member represented in the set.  

  DrilldownLevelBottom (MDX)    Drills down the bottommost members of a set, at a specified 
level, to one level below.  

  DrilldownLevelTop (MDX)    Drills down the topmost members of a set, at a specified level, to 
one level below.  

  DrilldownMember (MDX)    Drills down the members in a specified set that are present in a 
second specified set. Alternatively, the function drills down on a 
set of tuples.  
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  Function    Description  

  DrilldownMemberBottom (MDX)    Drills down the members in a specified set that are present in a 
second specified set, limiting the result set to a specified number 
of members. Alternatively, this function also drills down on a 
set of tuples.  

  DrilldownMemberTop (MDX)    Drills down the members in a specified set that are present in a 
second specified set, limiting the result set to a specified number of 
members. Alternatively, this function drills down on a set of tuples.  

  DrillupLevel (MDX)    Drills up the members of a set that are below a specified level.  

  DrillupMember (MDX)    Drills up the members in a specified set that are present in a 
second specified set.  

  Except (MDX)    Finds the difference between two sets, optionally retaining 
duplicates.  

  Exists (MDX)    Returns the set of members of one set that exist with one or more 
tuples of one or more other sets.  

  Extract (MDX)    Returns a set of tuples from extracted dimension elements.  

  Filter (MDX)    Returns the set that results from filtering a specified set based on 
a search condition.  

  Generate (MDX)    Applies a set to each member of another set, and then joins the 
resulting sets by union. Alternatively, this function returns a 
concatenated string created by evaluating a string expression 
over a set.  

  Head (MDX)    Returns the first specified number of elements in a set, while 
retaining duplicates.  

  Hierarchize (MDX)    Orders the members of a set in a hierarchy.  

  Intersect (MDX)    Returns the intersection of two input sets, optionally retaining 
duplicates.  

  LastPeriods (MDX)    Returns a set of members up to and including a specified 
member.  

  Members (Set) (MDX)    Returns the set of members in a dimension, level, or hierarchy.  

  Mtd (MDX)    Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a 
given member, starting with the first sibling and ending with 
the given member, as constrained by the Year level in the Time 
dimension.  

  NameToSet (MDX)    Returns a set that contains the member specified by an MDX -
 formatted string.  

  NonEmptyCrossjoin (MDX)    Returns the cross product of one or more sets as a set, excluding 
empty tuples and tuples without associated fact table data.  

(continued)
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  Function    Description  

  Order (MDX)    Arranges members of a specified set, optionally preserving or 
breaking the hierarchy.  

  PeriodsToDate (MDX)    Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a given 
member, starting with the first sibling and ending with the 
given member, as constrained by a specified level in the Time 
dimension.  

  Qtd (MDX)    Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a given 
member, starting with the first sibling and ending with the 
given member, as constrained by the  Quarter  level in the Time 
dimension.  

  Siblings (MDX)    Returns the siblings of a specified member, including the 
member itself.  

  StripCalculatedMembers 
(MDX)  

  Returns a set generated by removing calculated members from a 
specified set.  

  StrToSet (MDX)    Returns the set specified by an MDX - formatted string.  

  Subset (MDX)    Returns a subset of tuples from a specified set.  

  Tail (MDX)    Returns a subset from the end of a set.  

  ToggleDrillState (MDX)    Toggles the drill state of members.  

  TopCount (MDX)    Sorts a set in descending order and returns the specified number 
of elements with the highest values.  

  TopPercent (MDX)    Sorts a set in descending order, and returns a set of tuples with 
the highest values whose cumulative total is equal to or less than 
a specified percentage.  

  TopSum (MDX)    Sorts a set and returns the topmost elements whose cumulative 
total is at least a specified value.  

  Union (MDX)    Returns the union of two sets, optionally retaining duplicates.  

  Unorder (MDX)    Removes any enforced ordering from a specified set.  

  VisualTotals (MDX)    Returns a set generated by dynamically totaling child members 
in a specified set, optionally using a pattern for the name of the 
parent member in the resulting cellset.  

  Wtd (MDX)    Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a 
given member, starting with the first sibling and ending with 
the given member, as constrained by the  Week  level in the Time 
dimension.  

  Ytd (MDX)    Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a 
given member, starting with the first sibling and ending with 
the given member, as constrained by the  Year  level in the Time 
dimension.  
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  String Functions 

  Function    Description  

  CalculationPassValue (MDX)    Returns the value of an MDX expression evaluated over the 
specified calculation pass of a cube.  

  CoalesceEmpty (MDX)    Coalesces an empty cell value to a number or string and returns the 
coalesced value.  

  Generate (MDX)    Applies a set to each member of another set, and then joins the 
resulting sets by union. Alternatively, this function returns a 
concatenated string created by evaluating a string expression 
over a set.  

  IIf (MDX)    Returns one of two values determined by a logical test.  

  LookupCube (MDX)    Returns the value of an MDX expression evaluated over another 
specified cube in the same database.  

  MemberToStr (MDX)    Returns an MDX - formatted string that corresponds to a specified 
member.  

  Name (MDX)    Returns the name of a dimension, hierarchy, level, or member.  

  Properties (MDX)    Returns a string, or a strongly - typed value, that contains a member 
property value.  

  SetToStr (MDX)    Returns an MDX - formatted string of that corresponds to a 
specified set.  

  TupleToStr (MDX)    Returns an MDX - formatted string that corresponds to specified 
tuple.  

  UniqueName (MDX)    Returns the unique name of a specified dimension, hierarchy, level, 
or member.  

  UserName (MDX)    Returns the domain name and username of the current connection.  

  Subcube Functions 

  Function    Description  

  This (MDX)    Returns the current subcube.  

  Leaves (MDX)    Returns the set of leaf members in the specified dimension, member, or tuple.  
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  Tuple Functions 

  Function    Description  

  Current (MDX)    Returns the current tuple from a set during iteration.  

  Item (Tuple) (MDX)    Returns a tuple from a set.  

  Root (MDX)    Returns a tuple that consists of the All members from each attribute hierarchy 
in a cube, dimension, or tuple.  

  StrToTuple (MDX)    Returns the tuple specified by an MDX - formatted string.  

  Other Functions 

  Function    Description  

  Error (MDX)    Raises an error, optionally providing a specified error message.  

  AddCalculatedMembers (MDX) 
 Returns a set generated by adding calculated members to a specified set. 

  Syntax   
AddCalculatedMembers( Set_Expression )   

  Arguments   
 Set_Expression   

 A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 By default, MDX excludes calculated members when it resolves set functions. The 
 AddCalculatedMembers  function examines the set expression specified in   Set_Expression  , and 
includes calculated members that are siblings of the members contained within the scope of that set 
expression.     

 This function can be used only with one - dimensional set expressions.    
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  Examples 

 The following example demonstrates the use of this function: 

-- This query returns the calculated members for the cube
-- by retrieving all members, and then excluding non-calculated members.
SELECT
   AddCalculatedMembers(
      {[Measures].Members}
      )-[Measures].Members ON COLUMNS
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the  Measures.[Unit Price]  member, in addition to all the calculated 
members in the Measures dimension, from the  Adventure Works  cube: 

SELECT    AddCalculatedMembers({Measures.[Unit Price]}) ON COLUMNS,
FROM    [Adventure Works]    

  Aggregate (MDX) 
 Returns a number that is calculated by aggregating over the cells returned by the set expression. If a 
numeric expression is not provided, this function aggregates each measure within the current query 
context by using the default aggregation operator that is specified for each measure. If a numeric 
expression is provided, this function first evaluates, and then sums, the numeric expression for each cell 
in the specified set. 

  Syntax   
Aggregate( Set_Expression  [ , Numeric_Expression  ])   

  Arguments 

    Set_Expression      A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that 
returns a set.  

    Numeric_Expression      A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a 
number.  
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  Remarks 

 If a set of empty tuples or an empty set is specified, this function returns an empty value. 

 The following table describes how the  Aggregate  function behaves with different aggregation functions. 

  Aggregation Operator    Result  

  Sum    Returns the sum of values over the set.  

  Count    Returns the count of values over the set.  

  Max    Returns the maximum value over the set.  

  Min    Returns the minimum value over the set.  

  Semi - additive aggregation functions    Returns the calculation of semi - additive behavior over the 
set after projecting the shape to the time axis.  

  Distinct Count    Aggregates across the fact data contributing to the 
subcube when the slicer axis includes a set.   Returns the 
distinct count for each member of the set. The result 
depends on the security on the cells being aggregated, and 
not on the security on the cells that are required for the 
computation. Cell security on the set generates an error; 
cell security below the granularity of the specified set is 
ignored. Calculations on the set generate an error. 
Calculations below granularity of the set are ignored. 
Distinct count over a set that includes a member and one 
or more of its children returns the distinct count across 
facts contributing to the child member.  

  Attributes that cannot be aggregated    Returns the sum of the values.  

  Mixed aggregation functions    Not supported, and raises an error.  

  Unary operators    Not respected; values are aggregated by summing.  

  Calculated measures    Solve order set to ensure calculated measure applies.  

  Calculated members    Normal rules apply, that is, the last solve order takes 
precedence.  

  Assignments    Assignments aggregate according to the measure 
aggregation function. If the measure aggregation function 
is distinct count, the assignment is summed.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the sum of the  Measures.[Order Quantity]  member, aggregated 
over the first eight months of calendar year 2003 that are contained in the Date dimension, from the 
 Adventure Works  cube: 
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WITH MEMBER [Date].[Calendar].[First8Months2003] AS
    Aggregate(
        PeriodsToDate(
            [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Year],
            [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[August 2003]
        )
    )
SELECT
    [Date].[Calendar].[First8Months2003] ON COLUMNS,
    [Product].[Category].Children ON ROWS
FROM
    [Adventure Works]
WHERE
    [Measures].[Order Quantity]  

 The following example aggregates over the first two months of the second semester of calendar year 
2003: 

WITH MEMBER [Date].[Calendar].[First2MonthsSecondSemester2003] AS
    Aggregate(
        PeriodsToDate(
            [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Semester],
            [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[August 2003]
        )
    )
SELECT
    [Date].[Calendar].[First2MonthsSecondSemester2003] ON COLUMNS,
    [Product].[Category].Children ON ROWS
FROM
    [Adventure Works]
WHERE
    [Measures].[Order Quantity]  

 The following example returns the count of the resellers whose sales have declined over the previous 
time period, based on user - selected State - Province member values evaluated using the  Aggregate  
function. The  Hierarchize  and  DrillDownLevel  functions are used to return values for declining sales 
for product categories in the Product dimension.   

WITH MEMBER Measures.[Declining Reseller Sales] AS
   Count(
      Filter(
         Existing(Reseller.Reseller.Reseller),
            [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]  <  ([Measures].[Reseller Sales 
Amount],
            [Date].Calendar.PrevMember)
            )
         )
MEMBER [Geography].[State-Province].x AS
   Aggregate (
      {[Geography].[State-Province]. & [WA] & [US],
      [Geography].[State-Province]. & [OR] & [US] }
         )

(continued)
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SELECT NON EMPTY Hierarchize (
   AddCalculatedMembers (
      {DrillDownLevel({[Product].[All Products]})}
         )
   )
        DIMENSION PROPERTIES PARENT_UNIQUE_NAME ON COLUMNS
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE ([Geography].[State-Province].x,
    [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]. & [2003] & [4],
    [Measures].[Declining Reseller Sales])    

  AllMembers (MDX) 

  Syntax 

  Hierarchy syntax     Hierarchy_Expression.AllMembers   

  Level syntax     Level_Expression.AllMembers   

  Arguments 

   HIERARCHY_EXPRESSION     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a hierarchy.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a level.  

  Remarks 

 The  AllMembers  function returns a set that contains all members, which includes calculated members, 
in the specified hierarchy or level. The  AllMembers  function returns the calculated members even if the 
specified hierarchy or level contains no visible members. 

 When a dimension contains only a single visible hierarchy, the hierarchy can be referred to by either the 
dimension name or by the hierarchy name, because the dimension name in this case is resolved to its 
only visible hierarchy. For example,  Measures.AllMembers  is a valid MDX expression because it 
resolves to the only hierarchy in the Measures dimension. 

 The  AllMembers  function is semantically similar to the  AddCalculatedMembers  (MDX) function.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns all members in the  [Date].[Calendar Year]  attribute hierarchy on the 
column axis; this includes calculated members, and the set of all children of the  [Product].[Model Name]  
attribute hierarchy on the row axis from the  Adventure Works  cube.   

(continued)
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SELECT
   [Date].[Calendar Year].AllMembers ON COLUMNS,
   [Product].[Model Name].Children ON ROWS
FROM
   [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns all members in the Measures dimension on the column axis; this includes 
all calculated members, and the set of all children of the  [Product].[Model Name]  attribute hierarchy 
on the row axis from the  Adventure Works  cube.   

SELECT
    Measures. AllMembers  ON COLUMNS,
    [Product].[Model Name].Children ON ROWS
FROM
    [Adventure Works]    

  Ancestor (MDX) 
 A function that returns the ancestor of a specified member at a specified level or at a specified distance 
from the member. 

  Syntax 

  Level syntax     Ancestor(Member_Expression, Level_Expression)   

  Numeric syntax     Ancestor(Member_Expression, Distance)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
level.  

   Distance     A valid numeric expression that specifies the distance from the specified 
member.  

  Remarks 

 With the  Ancestor  function, you provide the function with an MDX member expression and then 
provide either an MDX expression of a level that is an ancestor of the member or a numeric expression 
that represents the number of levels above that member. With this information, the  Ancestor  function 
returns the ancestor member at that level. 
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 To return an ancestor set, instead of an ancestor member, use the  Ancestors  (MDX) function. 

 If a level expression is specified, the  Ancestor  function returns the ancestor of specified member at the 
specified level. If the specified member is not within the same hierarchy as specified level, the function 
returns an error. 

 If a distance is specified, the  Ancestor  function returns the ancestor of the specified member that is the 
number of steps specified up in the hierarchy specified by the member expression. A member may be 
specified as a member of an attribute hierarchy, a user - defined hierarchy, or in some cases, a parent - child 
hierarchy. A number of 1 returns a member ’ s parent and a number of 2 returns a member ’ s grandparent 
(if one exists). A number of 0 returns the member itself. 

 Use this form of the  Ancestor  function for cases in which the level of the parent is unknown or cannot 
be named.  

  Examples 

 The following example uses a level expression and returns the Internet Sales Amount for each State -
 Province in Australia and its percent of the total Internet Sales Amount for Australia: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] /
   (
   [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount],
      Ancestor
         (
         [Customer].[Customer Geography].CurrentMember,
            [Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]
         )
   ), FORMAT_STRING = ‘0%’
SELECT {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], Measures.x} ON 0,
{
   Descendants
      (
        [Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Australia],
           [Customer].[Customer Geography].[State-Province], SELF
      )
} ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses a numeric expression and returns the Internet Sales Amount for each State -
 Province in Australia and its percent of the total Internet Sales Amount for all countries: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] /
   (
      [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount],
         Ancestor
            ([Customer].[Customer Geography].CurrentMember, 2)
   ), FORMAT_STRING = ‘0%’
SELECT {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], Measures.x} ON 0,
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{
   Descendants
      (
         [Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Australia],
            [Customer].[Customer Geography].[State-Province], SELF
      )
} ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
                  

  Ancestors (MDX) 
 A function that returns the set of all ancestors of a specified member at a specified level or at a specified 
distance from the member. With Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services, the set returned will always 
consist of a single member  —  Analysis Services does not support multiple parents for a single member. 

  Syntax 

  Level syntax     Ancestors(Member_Expression, Level_Expression)   

  Numeric syntax     Ancestors(Member_Expression, Distance)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
level.  

   Distance     A valid numeric expression that specifies the distance from the specified 
member.  

  Remarks 

 With the  Ancestors  function, you provide the function with an MDX member expression and then 
provide either an MDX expression of a level that is an ancestor of that member or a numeric expression 
that represents the number of levels above that member. With this information, the  Ancestors  function 
returns the set of members (which will be a set consisting of one member) at that level. 

 To return an ancestor member, rather than an ancestor set, use the  Ancestor  function. 

 If a level expression is specified, the  Ancestors  function returns the set of all ancestors of 
the specified member at the specified level. If the specified member is not within the same hierarchy 
as the specified level, the function returns an error. 
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 If a distance is specified, the  Ancestors  function returns the set of all members that are the number of 
steps specified up in the hierarchy specified by the member expression. A member may be specified as a 
member of an attribute hierarchy, a user - defined hierarchy, or, in some cases, a parent - child hierarchy. 
A number of 1 returns the set of members at the parent level and a number of 2 returns the set of members 
at the grandparent level (if one exists). A number of 0 returns the set including only the member itself. 

 Use this form of the  Ancestors  function for cases in which the level of the parent is unknown or cannot 
be named.  

  Examples 

 The following example uses the  Ancestors  function to return the Internet Sales Amount measure for a 
member, its parent, and its grandparent. This example uses level expressions to specify the levels to be 
returned. The levels are in the same hierarchy as the member specified in the member expression.   

SELECT {
    Ancestors([Product].[Product Categories].[Product].[Mountain-100 Silver, 
38],[Product].[Product Categories].[Category]),
    Ancestors([Product].[Product Categories].[Product].[Mountain-100 Silver, 
38],[Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory]),
    Ancestors([Product].[Product Categories].[Product].[Mountain-100 Silver, 
38],[Product].[Product Categories].[Product])
    } ON 0,
[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the  Ancestors  function to return the Internet Sales Amount measure for a 
member, its parent, and its grandparent. This example uses numeric expressions to specify the levels 
being returned. The levels are in the same hierarchy as the member specified in the member expression.   

SELECT {
   Ancestors(
      [Product].[Product Categories].[Product].[Mountain-100 Silver, 38],2
      ),
   Ancestors(
      [Product].[Product Categories].[Product].[Mountain-100 Silver, 38],1
      ),
   Ancestors(
      [Product].[Product Categories].[Product].[Mountain-100 Silver, 38],0
      )
   } ON 0,
[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 1
FROM  [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the  Ancestors  function to return the Internet Sales Amount measure for the 
parent of a member of an attribute hierarchy. This example uses a numeric expression to specify the level 
being returned. Since the member in the member expression is a member of an attribute hierarchy, its 
parent is the  [All]  level.   
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SELECT {
   Ancestors(
      [Product].[Product].[Mountain-100 Silver, 38],1
      )
   } ON 0,
[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Ascendants (MDX) 

  Syntax   
Ascendants(Member_Expression)   

  Arguments 

    Member_Expression      A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  Ascendants  function performs a post - order traversal of the hierarchy for the specified member, 
and then returns all ascendant members related to the member, including itself, in a set. This is in 
contrast to the  Ancestor  function, which returns a specific ascendant member, or ancestor, at a 
specific level.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the count of reseller orders for the  [Sales Territory].[Northwest]  
member and all the ascendants of that member from the  Adventure Works  cube. The  Ascendants  
function constructs the set that includes the  [Sales Territory].[Northwest]  member and its 
ascendants for the  ROWS  axis.   

SELECT
   Measures.[Reseller Order Count] ON COLUMNS,
   Order(
      Ascendants(
         [Sales Territory].[Northwest]
      ),
      DESC
   ) ON ROWS
FROM
   [Adventure Works]    

  Avg (MDX) 
 Evaluates a set and returns the average of the nonempty values of the cells in the set, averaged over the 
measures in the set or over a specified measure. 
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  Syntax   
Avg( Set_Expression [ , Numeric_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a set of empty tuples or an empty set is specified, the  Avg  function returns an empty value. 

 The  Avg  function calculates the average of the nonempty values of cells in the specified set by first 
calculating the sum of values across cells in the specified set, and then dividing the calculated sum by 
the count of nonempty cells in the specified set. 

 Analysis Services ignores nulls when calculating the average value in a set of numbers. 

 If a specific numeric expression (typically a measure) is not specified, the  Avg  function averages each 
measure within the current query context. If a specific measure is provided, the  Avg  function first 
evaluates the measure over the set, and then the function calculates the average based on the specified 
measure. 

 When using the  CurrentMember  function in a calculated member statement, you must specify a numeric 
expression because no default measure exists for the current coordinate in such a query context. 

 To force the inclusion of empty cells, the application must use the  CoalesceEmpty  function or specify a 
valid   Numeric_Expression   that supplies a value of zero (0) for empty values. For more information 
about empty cells, see the OLE DB documentation.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the average for a measure over a specified set. Notice that the specified 
measure can be either the default measure for the members of the specified set or a specified measure.   

WITH SET [NW Region] AS
{[Geography].[State-Province].[Washington]
, [Geography].[State-Province].[Oregon]
, [Geography].[State-Province].[Idaho]}
MEMBER [Geography].[Geography].[NW Region Avg] AS
AVG ([NW Region]
--Uncomment the line below to get an average by Reseller Gross Profit Margin
--otherwise the average will be by whatever the default measure is in the cube,
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--or whatever measure is specified in the query
--, [Measures].[Reseller Gross Profit Margin]
)
SELECT [Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].Members ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE ([Geography].[Geography].[NW Region Avg])  

 The following example returns the daily average of the  Measures.[Gross Profit Margin]  measure, 
calculated across the days of each month in the 2003 fiscal year, from the  Adventure Works  cube. The 
 Avg  function calculates the average from the set of days that are contained in each month of the  [Ship 
Date].[Fiscal Time]  hierarchy. The first version of the calculation shows the default behavior of  Avg  
in excluding days that did not record any sales from the average; the second version shows how to 
include days with no sales in the average.   

WITH MEMBER Measures.[Avg Gross Profit Margin] AS
Avg(
Descendants(
[Ship Date].[Fiscal].CurrentMember,
[Ship Date].[Fiscal].[Date]
),
Measures.[Gross Profit Margin]
), format_String=’percent’
MEMBER Measures.[Avg Gross Profit Margin Including Empty Days] AS
Avg(
Descendants(
[Ship Date].[Fiscal].CurrentMember,
[Ship Date].[Fiscal].[Date]
),
CoalesceEmpty(Measures.[Gross Profit Margin],0)
), Format_String=’percent’
SELECT
{Measures.[Avg Gross Profit Margin],Measures.[Avg Gross Profit Margin Including 
Empty Days]} ON COLUMNS,
[Ship Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year].Members ON ROWS
FROM
[Adventure Works]
WHERE([Product].[Product Categories].[Product]. & [344])  

 The following example returns the daily average of the  Measures.[Gross Profit Margin]  measure, 
calculated across the days of each semester in the 2003 fiscal year, from the  Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.[Avg Gross Profit Margin] AS
   Avg(
      Descendants(
         [Ship Date].[Fiscal].CurrentMember,
            [Ship Date].[Fiscal].[Date]
      ),
      Measures.[Gross Profit Margin]
   )
SELECT
   Measures.[Avg Gross Profit Margin] ON COLUMNS,
      [Ship Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year].[FY 2003].Children ON ROWS
FROM
   [Adventure Works]    
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  Axis (MDX) 
 Returns the set of tuples on a specified axis. 

  Syntax   
Axis(Axis_Number)   

  Arguments 

   Axis_Number     A valid numeric expression that specifies the axis number.  

  Remarks 

 The  Axis  function uses the zero - based position of an axis to return the set of tuples on an axis. For 
example,  Axis(0)  returns the  COLUMNS  axis,  Axis(1)  returns the  ROWS  axis, and so on. The  Axis  
function cannot be used on the filter axis. This function can be used to make calculated members aware 
of the context of the query that is being run. For example, you might need a calculated member that 
provides the sum of only those members selected on the  Rows  axis. It can also be used to make the 
definition of one axis dependent on the definition of another. For example, by ordering the contents of 
the  ROWS  axis according to the value of the first item on the  COLUMNS  axis. 

 An axis can reference only a prior axis. For example,  Axis(0)  must occur after the  COLUMNS  axis has 
been evaluated, such as on a  ROW  or  PAGE  axis.  

  Examples 

 The following example query shows how to use the  Axis  function: 

WITH MEMBER MEASURES.AXISDEMO AS
SETTOSTR(AXIS(1))
SELECT MEASURES.AXISDEMO ON 0,
[Date].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example shows the use of the Axis function inside a calculated member: 

WITH MEMBER MEASURES.AXISDEMO AS
SUM(AXIS(1), [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount])
SELECT {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount],MEASURES.AXISDEMO} ON 0,
{[Date].[Calendar Year]. & [2003], [Date].[Calendar Year]. & [2004]} ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  BottomCount (MDX) 
 Sorts a set in ascending order, and returns the specified number of tuples in the specified set with the 
lowest values. 
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  Syntax   
BottomCount(Set_Expression, Count [,Numeric_Expression])   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of tuples to be 
returned.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, this function sorts the tuples in the specified set according to 
the value of the specified numeric expression as evaluated over the set, in ascending order. The 
 BottomCount  function then returns the specified number of tuples with the lowest value. 

 The  BottomCount  function, like the  TopCount  function, always breaks the hierarchy. 

 If a numeric expression is not specified, the function returns the set of members in natural order, without 
any sorting, behaving like the  Tail  (MDX) function.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the Reseller Order Quantity measure by for each calendar year for the 
bottom five Product  SubCategory  sales, ordered based on the Reseller Sales Amount measure.   

SELECT BottomCount([Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory].Members
   , 10
   , [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]) ON 0,
   [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Year].Members ON 1
              
FROM
    [Adventure Works]
WHERE
    [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]    

  BottomPercent (MDX) 
 Sorts a set in ascending order, and returns a set of tuples with the lowest values whose cumulative total 
is equal to or greater than a specified percentage. 

  Syntax   
BottomPercent(Set_Expression, Percentage, Numeric_Expression)   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Percentage     A valid numeric expression that specifies the percentage of tuples to be 
returned.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 The  BottomPercent  function calculates the sum of the specified numeric expression evaluated over a 
specified set, sorting the set in ascending order. The function then returns the elements with the lowest 
values whose cumulative percentage of the total summed value is at least the specified percentage. This 
function returns the smallest subset of a set whose cumulative total is at least the specified percentage. 
The returned elements are ordered largest to smallest. 

 The  BottomPercent  function, like the  TopPercent  function, always breaks the hierarchy. For more 
information, see the  Order  function.  

  Example 

 The following example returns, for the Bike category, the smallest set of members of the City level in the 
Geography hierarchy in the Geography dimension for fiscal year 2003 whose cumulative total using 
the Reseller Sales Amount measure is at least 15% of the cumulative total (beginning with the members 
of this set with the smallest number of sales): 

SELECT
[Product].[Product Categories].Bikes ON 0,
BottomPercent
   ({[Geography].[Geography].[City].Members}
   , 15
   , ([Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount],[Product].[Product Categories].Bikes)
   ) ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE ([Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount],[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year].[FY 2003])    

  BottomSum (MDX) 
 Sorts a specified set in ascending order, and returns a set of tuples with the lowest values whose sum is 
equal to or less than a specified value. 

  Syntax   
BottomSum(Set_Expression, Value, Numeric_Expression)   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Value     A valid numeric expression that specifies the value against which each 
tuple is compared.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 The  BottomSum  function calculates the sum of a specified measure evaluated over a specified set, 
sorting the set in ascending order. The function then returns the elements with the lowest values whose 
total of the specified numeric expression is at least the specified value (sum). This function returns the 
smallest subset of a set whose cumulative total is at least the specified value. The returned elements are 
ordered smallest to largest. 

 The  BottomSum  function, like the  TopSum  function, always breaks the hierarchy.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns, for the Bike category, the smallest set of members of the City level in the 
Geography hierarchy in the Geography dimension for fiscal year 2003, and whose cumulative total, 
using the Reseller Sales Amount measure, is at least the sum of 50,000 (beginning with the members of 
this set with the smallest number of sales): 

SELECT
[Product].[Product Categories].Bikes ON 0,
BottomSum
({[Geography].[Geography].[City].Members}
, 50000
, ([Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount],[Product].[Product Categories].Bikes)
) ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE([Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount],[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year].[FY 2003])    

  CalculationCurrentPass (MDX) 
 Returns the current calculation pass of a cube for the specified query context. 

  Syntax   
CalculationCurrentPass()   
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  Remarks 

 The  CalculationCurrentPass  function returns the zero - based index of the calculation pass for the 
current query context. This function is used in conjunction with  IIf  (MDX) and 
 CalculationPassValue  (MDX) in Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services to handle recursion 
issues. However, with automatic recursion resolution in SQL Server Analysis Services, this function has 
little practical use.   

  CalculationPassValue (MDX) 
 Returns either the numeric or the string value of a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression 
evaluated over the specified calculation pass of a cube. 

  Syntax 

  Numeric syntax      CalculationPassValue(Numeric_Expression,Pass_Value [, ABSOLUTE 
| RELATIVE [,ALL]])    

  String syntax      CalculationPassValue(String_Expression ,Pass_Value [, ABSOLUTE 
| RELATIVE [,ALL]])    

  Arguments 

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

   String_Expression     A valid string expression that is typically a valid Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
expressed as a string.  

   Pass_Value     A valid numeric expression that specifies the calculation pass number.  

   ABSOLUTE     An access flag value that specifies that the  Pass_Value  parameter 
contains the zero - based index of the calculation pass.  ABSOLUTE  is the 
default access flag value if no access flag value is specified.  

   RELATIVE     An access flag value that specifies that the  Pass_Value  parameter 
contains a relative offset from the calculation pass of the triggering 
calculation. If the offset resolves into a calculation pass index less 
than 0, calculation pass 0 is used and no error occurs.  

   ALL     When this flag is set, all values are null except for those loaded by the 
storage engine. When not set, the values are aggregated without any 
calculations applied.  
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  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is provided, the function returns a numeric value by evaluating the specified 
MDX numeric expression in the specified calculation pass, and optionally modified by an access flag and 
an access flag modifier. 

 If a string expression is provided, the function returns a string value by evaluating the specified MDX 
string expression in the specified calculation pass, and optionally modified by an access flag and an 
access flag modifier. 

 This function is used in conjunction with  IIf  (MDX) and  CalculationCurrentPass  (MDX) in 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services to handle recursion issues. However, with automatic 
recursion resolution in SQL Server Analysis Services, this function has little practical use. 

 Only administrators can use the  CalculationPassValue  function within an MDX script. An error 
occurs if an MDX script that contains this function is run in the context of a role that does not have 
administrator privileges.   

  Call Statement (MDX) 

  Syntax   
  Call ExternalFunction ([arguments])    

  Arguments 

   ExternalFunction     A registered user defined function or a stored procedure with or without 
arguments  

  Remarks 

 This statement executes a registered external function. The external function can be a User Defined 
Function (UDF) function or a .NET stored procedure. If the external function takes any arguments as 
data then those need to be passed as part of the Call function. Based on the return value of the external 
function called the Call function can return void or a rowset.  

  Example 

 If you have a stored procedure called AmoSprocExample that has a backup function to backup your 
database as seen in Chapter 11 then you can use the following Call statement to backup the database   

Call AmoSprocExample.Backup(“AnalysisServices2008Tutorial”, “AS2K8”)    
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  CASE Statement (MDX) 
 Lets you conditionally return specific values from multiple comparisons. There are two types of case 
statements: 

  A simple case statement that compares an expression to a set of simple expressions to return 
specific values.  

  A searched case statement that evaluates a set of Boolean expressions to return specific values.    

  Syntax 

   Simple Case Statement  

CASE [input_expression]
WHEN when_expression THEN when_true_result_expression
[...n]
[ELSE else_result_expression]
END   

   Search Case Statement  

CASE
WHEN Boolean_expression THEN else_result_expression
[...n]
[ELSE else_result_expression]
END    

  Arguments 

   input_expression     A Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that 
resolves to a scalar value.  

   when_expression     A specified scalar value against which the  input_expression  
is evaluated, which when evaluated to true, returns the scalar 
value of the  else_result_expression .  

   when_true_result_expression     The scalar value returned when the  WHEN  clause evaluates to true.  

   else_result_expression     The scalar value returned when none of the  WHEN  clauses 
evaluate to true.  

   Boolean_expression     An MDX expression that evaluates to a scalar value.  

  Remarks 

 If there is no  ELSE  clause, and all  WHEN  clauses evaluate to false, the result is an empty cell.  

  Simple Case Expression 

 MDX evaluates a simple case expression by resolving the   input_expression   to a scalar value. This 
scalar value is then compared to the scalar value of the   when_expression  . If the two scalar values 
match, the  CASE  statement returns the value of the   when_expression  . If the two scalar values do 
not match, the next  WHEN  clause is evaluated. If all of the  WHEN  clauses evaluate to false, the value of the 
 ELSE  clause, if any, is returned. 

q

q
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 In the following example, the Reseller Order Count measure is evaluated against several  WHEN  clauses 
and returns a result based on the value of the Reseller Order Count measure for each year. For Reseller 
Order Count values that do not match a scalar value specified in a   when_expression   in a  WHEN  clause, 
the scalar value of the   else_result_expression   is returned.   

WITH MEMBER [Measures].x AS
CASE [Measures].[Reseller Order Count]
   WHEN 0 THEN ‘NONE’
   WHEN 1 THEN ‘SMALL’
   WHEN 2 THEN ‘SMALL’
   WHEN 3 THEN ‘MEDIUM’
   WHEN 4 THEN ‘MEDIUM’
   WHEN 5 THEN ‘LARGE’
   WHEN 6 THEN ‘LARGE’
      ELSE ‘VERY LARGE’
END
SELECT Calendar.[Calendar Year] on 0
, NON EMPTY [Geography].[Postal Code].Members ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE [Measures].x   

  Searched Case Expression 

 To use the case expression to perform more complex evaluations, use the searched case expression. This 
variation of the search expression allows you to evaluate whether an input expression is within a range 
of values. MDX evaluates the  WHEN  clauses in the order that these clauses appear in the  CASE  statement. 

 In the following example, the Reseller Order Count measure is evaluated against the specified   Boolean_
expression   for each of several  WHEN  clauses. A result is returned based on the value of the Reseller 
Order Count measure for each year. Because  WHEN  clauses are evaluated in the order they appear, 
all values larger than 6 can easily be assigned the value of  ‘  VERY LARGE  ’  without having to specify each 
value explicitly. For Reseller Order Count values that are not specified in a  WHEN  clause, the scalar value 
of the   else_result_expression   is returned.   

WITH MEMBER [Measures].x AS
CASE
   WHEN [Measures].[Reseller Order Count]  >  6 THEN ‘VERY LARGE’
   WHEN [Measures].[Reseller Order Count]  >  4 THEN ‘LARGE’
   WHEN [Measures].[Reseller Order Count]  >  2 THEN ‘MEDIUM’
   WHEN [Measures].[Reseller Order Count]  >  0 THEN ‘SMALL’
   ELSE “NONE”
END
SELECT Calendar.[Calendar Year] on 0,
NON EMPTY [Geography].[Postal Code].Members on 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE [Measures].x    
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  Children (MDX) 
 Returns the set of children of a specified member. 

  Syntax   
Member_Expression.Children   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  Children  function returns a naturally ordered set that contains the children of a specified member. 
If the specified member has no children, this function returns an empty set.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the children of the United States member of the Geography hierarchy 
in the Geography dimension: 

SELECT [Geography].[Geography].[Country]. & [United States].Children ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns all members in the Measures dimension on the column axis, this includes 
all calculated members, and the set of all children of the  [Product].[Model Name]  attribute hierarchy 
on the row axis from the  Adventure Works  cube: 

SELECT
    Measures. AllMembers  ON COLUMNS,
    [Product].[Model Name].Children ON ROWS
FROM
    [Adventure Works]    

  ClosingPeriod (MDX) 
 Returns the member that is the last sibling among the descendants of a specified member at a 
specified level. 

  Syntax   
ClosingPeriod( [ Level_Expression [ ,Member_Expression ] ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
level.  

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 This function is primarily intended to be used against a dimension with a type of Time, but can be used 
with any dimension. 

 If a level expression is specified, the  ClosingPeriod  function uses the dimension that contains 
the specified level and returns the last sibling among the descendants of the default member at the 
specified level. 

 If both a level expression and a member expression are specified, the  ClosingPeriod  function returns 
the last sibling among the descendants of specified member at the specified level. 

 If neither a level expression nor a member expression is specified, the  ClosingPeriod  function uses the 
default level and member of the dimension (if any) in the cube with a type of Time. 

 The  ClosingPeriod  function is equivalent to the following MDX statement: 

BottomCount(Descendants(Member_Expression, Level_Expression), 1).  

 The  OpeningPeriod  function is similar to the  ClosingPeriod  function, except that the  OpeningPeriod  
function returns the first sibling instead of the last sibling.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the value for the default measure for FY2005 member of the Date 
dimension (which has a semantic type of Time). This member is returned because the Fiscal Year level is 
the first descendant of the  [All]  level, the Fiscal hierarchy is the default hierarchy because it is the first 
user - defined hierarchy in the hierarchy collection, and the FY 2005 member is the last sibling in this 
hierarchy at this level.   

SELECT ClosingPeriod() ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the value for the default measure for August 31, 2004 member at 
the  Date.Date.Date  level for the  Date.Date  attribute hierarchy. This member is the last sibling of the 
descendant of  [All]  level in the  Date.Date  attribute hierarchy.   

SELECT ClosingPeriod ([Date].[Date].[Date]) ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  
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 The following example returns the value for the default measure for December, 2003 member, which 
is the last sibling of the descendant of the 2003 member at the year level in the Calendar user - defined 
hierarchy: 

SELECT ClosingPeriod ([Date].[Calendar].[Month],[Date].[Calendar].[Calendar 
Year]. & [2003]) ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the value for the default measure for June, 2003 member, which is the last 
sibling of the descendant of the 2003 member at the year level in the Fiscal user - defined hierarchy: 

SELECT ClosingPeriod ([Date].[Fiscal].[Month],[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2003]) 
ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  CoalesceEmpty (MDX) 
 Converts an empty cell value to a specified nonempty cell value, which can be either a number or string. 

  Syntax 

  Numeric syntax     CoalesceEmpty( Numeric_Expression1 [ ,Numeric_Expression2,...n] )   

  String syntax     CoalesceEmpty(String_Expression1 [ ,String_Expression2,...n] )   

  Arguments 

   Numeric_Expression1     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

   Numeric_Expression2     A valid numeric expression that is typically a specified numeric value.  

   String_Expression1     A valid string expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that returns a string.  

   String_Expression2     A valid string expression that is typically a specified string value that is 
substituted for a  NULL  returned by the first string expression.  

  Remarks 

 If one or more numeric expressions are specified, the  CoalesceEmpty  function returns the numeric 
value of the first numeric expression (from left to right) that can be resolved to a nonempty value. If none 
of the specified numeric expressions can be resolved to a nonempty value, the function returns the 
empty cell value. Typically, the value for the second numeric expression is the numeric value that is 
substituted for a  NULL  returned by the first numeric expression. 
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 If one or more string expressions are specified, the function returns the string value of the first string 
expression (from left to right) that can be resolved to a nonempty value. If none of the specified 
string expressions can be resolved to a nonempty value, the function returns the empty cell value. 
Typically, the value for the second string expression value is the string value that is substituted for a 
 NULL  returned by the first string expression. 

 The  CoalesceEmpty  function can only take values of the same type. In other words, all specified 
value expressions must evaluate to only numeric data types or an empty cell value, or all specified value 
expressions must evaluate to string data types or to an empty cell value. A single call to this function 
cannot include both numeric and string expressions. 

 For more information about empty cells, see the OLE DB documentation.  

  Example 

 The following example queries the  Adventure Works  cube. This example returns the order quantity of 
each product and the percentage of order quantities by category. The  CoalesceEmpty  function ensures 
that null values are represented as zero (0) when formatting the calculated members.   

WITH
   MEMBER [Measures].[Order Percent by Category] AS
    CoalesceEmpty 
 (
      ([Product].[Product Categories].CurrentMember,
        Measures.[Order Quantity]) /
          (
           Ancestor
           ( [Product].[Product Categories].CurrentMember,
             [Product].[Product Categories].[Category]
           ), Measures.[Order Quantity]
       ), 0
   ), FORMAT_STRING=’Percent’
SELECT
   {Measures.[Order Quantity],
      [Measures].[Order Percent by Category]} ON COLUMNS,
{[Product].[Product].Members} ON ROWS
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE {[Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year]. & [2003]}    

  Correlation (MDX) 
 Returns the correlation coefficient of x - y pairs of values evaluated over a set. 

  Syntax   
Correlation( Set_Expression, Numeric_Expression_y [ ,Numeric_Expression_x ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression_y     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the y - axis.  

   Numeric_Expression_x     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the x - axis.  

  Remarks 

 The  Correlation  function calculates the correlation coefficient of two pairs of values by first 
evaluating the specified set against the first numeric expression to obtain the values for the y - axis. The 
function then evaluates the specified set against the second numeric expression, if present, to obtain 
the set of values for the x - axis. If the second numeric expression is not specified, the function uses the 
current context of the cells in the specified set as the values for the x - axis. 

 The  Correlation  function ignores empty cells or cells that contain text or logical values. However, the 
function includes cells with values of zero.   

  Count (Dimension) (MDX) 
 Returns the number of hierarchies in a cube. 

  Syntax   
Dimensions.Count   

  Remarks 

 Returns the number of hierarchies in a cube, including the  [Measures].[Measures]  hierarchy.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the number of hierarchies in the  Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER measures.X AS
  dimensions.count
SELECT Measures.X ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Count (Hierarchy Levels) (MDX) 
 Returns the number of levels in hierarchy. 
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  Syntax   
Hierarchy_Expression.Levels.Count   

  Arguments 

    Hierarchy_Expression      A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
hierarchy.  

  Remarks 

 Returns the number of levels in a hierarchy, including the  [All]  level, if applicable. 

 When a dimension contains only a single visible hierarchy, the hierarchy can be referred to either by 
the dimension name or by the hierarchy name, because the dimension name is resolved to its only visible 
hierarchy. For example,  Measures.Levels.Count  is a valid MDX expression because it resolves to the 
only hierarchy in the Measures dimension.  

  Example 

 The following example returns a count of the number of levels in the Product Categories user - defined 
hierarchy in the  Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER measures.X AS
   [Product].[Product Categories].Levels.Count
Select Measures.X ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Count (Set) (MDX) 
 Returns the number of cells in a set. 

  Syntax 

  Standard syntax     Count(Set_Expression [ , ( EXCLUDEEMPTY | INCLUDEEMPTY ) ] )   

  Alternate syntax     Set_Expression.Count   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  
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  Remarks 

 The  Count (Set)  function includes or excludes empty cells, depending on the syntax used. If the 
standard syntax is used, empty cells can be excluded or included by using the  EXCLUDEEMPTY  or 
 INCLUDEEMPTY  flags, respectively. If the alternate syntax is used, the function always includes empty cells. 

 To exclude empty cells in the count of a set, use the standard syntax and the optional  EXCLUDEEMPTY  flag. 

 The  Count (Set)  function counts empty cells by default. In contrast, the  Count  function in OLE DB 
that counts a set excludes empty cells by default.  

  Examples 

 The following example counts the number of cells in the set of members that consist of the children 
of the  Model Name  attribute hierarchy in the Product dimension: 

WITH MEMBER measures.X AS
   [Product].[Model Name].children.count
SELECT Measures.X ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example counts the number of products in the Product dimension by using the 
 DrilldownLevel  function in conjunction with the  Count  function: 

Count(DrilldownLevel (
   [Product].[Product].[Product]))  

 The following example returns those resellers with declining sales compared to the previous calendar 
quarter, by using the  Count  function in conjunction with the  Filter  function and a number of other 
functions. This query uses the  Aggregate  function to support the selection of multiple geography 
members, such as for selection from within a drop - down list in a client application.   

WITH MEMBER Measures.[Declining Reseller Sales] AS
   Count
   (Filter
      (Existing(Reseller.Reseller.Reseller),
         [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]
          <  ([Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount],
            [Date].Calendar.PrevMember)
      )
   )
MEMBER [Geography].[State-Province].x AS
   Aggregate
   ( {[Geography].[State-Province]. & [WA] & [US],
      [Geography].[State-Province]. & [OR] & [US] }
   )
SELECT NON EMPTY HIERARCHIZE
   (AddCalculatedMembers
      ({DrillDownLevel
         ({[Product].[All Products]})
      })
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   ) DIMENSION PROPERTIES PARENT_UNIQUE_NAME ON COLUMNS
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE ([Geography].[State-Province].x,
   [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]. & [2003] & [4]
   ,[Measures].[Declining Reseller Sales])    

  Count (Tuple) (MDX) 
 Returns the number of dimensions in a tuple. 

  Syntax   
Tuple_Expression.Count   

  Arguments 

   Tuple_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a tuple.  

  Remarks 

 Returns the number of dimensions in a tuple.   

  Cousin (MDX) 
 Returns the child member with the same relative position under a parent member as the specified 
child member. 

  Syntax   
Cousin( Member_Expression , Ancestor_Member_Expression )   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that 
returns a member.  

   Ancestor_Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) member 
expression that returns an ancestor member.  

  Remarks 

 This function operates on the order and position of members within levels. If two hierarchies exist, in 
which the first one has four levels and the second one has five levels, the cousin of the third level of the 
first hierarchy is the third level of the second hierarchy.  
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  Examples 

 The following example retrieves the cousin of the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2002, based on its ancestor 
at the year level in fiscal year 2003. The retrieved cousin is the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2003.   

SELECT Cousin
   ( [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter].[Q4 FY 2002],
     [Date].[Fiscal].[FY 2003]
   ) ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example retrieves the cousin of the month of July of fiscal year 2002 based on its ancestor 
at the quarter level in the second quarter of fiscal year 2004. The retrieved cousin is the month of October 
of 2003.   

SELECT Cousin
   ([Date].[Fiscal].[Month].[July 2002] ,
    [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter].[Q2 FY 2004]
   ) ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Covariance (MDX) 
 Returns the population covariance of x - y pairs of values evaluated over a set, by using the biased 
population formula (dividing by the number of x - y pairs). 

  Syntax   
Covariance(Set_Expression,Numeric_Expression_y [ ,Numeric_Expression_x ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression_y     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the y - axis.  

   Numeric_Expression_x     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the x - axis.  

  Remarks 

 The  Covariance  function evaluates the specified set against the first numeric expression, to get the 
values for the y - axis. The function then evaluates the specified set against the second numeric 
expression, if specified, to get the set of values for the x - axis. If the second numeric expression is not 
specified, the function uses the current context of the cells in the specified set as values for the x - axis. 
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 The  Covariance  function uses the biased population formula. This is in contrast to the  CovarianceN  
function that uses the unbiased population formula (dividing the number of x - y pairs, then subtracting 1). 

 The  Covariance  function ignores empty cells or cells that contain text or logical values. However, the 
function includes cells with values of zero.   

  CovarianceN (MDX) 
 Returns the sample covariance of x - y pairs of values evaluated over a set, by using the unbiased 
population formula (dividing by the number of x - y pairs). 

  Syntax   
CovarianceN(Set_Expression, Numeric_Expression_y [ ,Numeric_Expression_x ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a set.  

   Numeric_Expression_y     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a 
number that represents values for the y - axis.  

   Numeric_Expression_x     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a 
number that represents values for the x - axis.  

  Remarks 

 The  CovarianceN  function evaluates the specified set against the first numeric expression, to get the 
values for the y - axis. The function then evaluates the specified set against the second numeric 
expression, if specified, to get the set of values for the x - axis. If the second numeric expression is not 
specified, the function uses the current context of the cells in the specified set as values for the x - axis. 

 The  CovarianceN  function uses the unbiased population formula. This is in contrast to the  Covariance  
function that uses the biased population formula (dividing by the number of x - y pairs). 

 The  CovarianceN  function ignores empty cells or cells that contain text or logical values. However, the 
function includes cells with values of zero.   

  Crossjoin (MDX) 
 Returns the cross product of one or more sets. 
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  Syntax 

  Standard syntax     Crossjoin(Set_Expression1 ,Set_Expression2 [,...n] )   

  Alternate syntax     Set_Expression1 * Set_Expression2 [* ...n]   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 The  Crossjoin  function returns the cross product of two or more specified sets. The order of tuples 
in the resulting set depends on the order of the sets to be joined and the order of their members. For 
example, when the first set consists of  {x1, x2,...,xn} , and the second set consists of  {y1, y2, 
..., yn} , the cross product of these sets is: 

{(x1, y1), (x1, y2),...,(x1, yn), (x2, y1), (x2, y2),...,
(x2, yn),..., (xn, y1), (xn, y2),..., (xn, yn)}  

 If the sets in the cross join are composed of tuples from different attribute hierarchies in the same 
dimension, this function will return only those tuples that actually exist. For more information, see Key 
Concepts in MDX (MDX).  

  Examples 

 The following query shows simple examples of the use of the  Crossjoin  function on the Columns and 
Rows axis of a query: 

SELECT
[Customer].[Country].Members *
[Customer].[State-Province].Members
ON 0,
Crossjoin(
[Date].[Calendar Year].Members,
[Product].[Category].[Category].Members)
ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE Measures.[Internet Sales Amount]  
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 The following example shows the automatic filtering that takes place when different hierarchies from the 
same dimension are crossjoined: 

SELECT
Measures.[Internet Sales Amount]
ON 0,
//Only the dates in Calendar Years 2003 and 2004 will be returned here
Crossjoin(
{[Date].[Calendar Year]. & [2003], [Date].[Calendar Year]. & [2004]},
[Date].[Date].[Date].Members)
ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following three examples return the same results  —  the Internet Sales Amount by state for states 
within the United States. The first two use the two cross join syntaxes and the third demonstrates the use 
of the  WHERE  clause to return the same information.   

Example 1   

SELECT CROSSJOIN
   (
      {[Customer].[Country].[United States]},
       [Customer].[State-Province].Members
   ) ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE Measures.[Internet Sales Amount]

     Example 2   

SELECT
   [Customer].[Country].[United States] *
      [Customer].[State-Province].Members
ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE Measures.[Internet Sales Amount]

     Example 3   

SELECT
   [Customer].[State-Province].Members
ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE (Measures.[Internet Sales Amount],
   [Customer].[Country].[United States])     

  Current (MDX) 
 Returns the current tuple from a set during iteration. 

  Syntax   
Set_Expression.Current   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 At each step during an iteration, the tuple being operated upon is the current tuple. The  Current  
function returns that tuple. This function is only valid during an iteration over a set. 

 MDX functions that iterate through a set include the  Generate  function. 

 This function only works with sets that are named, either using a set alias or by defining a named set.  

  Examples 

 The following example shows how to use the  Current  function inside  Generate : 

WITH
//Creates a set of tuples consisting of all Calendar Years crossjoined with
//all Product Categories
SET MyTuples AS CROSSJOIN(
[Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS,
[Product].[Category].[Category].MEMBERS)
//Iterates through each tuple in the set and returns the name of the Calendar
//Year in each tuple
MEMBER MEASURES.CURRENTDEMO AS
GENERATE(MyTuples, MyTuples.CURRENT.ITEM(0).NAME, “, “)
SELECT MEASURES.CURRENTDEMO ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  CurrentMember (MDX) 
 Returns the current member along a specified hierarchy during iteration. 

  Syntax   
Hierarchy_Expression.CurrentMember   

  Arguments 

   Hierarchy_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a hierarchy.  
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  Remarks 

 When iterating through a set of hierarchy members, at each step in the iteration, the member being 
operated upon is the current member. The  CurrentMember  function returns that member. 

 When a dimension contains only a single visible hierarchy, the hierarchy can be referred to either by 
the dimension name or by the hierarchy name, because the dimension name is resolved to its only visible 
hierarchy. For example,  Measures.CurrentMember  is a valid MDX expression because it resolves to the 
only hierarchy in the Measures dimension.  

  Examples 

 The following query shows how  Currentmember  can be used to find the current member from 
hierarchies on the Columns, Rows, and slice axis: 

WITH MEMBER MEASURES.CURRENTDATE AS
[Date].[Calendar].CURRENTMEMBER.NAME
MEMBER MEASURES.CURRENTPRODUCT AS
[Product].[Product Categories].CURRENTMEMBER.NAME
MEMBER MEASURES.CURRENTMEASURE AS
MEASURES.CURRENTMEMBER.NAME
MEMBER MEASURES.CURRENTCUSTOMER AS
[Customer].[Customer Geography].CURRENTMEMBER.NAME
SELECT
[Product].[Product Categories].[Category].MEMBERS
*
{MEASURES.CURRENTDATE, MEASURES.CURRENTPRODUCT,MEASURES.CURRENTMEASURE, 
MEASURES.CURRENTCUSTOMER}
ON 0,
[Date].[Calendar].MEMBERS
ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE([Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Australia])  

 The current member changes on a hierarchy used on an axis in a query. Therefore, the current member on 
other hierarchies on the same dimension that are not used on an axis can also change; this behavior is 
called  “ auto - exists ”  and you can find more details in Key Concepts in MDX (MDX). For example, the 
following query shows how the current member on the Calendar Year hierarchy of the Date dimension 
changes with the current member on the Calendar hierarchy, when the latter is displayed on the Rows axis: 

WITH MEMBER MEASURES.CURRENTYEAR AS
[Date].[Calendar Year].CURRENTMEMBER.NAME
SELECT
{MEASURES.CURRENTYEAR}
ON 0,
[Date].[Calendar].MEMBERS
ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

  CurrentMember  is very important for making calculations aware of the context of the query they are 
being used in. The following example returns the order quantity of each product and the percentage of 
order quantities by category and model, from the  Adventure Works  cube. The  CurrentMember  
function identifies the product whose order quantity is to be used during calculation.   
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WITH
   MEMBER [Measures].[Order Percent by Category] AS
   CoalesceEmpty
 (
      ([Product].[Product Categories]. CurrentMember ,
        Measures.[Order Quantity]) /
          (
           Ancestor
           ( [Product].[Product Categories]. CurrentMember ,
             [Product].[Product Categories].[Category]
           ), Measures.[Order Quantity]
       ), 0
   ), FORMAT_STRING=’Percent’
SELECT
   {Measures.[Order Quantity],
      [Measures].[Order Percent by Category]} ON COLUMNS,
{[Product].[Product].Members} ON ROWS
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE {[Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year]. & [2003]}    

  CurrentOrdinal (MDX) 
 Returns the current iteration number within a set during iteration. 

  Syntax   
 Set_Expression .CurrentOrdinal   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 When iterating through a set, such as with the  Filter  (MDX) or  Generate  (MDX) functions, the 
 CurrentOrdinal  function returns the iteration number.  

  Examples 

 The following simple example shows how  CurrentOrdinal  can be used with  Generate  to return a 
string containing the name of each item in a set along with its position in the set: 

WITH SET MySet AS [Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country].MEMBERS
MEMBER MEASURES.CURRENTORDINALDEMO AS
GENERATE(MySet, CSTR(MySet.CURRENTORDINAL) + “) “ + MySet.CURRENT.ITEM(0).NAME, “, 
“)
SELECT MEASURES.CURRENTORDINALDEMO ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  
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 The practical use of  CurrentOrdinal  is limited to very complex calculations. The following example 
returns the number of products in the set that are unique, using the  Order  function to order the non -
 empty tuples before utilizing the  Filter  function. The  CurrentOrdinal  function is used to compare 
and eliminate ties.   

WITH MEMBER [Measures].[PrdTies] AS Count
   (Filter
      (Order
        (NonEmpty
          ([Product].[Product].[Product].Members
          , {[Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]}
          )
       , [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
       , BDESC
       ) AS OrdPrds
    , NOT((OrdPrds.CurrentOrdinal  <  OrdPrds.Count
       AND [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity] =
          ( [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
            , OrdPrds.Item
               (OrdPrds.CurrentOrdinal
               )
            )
         )
         OR (OrdPrds.CurrentOrdinal  >  1
            AND [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity] =
               ([Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
               , OrdPrds.Item
                  (OrdPrds.CurrentOrdinal-2)
                )
             )
          ))
       )
SELECT {[Measures].[PrdTies]} ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  CustomData (MDX) 
 Returns the value of the  CustomData  connection string property if defined; otherwise,  null . 

  Syntax   
CustomData()   

  Return Value 

 The  CustomData  function can retrieve the  CustomData  connection string property and pass a 
configuration setting to be used by Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) functions and statements, such 
as  UserName  (MDX) and  CALL  statement (MDX). For example, this function can be used in a dynamic 
security expression to select the allowed/denied set members for the string value in the  CustomData  
connection string property.   
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  DataMember (MDX) 
 Returns the system - generated data member that is associated with a nonleaf member of a dimension. 

  Syntax   
Member_Expression.DataMember   

  Arguments 

  Member_Expression    A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 This function operates on nonleaf members in any hierarchy and can be used by the  UPDATE CUBE  
statement (MDX) command to writeback data to a nonleaf member directly, rather than to the leaf 
member ’ s descendants. 

 Returns the specified member if the specified member is a leaf member, or if the nonleaf member does 
not have an associated data member.  

  Examples 

 The following example shows the sales quota for individual employees as well as the entire team 
using the Datamember MDX function.   

WITH MEMBER measures.InvidualQuota AS
‘([Employee].[Employees].currentmember.datamember, [Measures].[Sales Amount Quota])’
SELECT {[Measures].[Sales Amount Quota],[Measures].IndividualQuota} ON COLUMNS,
[Employee].[Employees].MEMBERS ON ROWS
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  DefaultMember (MDX) 
 Returns the default member of a hierarchy. 

  Syntax   
Hierarchy_Expression.DefaultMember   

  Arguments 

   Hierarchy_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
hierarchy.  
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  Remarks 

 The default member on an attribute is used to evaluate expressions when an attribute is not included 
in a query.  

  Example 

 The following example uses the  DefaultMember  function, in conjunction with the  Name  function, to 
return the default member for the Destination Currency dimension in the  Adventure Works  cube. The 
example returns  US Dollar . The  Name  function is used to return the name of the measure rather than 
the default property of the measure, which is  value .   

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS
   [Destination Currency].[Destination Currency].DefaultMember.Name
SELECT Measures.x ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Descendants (MDX) 
 Returns the set of descendants of a member at a specified level or distance, optionally including or 
excluding descendants in other levels. 

  Syntax 

  Member expression syntax using a level 
expression  

   Descendants(Member_Expression [ , 
Level_Expression [ ,Desc_Flag ] ] )   

  Member expression syntax using a numeric 
expression  

   Descendants(Member_Expression [ , 
Distance [ ,Desc_Flag ] ] )   

  Set expression syntax using a level expression     Descendants(Set_Expression [ , 
Level_Expression [ ,Desc_Flag ] ] )   

  Member expression syntax using a numeric 
expression  

   Descendants(Set_Expression [ ,
Distance [ ,Desc_Flag ] ] )   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a level.  

   Distance     A valid numeric expression that specifies the distance from the specified 
member.  

   Desc_Flag     A valid string expression specifying a description flag that distinguishes 
among possible sets of descendants.  
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  Remarks 

 If a level is specified, the  Descendants  function returns a set that contains the descendants of the 
specified member or the members of the specified set, at a specified level, optionally modified by a 
flag specified in   Desc_Flag  . 

 If   Distance   is specified, the  Descendants  function returns a set that contains the descendants of the 
specified member or the members of the specified set that are the specified number of levels away in the 
hierarchy of the specified member, optionally modified by a flag specified in   Desc_Flag  . Typically, you 
use this function with the  Distance  argument to deal with ragged hierarchies. If the specified distance 
is zero (0), the function returns a set that consists only of the specified member or the specified set. 

 If a set expression is specified, the  Descendants  function is resolved individually for each member of 
the set, and the set is created again. In other words, the syntax used for the  Descendants  function is 
functionally equivalent to the MDX  Generate  function. 

 If no level or distance is specified, the default value for the level used by the function is determined by 
calling the  Level  function (  <  < Member >  > .Level ) for the specified member (if a member is specified) or 
by calling the  Level  function for each member of the specified set (if a set is specified). If no level 
expression, distance, or flags are specified, the function performs as if the following syntax were used: 

Descendants
(
Member_Expression ,
Member_Expression.Level ,
SELF_BEFORE_AFTER
)
If a level is specified and a description flag is not specified, the function 
performs as if the following syntax were used.
Descendants
(
Member_Expression ,
Level_Expression,
SELF
)  

 By changing the value of the description flag, you can include or exclude descendants at the specified 
level or distance, the children before or after the specified level or distance (until the leaf node), and the 
leaf children regardless of the specified level or distance. The following table describes the flags allowed 
in the   Desc_Flag   argument. 

  Flag    Description  

   SELF     Returns only descendant members from the specified level or at the 
specified distance. The function includes the specified member, if 
the specified level is the level of the specified member.  

   AFTER     Returns descendant members from all levels subordinate to the specified 
level or distance.  
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  Flag    Description  

   BEFORE     Returns descendant members from all levels between the specified 
member and the specified level, or at the specified distance. It includes the 
specified member, but does not include members from the specified level 
or distance.  

   BEFORE_AND_AFTER     Returns descendant members from all levels subordinate to the level of the 
specified member. It includes the specified member, but does not include 
members from the specified level or at the specified distance.  

   SELF_AND_AFTER     Returns descendant members from the specified level or at the specified 
distance and all levels subordinate to the specified level, or at the 
specified distance.  

   SELF_AND_BEFORE     Returns descendant members from the specified level or at the specified 
distance, and from all levels between the specified member and the 
specified level, or at the specified distance, including the specified 
member.  

   SELF_BEFORE_AFTER     Returns descendant members from all levels subordinate to the level of the 
specified member, and includes the specified member.  

   LEAVES     Returns leaf descendant members between the specified member and the 
specified level, or at the specified distance.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the specified member (United States), and the members between the 
specified member (United States) and the members of the level before the specified level (City), The 
example returns the specified member itself (United States), and the members of the State - Province level 
(the level before the City level). This example includes commented arguments to enable you to easily test 
other arguments for this function.   

SELECT Descendants
   ([Geography].[Geography].[Country]. & [United States]
      //, [Geography].[Geography].[Country]
   , [Geography].[Geography].[City]
      //, [Geography].[Geography].Levels (3)
      //, SELF
      //, AFTER
      , BEFORE
      // BEFORE_AND_AFTER
      //, SELF_AND_AFTER
      //, SELF_AND_BEFORE
      //,SELF_BEFORE_AFTER
      //,LEAVES
   ) ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  
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 The following example returns the daily average of the  Measures.[Gross Profit Margin]  measure, 
calculated across the days of each month in the 2003 fiscal year, from the  Adventure Works  cube. The 
 Descendants  function returns a set of days determined from the current member of the 
 [Date].[Fiscal]  hierarchy.   

WITH MEMBER Measures.[Avg Gross Profit Margin] AS Avg
   (
       Descendants 

  ( [Date].[Fiscal].CurrentMember,
    [Date].[Fiscal].[Date]
  ),

        Measures.[Gross Profit Margin]
   )
SELECT
   Measures.[Avg Gross Profit Margin] ON COLUMNS,
   [Date].[Fiscal].[Month].Members ON ROWS
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE ([Date].[Fiscal Year]. & [2003])  

 The following example uses a level expression and returns the Internet Sales Amount for each State -
 Province in Australia, and returns the percentage of the total Internet Sales Amount for Australia for by 
each State - Province. This example uses the  Item  function to extract the first (and only) tuple from the set 
that is returned by the  Ancestors  function.   

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS
   [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] /
   ( [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount],
      Ancestors
         ( [Customer].[Customer Geography].CurrentMember,
           [Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]
         ).Item (0)
   ), FORMAT_STRING = ‘0%’
SELECT {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], Measures.x} ON 0,
{ Descendants 
   ( [Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Australia],
     [Customer].[Customer Geography].[State-Province], SELF
   )
} ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Dimension (MDX) 
 Returns the hierarchy that contains a specified member, level, or hierarchy. 

  Syntax 

  Hierarchy syntax     Hierarchy_Expression.Dimension   

  Level syntax     Level_Expression.Dimension   

  Member syntax     Member_Expression.Dimension   
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  Arguments 

   Hierarchy_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
hierarchy.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
level.  

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Examples 

 The following example uses the  Dimension  function, in conjunction with the  Name  function, to 
return the hierarchy name of the specified member: 

WITH member measures.x as [Product].[Product Model Lines].[Model]. & [HL Road 
Tire].Dimension.Name
SELECT measures.x on 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the  Dimension  function, in conjunction with the  Levels  and the  Count  
functions, to return the number of levels in the hierarchy containing the specified member: 

WITH member measures.x as [Product].[Product Model Lines].[Model]. & [HL Road 
Tire].Dimension.Levels.Count
SELECT measures.x on 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the  Dimension  function, in conjunction with the  Members  and the  Count  
functions, to return the number of members in the hierarchy containing the specified member: 

WITH member measures.x as [Product].[Product Model Lines].[Model]. & [HL Road 
Tire].Dimension.Members.Count
SELECT measures.x on 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Dimensions (MDX) 
 Returns a hierarchy specified by a numeric or string expression. 

  Syntax 

  Numeric expression syntax     Dimensions(Hierarchy_Number)   

  String expression syntax     Dimensions(Hierarchy_Name)   
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  Arguments 

   Hierarchy_Number     A valid numeric expression that specifies a hierarchy number.  

   Hierarchy_Name     A valid string expression that specifies a hierarchy name.  

  Remarks 

 If a hierarchy number is specified, the  Dimensions  function returns a hierarchy whose zero - based 
position within the cube is specified hierarchy number. 

 If a hierarchy name is specified, the  Dimensions  function returns the specified hierarchy. Typically, you 
use this string version of the  Dimensions  function with user - defined functions. 

 The Measures dimension is always represented by  Dimensions(0) .  

  Examples 

 The following examples use the  Dimensions  function to return the name, count of levels, and count of 
members of a specified hierarchy, using both a numeric expression and a string expression: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS Dimensions
   (‘[Product].[Product Categories]’).Name
SELECT Measures.x on 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS Dimensions
   (‘[Product].[Product Categories]’).Levels.Count
SELECT Measures.x on 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS Dimensions
   (‘[Product].[Product Categories]’).Members.Count
SELECT Measures.x on 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS Dimensions(0).Name
SELECT Measures.x on 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS Dimensions(0).Levels.Count
SELECT measures.x on 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS Dimensions(0).Members.Count
SELECT measures.x on 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Distinct (MDX) 
 Evaluates a specified set, removes duplicate tuples from the set, and returns the resulting set. 
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  Syntax   
Distinct(Set_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 If the  Distinct  function finds duplicate tuples in the specified set, the function keeps only the first 
instance of the duplicate tuple while leaving the order of the set intact.  

  Examples 

 The following example query shows how to use the  Distinct  function with a named set, as well as how 
to use it with the  Count  function to find the number of distinct tuples in a set: 

WITH SET MySet AS
{[Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Australia],[Customer].[Customer 
Geography].[Country]. & [Australia],
[Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Canada],[Customer].[Customer 
Geography].[Country]. & [France],
[Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [United Kingdom],[Customer].[Customer 
Geography].[Country]. & [United Kingdom]}
MEMBER MEASURES.SETCOUNT AS
COUNT(MySet)
MEMBER MEASURES.SETDISTINCTCOUNT AS
COUNT(DISTINCT(MySet))
SELECT {MEASURES.SETCOUNT, MEASURES.SETDISTINCTCOUNT} ON 0,
DISTINCT(MySet) ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  DistinctCount (MDX) 
 Returns the number of distinct, nonempty tuples in a set. 

  Syntax   
DistinctCount( Set_Expression )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  
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  Remarks 

 The  DistinctCount  function is equivalent to  Count(Distinct(Set_Expression) ,  EXCLUDEEMPTY) .  

  Examples 

 The following query shows how to use the  DistinctCount  function: 

WITH SET MySet AS
{[Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Australia],[Customer].[Customer 
Geography].[Country]. & [Australia],
[Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Canada],[Customer].[Customer 
Geography].[Country]. & [France],
[Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [United Kingdom],[Customer].[Customer 
Geography].[Country]. & [United Kingdom]}
*
{([Date].[Calendar].[Date]. & [ 20010701],[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] )}
//Returns the value 3 because Internet Sales Amount is null
//for the UK on the date specified
MEMBER MEASURES.SETDISTINCTCOUNT AS
DISTINCTCOUNT(MySet)
SELECT {MEASURES.SETDISTINCTCOUNT} ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  DrilldownLevel (MDX) 
 Drills down the members of a set to one level below the lowest level represented in the set, or to one 
level below an optionally specified level of a member represented in the set. 

  Syntax 

  Level expression syntax     DrilldownLevel(Set_Expression [ , Level_Expression ] )   

  Numeric expression syntax     DrilldownLevel(Set_Expression [ , ,Index} ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a level.  

   Index     A valid numeric expression that specifies the hierarchy number to drill down 
into within the set.  
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  Remarks 

 The  DrilldownLevel  function returns a set of child members in a hierarchical order, based on the 
members included in the specified set. Order is preserved among the original members in the specified 
set, except that all child members included in the result set of the function are included immediately 
under their parent member. 

 If a level expression is specified, the function constructs a set in a hierarchical order by retrieving the 
children of only those members that are at the specified level. If a level expression is specified and there 
is no member at the specified level represented in the specified set, the specified set is returned. 

 If an index value is specified, the function constructs a set in a hierarchical order by retrieving the 
children of only those members that are at the next lowest level of the specified hierarchy referenced in 
the specified set, based on a zero - based index. 

 If neither a level expression nor an index value is specified, the function constructs a set in a hierarchical 
order by retrieving the children of only those members that are at the next lowest level of the first 
dimension referenced in the specified set.  

  Examples 

 The following example counts the number of products in the Product dimension by using the 
 DrilldownLevel  function in conjunction with the  Count  function: 

Count(DrilldownLevel (
   [Product].[Product].[Product]))  

 The following example uses the numeric expression syntax to drill down into the first hierarchy, the 
Customer Geography hierarchy: 

SELECT DRILLDOWNLEVEL
   ( {[Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Canada]} * 
{[Customer].[Gender].[All Customers]},,0)
   ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the numeric expression syntax to drill down into the second hierarchy, 
which is the Gender hierarchy: 

SELECT DRILLDOWNLEVEL
   ( {[Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Canada]} * 
{[Customer].[Gender].[All Customers]},,1)
   ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the count of the resellers whose sales have declined over the previous 
time period, based on user - selected State - Province member values evaluated by using the  Aggregate  
function. The  Hierarchize  and  DrilldownLevel  functions are used to return values for declining sales 
for product categories in the Product dimension. The  DrilldownLevel  function is used to drill down to 
the next lowest level of the  Product  attribute hierarchy (because no level is specified).   
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WITH MEMBER Measures.[Declining Reseller Sales] AS
   Count(
      Filter(
         Existing(Reseller.Reseller.Reseller),
            [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]  <  ([Measures].[Reseller Sales 
Amount],
            [Date].Calendar.PrevMember)
            )
         )
MEMBER [Geography].[State-Province].x AS
   Aggregate (
      {[Geography].[State-Province]. & [WA] & [US],
      [Geography].[State-Province]. & [OR] & [US] }
         )
SELECT NON EMPTY Hierarchize (
   AddCalculatedMembers (
      {DrilldownLevel ({[Product].[All Products]})}
         )   )
        DIMENSION PROPERTIES PARENT_UNIQUE_NAME ON COLUMNS
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE ([Geography].[State-Province].x,
    [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]. & [2003] & [4],
    [Measures].[Declining Reseller Sales])    

  DrilldownLevelBottom (MDX) 
 Drills down the bottommost members of a set, at a specified level, to one level below. 

  Syntax   
DrilldownLevelBottom(Set_Expression, Count [ , [ Level_Expression ]
[ ,Numeric_Expression ] ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of tuples to be 
returned.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
level.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  
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  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the  DrilldownLevelBottom  function sorts, in ascending order, the 
children of each member in the specified set, according to the specified value, as evaluated over the set 
of child members. If a numeric expression is not specified, the function sorts, in ascending order, the 
children of each member in the specified set, according to the values of the cells represented by the set of 
child members, as determined by the query context. 

 After sorting, the  DrilldownLevelBottom  function returns a set that contains the parent members and 
the number of child members, specified in   Count  , with the lowest value. 

 The  DrilldownLevelBottom  function is similar to the  DrilldownLevel  function, but instead of 
including all children for each member at the specified level, the  DrilldownLevelBottom  function 
returns the bottommost number of child members.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the bottom three children of the Product Category level, based on the 
default measure: 

SELECT DrilldownLevelBottom
   ([Product].[Product Categories].children,
   3,
   [Product].[Product Categories].[Category])
   ON 0
   FROM [Adventure Works]    

  DrilldownLevelTop (MDX) 
 Drills down the topmost members of a set, at a specified level, to one level below. 

  Syntax   
DrilldownLevelTop(Set_Expression, Count [ , [ Level_Expression ]
[ ,Numeric_Expression ] ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of tuples to be 
returned.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
level.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  
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  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the  DrilldownLevelTop  function sorts, in descending order, the 
children of each member in the specified set according to the value of the numeric expression, as 
evaluated over the set of child members. If a numeric expression is not specified, the function sorts, in 
descending order, the children of each member in the specified set according to the values of the cells 
represented by the set of child members, as determined by the query context. 

 After sorting, the  DrilldownLevelTop  function returns a set that contains the parent members and the 
number of child members, specified in   Count  , with the highest value. 

 The  DrilldownLevelTop  function is similar to the  DrilldownLevel  function, but instead of including 
all children for each member at the specified level, the  DrilldownLevelTop  function returns the 
topmost number of child members.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the top three children of the Product Category level, based on the default 
measure: 

SELECT DrilldownLevelTop
   ([Product].[Product Categories].children,
   3,
   [Product].[Product Categories].[Category])
   ON 0
   FROM [Adventure Works]    

  DrilldownMember (MDX) 
 Drills down the members in a specified set that are present in a second specified set. Alternatively, the 
function drills down on a set of tuples. 

  Syntax   
DrilldownMember( Set_Expression1 ,  Set_Expression2  [ , RECURSIVE ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 This function returns a set of child members that are ordered by hierarchy, and includes members 
specified in the first set that are also present in the second set. Parent members will not be drilled down 
if the first set contains the parent member and one or more children. The first set can have any 
dimensionality, but the second set must contain a one - dimensional set. Order is preserved among the 
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original members in the first set, except that all child members included in the result set of the function 
are included immediately under their parent member. The function constructs the result set by retrieving 
the children for each member in the first set that is also present in the second set. If  RECURSIVE  is 
specified, the function continues to recursively compare the members of the result set against the second 
set, retrieving the children for each member in the result set that is also present in the second set until no 
more members from the result set can be found in the second set. 

 The first set can contain tuples instead of members. Tuple drilldown is an extension of OLE DB, and it 
returns a set of tuples instead of members. 

 A member will not get drilled down into if it is immediately followed by one of its children. The order of 
members in the set matters for both the  Drilldown*  and  Drillup*  families of functions.  

  Examples 

 The following example drills down into Australia, which is the member of the first set that is also present 
in the second set: 

SELECT DrilldownMember
   ( [Geography].[Geography].Children,
      {[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[Australia],
        [Geography].[Geography].[State-Province].[New South Wales]}
   )
   ON 0
   FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example drills down into Australia, which is the member of the first set that is also present 
in the second set. However, because the  RECURSIVE  argument is present, the function continues to 
recursively compare the members of the result set (members of the State - Province level) against the 
second set, retrieving the children for each member in the result set (members of the City level) that is 
also present in the second set until no more members from the result set can be found in the second set.   

SELECT DrilldownMember
   ( [Geography].[Geography].Children,
      {[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[Australia],
        [Geography].[Geography].[State-Province].[New South Wales]}
   ,RECURSIVE)
   ON 0
   FROM [Adventure Works]               

DrilldownMemberBottom (MDX) 
 Drills down the members in a specified set that are present in a second specified set, limiting the result 
set to a specified number of members. Alternatively, this function also drills down on a set of tuples. 

  Syntax   
DrilldownMemberBottom(Set_Expression1, Set_Expression2, Count [ , 
[ Numeric_Expression ][ , RECURSIVE ] ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of tuples to be 
returned.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the  DrilldownMemberBottom  function sorts, in ascending order, 
the children of each member in the first set, according to the value of the numeric expression, as 
evaluated over the set of child members. If a numeric expression is not specified, the function sorts, in 
ascending order, the children of each member in the first set according to the values of the cells 
represented by the set of child members, as determined by the query context. 

 After sorting, the  DrilldownMemberBottom  function returns a set that contains the parent members and 
the number of child members, specified in   Count  , with the lowest value and are contained by both sets. 

 If  RECURSIVE  is specified, the function sorts the first set as described previously, then recursively compares 
the members of the first set, as organized in a hierarchy, against the second set. The function retrieves the 
bottommost number of children for each member in the first set that is also present in the second set. 

 The first set can contain tuples instead of members. Tuple drilldown is an extension of OLE DB, and 
returns a set of tuples instead of members. 

 The  DrilldownMemberBottom  function is similar to the  DrilldownMember  function, but instead of 
including all children for each member in the first set that is also present in the second set, the 
 DrilldownMemberBottom  function returns the bottommost number of child members for each member.  

  Example 

 The following example drills down into the clothing category to return the three subcategories of 
clothing with the bottom quantity of orders shipped: 

SELECT DrilldownMemberBottom
  ({[Product].[Product Categories].[All Products],
     [Product].[Product Categories].[Category].Bikes,
     [Product].[Product Categories].[Category].Clothing}
   ,
  {[Product].[Product Categories].[Category].Clothing},
  3,
  [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
  )
  ON 0
  FROM [Adventure Works]
  WHERE [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]    
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  DrilldownMemberTop (MDX) 
 Drills down the members in a specified set that are present in a second specified set, limiting the result 
set to a specified number of members. Alternatively, this function drills down on a set of tuples. 

  Syntax   
DrilldownMemberTop(Set_Expression1, Set_Expression2, Count [ , [ Numeric_Expression 
][ , RECURSIVE ] ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of tuples to be 
returned.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the  DrilldownMemberTop  function sorts, in descending order, the 
children of each member in the first set according to the value of the numeric expression, as evaluated 
over the set of child members. If a numeric expression is not specified, the function sorts, in descending 
order, the children of each member in the first set according to the values of the cells represented by the 
set of child members, as determined by the query context. 

 After sorting, the  DrilldownMemberTop  function returns a set that contains the parent members and the 
number of child members, specified in   Count  , with the highest value and are contained in both sets. 

 If  RECURSIVE  is specified, the function sorts the first set as described previously, then recursively 
compares the members of the first set, as organized in a hierarchy, against the second set. The function 
retrieves the topmost number of children for each member in the first set that is also present in the 
second set. 

 The first set can contain tuples instead of members. Tuple drilldown is an extension of OLE DB, and 
returns a set of tuples instead of members. 

 The  DrilldownMemberTop  function is similar to the  DrilldownMember  function, but instead of 
including all children for each member in the first set that is also present in the second set, the 
 DrilldownMemberTop  function returns the topmost number of child members for each member.  
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  Example 

 The following example drills down into the clothing category to return the three subcategories of 
clothing with the top quantity of orders shipped: 

SELECT DrilldownMemberTop
  ({[Product].[Product Categories].[All Products],
     [Product].[Product Categories].[Category].Bikes,
     [Product].[Product Categories].[Category].Clothing}
   ,
  {[Product].[Product Categories].[Category].Clothing},
  3,
  [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
  )
  ON 0
  FROM [Adventure Works]
  WHERE [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]    

  DrillupLevel (MDX) 
 Drills up the members of a set that are below a specified level. 

  Syntax   
DrillupLevel(Set_Expression [ , Level_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a level.  

  Remarks 

 The  DrillupLevel  function returns a set of members organized hierarchically based on the members 
included in the specified set. Order is preserved among the members in the specified set. 

 If a level expression is specified, the  DrillupLevel  function constructs the set by retrieving only those 
members that are above the specified level. If a level expression is specified and there is no member of 
the specified level represented in the specified set, the specified set is returned. 

 If a level expression is not specified, the function constructs the set by retrieving only those members 
that are one level higher than the lowest level of the first dimension referenced in the specified set.  
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  Example 

 The following example returns the set of members from the first set that are above the Subcategory level: 

SELECT DrillUpLevel
  ({[Product].[Product Categories].[All Products]
    ,[Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory]. & [32],
    [Product].[Product Categories].[Product]. & [215]},
  [Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory]
    )
  ON 0
  FROM [Adventure Works]
  WHERE [Measures].[Internet Order Quantity]    

  DrillupMember (MDX) 
 Returns the members in a specified set that are not descendants of members in a second specified set. 

  Syntax   
DrillupMember(Set_Expression1, Set_Expression2)   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 The  DrillupMember  function returns a set of members based on the members specified in the first set 
that are descendants of members in the second set. The first set can have any dimensionality, but the 
second set must contain a one - dimensional set. Order is preserved among the original members in 
the first set. The function constructs the set by including only those members in the first set that are 
immediate descendants of members in the second set. If the immediate ancestor of a member in the first 
set is not present in the second set, the member in the first set is included in the set returned by this 
function. Descendants in the first set that precede an ancestor member in the second set are also 
included. 

 The first set can contain tuples instead of members. Tuple drilldown is an extension of OLE DB, and 
returns a set of tuples instead of members. 

 A member will get drilled up only if it is immediately followed by a child or a descendant. The order of 
members in the set matters for both the  Drilldown*  and  Drillup*  families of functions. Consider 
using the  Hierarchize  function to appropriately order the members of the first set.  
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  Example 

 The following example drills up on the Canada member: 

SELECT DrillUpMember
   (
      Hierarchize
         (
            {[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[Canada]
            ,[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[United States]
            ,[Geography].[Geography].[State-Province].[Alberta]
            ,[Geography].[Geography].[State-Province].[Brunswick]
            ,[Geography].[Geography].[State-Province].[Colorado]
            }
         ), {[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[United States]}
   )
ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Error (MDX) 
 Raises an error, optionally providing a specified error message. 

  Syntax   
Error( [  Error_Text  ] )   

  Arguments 

   Error_Text     A valid string expression containing the error message to be returned.  

  Examples 

 The following query shows how to use the  Error  function inside a calculated measure: 

WITH MEMBER MEASURES.ERRORDEMO AS ERROR(“THIS IS AN ERROR”)
SELECT
MEASURES.ERRORDEMO ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Except (MDX) 
 Evaluates two sets and removes those tuples in the first set that also exist in the second set, optionally 
retaining duplicates. 

  Syntax   
Except(Set_Expression1, Set_Expression2 [, ALL ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 If  ALL  is specified, the function retains duplicates found in the first set; duplicates found in the second 
set will still be removed. The members are returned in the order they appear in the first set.  

  Examples 

 The following example demonstrates the use of this function: 

   //This query shows the quantity of orders for all products,
   //with the exception of Components, which are not
   //sold.
SELECT
   [Date].[Month of Year].Children  ON COLUMNS,
   Except
      ([Product].[Product Categories].[All].Children ,
         {[Product].[Product Categories].[Components]}
      ) ON ROWS
FROM
   [Adventure Works]
WHERE
   ([Measures].[Order Quantity])    

  Existing (MDX) 
 Existing function takes a set as an input, evaluates the related attributes (based on the attribute 
relationships defined) based on the current context and returns the evaluated set. 

  Syntax   
Existing (Set_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set  
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  Remarks 

 The current context at the time of evaluation of this function may contain multiple members for each 
related attribute. In such a case the set is evaluated to tuples which are associated with at least one 
member.  

  Examples 

 Enclosed below is an example of the query where the current context evaluates to state - provinces in 
the country Canada. This is due to the fact that attribute relationships are defined between the Country 
and State - Province attributes in the Geography dimension.   

SELECT [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount] on 0,
EXISTING ([Geography].[Geography].[State - Province].members) on 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE [Geography].[Country]. & [Canada]
                  

  Exists (MDX) 
 Returns the set of tuples of the first set specified that exist with one or more tuples of the second set 
specified. This function performs manually what auto exists performs automatically. For more 
information about auto exists, see Key Concepts in MDX (MDX). 

 If the optional   < Measure Group Name >   is provided, the function returns tuples that exist with one or 
more tuples from the second set and those tuples that have associated rows in the fact table of the 
specified measure group. 

  Syntax   
Exists( Set_Expression1 , Set_Expression2 [, MeasureGroupName] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   MeasureGroupName     A valid string expression specifying a measure group name.  

  Remarks 

 Measure group rows with measures containing null values contribute to  Exists  when the 
 MeasureGroupName  argument is specified.  
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  Examples 

 Customers who live in California: 

SELECT [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 0,
EXISTS(
[Customer].[Customer].[Customer].MEMBERS
, {[Customer].[State-Province]. & [CA] & [US]}
) ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 Customers who live in California with sales: 

SELECT [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 0,
EXISTS(
[Customer].[Customer].[Customer].MEMBERS
, {[Customer].[State-Province]. & [CA] & [US]}
, “Internet Sales”) ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 Customers with sales: 

SELECT [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 0,
EXISTS(
[Customer].[Customer].[Customer].MEMBERS
, , “Internet Sales”) ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 Customers who bought Bikes: 

SELECT [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 0,
EXISTS(
[Customer].[Customer].[Customer].MEMBERS
, {[Product].[Product Categories].[Category]. & [1]}
, “Internet Sales”) ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Extract (MDX) 
 Returns a set of tuples from extracted hierarchy elements. 

  Syntax   
Extract(Set_Expression, Hierarchy_Expression1 [,Hierarchy_Expression2, ...n] )   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a set.  

   Hierarchy_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a hierarchy.  

   Hierarchy_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a hierarchy.  

  Remarks 

 The  Extract  function returns a set that consists of tuples from the extracted hierarchy elements. For 
each tuple in the specified set, the members of the specified hierarchies are extracted into new tuples in 
the result set. This function always removes duplicate tuples. 

 The  Extract  function performs the opposite action of the  Crossjoin  function.  

  Examples 

 The following query shows how to use the  Extract  function on a set of tuples returned by the 
 NonEmpty  function: 

SELECT [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 0,
//Returns the distinct combinations of Customer and Date for all purchases
//of Bike Racks or Bike Stands
EXTRACT(
NONEMPTY(
[Customer].[Customer].[Customer].MEMBERS
*
[Date].[Date].[Date].MEMBERS
*
{[Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory]. & [26],[Product].[Product Categories].
[Subcategory]. & [27]}
*
{[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]}
)
, [Customer].[Customer], [Date].[Date])
ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Filter (MDX) 
 Returns the set that results from filtering a specified set based on a search condition. 

  Syntax   
Filter(Set_Expression, Logical_Expression )   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Logical_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) logical expression that 
evaluates to true or false.  

  Remarks 

 The  Filter  function evaluates the specified logical expression against each tuple in the specified 
set. The function returns a set that consists of each tuple in the specified set where the logical expression 
evaluates to  true . If no tuples evaluate to  true , an empty set is returned. 

 The  Filter  function works in a fashion similar to that of the  IIf  function. The  IIf  function returns 
only one of two options based on the evaluation of an MDX logical expression, while the  Filter  
function returns a set of tuples that meet the specified search condition. In effect, the  Filter  function 
executes  IIf(Logical_Expression, Set_Expression.Current, NULL)  on each tuple in the set, 
and returns the resulting set.  

  Examples 

 The following example shows the use of the  Filter  function on the Rows axis of a query, to return 
only the Dates where Internet Sales Amount is greater than $10000: 

SELECT [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 0,
FILTER(
[Date].[Date].[Date].MEMBERS
, [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] > 10000)
ON 1
FROM
[Adventure Works]  

 The  Filter  function can also be using inside calculated member definitions. The following example 
returns the sum of the  Measures.[Order Quantity]  member, aggregated over the first nine months of 
2003 contained in the Date dimension, from the  Adventure Works  cube. The  PeriodsToDate  function 
defines the tuples in the set over which the  Aggregate  function operates. The  Filter  function limits 
those tuples being returned to those with lower values for the Reseller Sales Amount measure for the 
previous time period.   

WITH MEMBER Measures.[Declining Reseller Sales] AS Count
   (Filter
      (Existing
         (Reseller.Reseller.Reseller),
            [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]  < 
               ([Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount],[Date].Calendar.PrevMember)
        )
    )

(continued)
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MEMBER [Geography].[State-Province].x AS Aggregate
( {[Geography].[State-Province]. & [WA] & [US],
   [Geography].[State-Province]. & [OR] & [US] }
)
SELECT NON EMPTY HIERARCHIZE
   (AddCalculatedMembers
      ({DrillDownLevel
         ({[Product].[All Products]})}
        )
    ) DIMENSION PROPERTIES PARENT_UNIQUE_NAME ON COLUMNS
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE ([Geography].[State-Province].x,
   [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]. & [2003] & [4],
   [Measures].[Declining Reseller Sales])    

  FirstChild (MDX) 
 Returns the first child of a specified member. 

  Syntax   
Member_Expression.FirstChild   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Example 

 The following query returns the first child of fiscal year 2003 in the Fiscal hierarchy, which is the first 
semester of Fiscal Year 2003: 

SELECT [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2003].FirstChild ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  FirstSibling (MDX) 
 Returns the first child of the parent of a member. 

  Syntax   
Member_Expression.FirstSibling   

(continued)
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  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Example 

 The following query returns the first sibling of fiscal year 2003 in the Fiscal hierarchy, which is Fiscal 
Year 2002: 

SELECT [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2003].FirstSibling ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Generate (MDX) 
 Applies a set to each member of another set, and then joins the resulting sets by union. Alternatively, this 
function returns a concatenated string created by evaluating a string expression over a set. 

  Syntax 

  Set expression syntax     Generate( Set_Expression1 , ( Set_Expression2 [ , ALL ] ) )   

  String expression syntax     Generate( Set_Expression1 , ( String_Expression 
[ ,Delimiter ] ) )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   String_Expression     A valid string expression that is typically the name of the current member 
( CurrentMember.Name ) of each tuple in the specified set.  

   Delimiter     A valid delimiter expressed as a string expression.  

  Remarks 

 If a second set is specified, the  Generate  function returns a set generated by applying the tuples in the 
second set to each tuple in the first set, and then joining the resulting sets by union. If  ALL  is specified, 
the function retains duplicates in the resulting set. 
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 If a string expression is specified, the  Generate  function returns a string generated by evaluating the 
specified string expression against each tuple in the first set, and then concatenating the results. 
Optionally, the string can be delimited, separating each result in the resulting concatenated string.  

  Examples   

Set 

 In the following example, the query returns a set containing the Measure Internet Sales amount four times, 
because there are four members in the set  [Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS : 

SELECT
GENERATE( [Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS
, {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]}, ALL)
ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 Removing the  ALL  changes the query so that the Internet Sales Amount is returned once only: 

SELECT
GENERATE( [Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS
, {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]})
ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The most common practical use of  Generate  is to evaluate a complex set expression, such as  TopCount , 
over a set of members. The following example query displays the top 10 Products for each Calendar Year 
on Rows: 

SELECT
{[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]}
ON 0,
GENERATE(
[Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS
, TOPCOUNT(
[Date].[Calendar Year].CURRENTMEMBER
*
[Product].[Product].[Product].MEMBERS
,10, [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]))
ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 Note that a different top 10 is displayed for each year, and that the use of  Generate  is the only way to 
get this result. Simply crossjoining Calendar Years and the set of top 10 Products will display the top 10 
Products for all time, repeated for each year, as shown in the following example: 

SELECT
{[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]}
ON 0,
[Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS
*
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TOPCOUNT(
[Product].[Product].[Product].MEMBERS
,10, [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount])
ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]

     String 

 The following example shows the use of  Generate  to return a string: 

WITH
MEMBER MEASURES.GENERATESTRINGDEMO AS
GENERATE(
[Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS,
[Date].[Calendar Year].CURRENTMEMBER.NAME)
MEMBER MEASURES.GENERATEDELIMITEDSTRINGDEMO AS
GENERATE(
[Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS,
[Date].[Calendar Year].CURRENTMEMBER.NAME, “ AND “)
SELECT
{MEASURES.GENERATESTRINGDEMO, MEASURES.GENERATEDELIMITEDSTRINGDEMO}
ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 This form of the  Generate  function can be useful when debugging calculations, as it enables you to 
return a string displaying the names of all the members in a set. This might be easier to read than the 
strict MDX representation of a set that the  SetToStr  (MDX) function returns.    

  Head (MDX) 
 Returns the first specified number of elements in a set, while retaining duplicates. 

  Syntax   
Head(Set_Expression [ ,Count ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of tuples to be returned.  

  Remarks 

 The  Head  function returns the specified number of tuples from the beginning of the specified set. The 
order of elements is preserved. The default value of  Count  is 1. If the specified number of tuples is less 
than 1, the  Head  function returns an empty set. If the specified number of tuples exceeds the number of 
tuples in the set, the function returns the original set.  
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  Example 

 The following example returns top five selling subcategories of products, irrespective of hierarchy, based 
on Reseller Gross Profit. The  Head  function is used to return only the first 5 sets in the result after the 
result is ordered using the  Order  function.   

SELECT
[Measures].[Reseller Gross Profit] ON 0,
Head
   (Order
      ([Product].[Product Categories].[SubCategory].members
         ,[Measures].[Reseller Gross Profit]
         ,BDESC
      )
   ,5
   ) ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Hierarchize (MDX) 
 Orders the members of a set in a hierarchy. 

  Syntax   
Hierarchize( Set_ Expression [ , POST ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 The  Hierarchize  function organizes the members of specified set into hierarchical order. The function 
always retains duplicates. 

 If  POST  is not specified, the function sorts members in a level in their natural order. Their natural order is 
the default ordering of the members along the hierarchy when no other sort conditions are specified. 
Child members immediately follow their parent members. If  POST  is specified, the  Hierarchize  
function sorts the members in a level using a post - natural order. In other words, child members precede 
their parents.  

  Example 

 The following example drills up on the Canada member. The  Hierarchize  function is used to 
organize the specified set members in hierarchical order, which is required by the  DrillUpMember  
function.   
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SELECT DrillUpMember
   (
      Hierarchize
         (
            {[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[Canada]
            ,[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[United States]
            ,[Geography].[Geography].[State-Province].[Alberta]
            ,[Geography].[Geography].[State-Province].[Brunswick]
            ,[Geography].[Geography].[State-Province].[Colorado]
            }
         ), {[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[United States]}
   )
ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the sum of the  Measures.[Order Quantity]  member, aggregated 
over the first nine months of 2003 contained in the Date dimension, from the  Adventure Works  
cube. The  PeriodsToDate  function defines the tuples in the set over which the  Aggregate  function 
operates. The  Hierarchize  function organizes the members of the specified set of members from the 
Product dimension in hierarchical order.   

WITH MEMBER Measures.[Declining Reseller Sales] AS Count
   (Filter
      (Existing
         (Reseller.Reseller.Reseller),
            [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]  < 
               ([Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount],[Date].Calendar.PrevMember)
        )
    )
MEMBER [Geography].[State-Province].x AS Aggregate
( {[Geography].[State-Province]. & [WA] & [US],
   [Geography].[State-Province]. & [OR] & [US] }
)
SELECT NON EMPTY HIERARCHIZE
   (AddCalculatedMembers
      ({DrillDownLevel
         ({[Product].[All Products]})}
        )
    ) DIMENSION PROPERTIES PARENT_UNIQUE_NAME ON COLUMNS
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE ([Geography].[State-Province].x,
   [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]. & [2003] & [4],
   [Measures].[Declining Reseller Sales])    

  Hierarchy (MDX) 
 Returns the hierarchy that contains a specified member or level. 

  Syntax 

  Member expression syntax     Member_Expression.Hierarchy   

  Level expression syntax     Level_Expression.Hierarchy   
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  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a level.  

  IIf (MDX) 
 Returns one of two values determined by a logical test. 

  Syntax   
IIf(Logical_Expression, Expression1, [HINT  < hints > ] Expression2 [HINT  < hints > ]) 
[HINT  < hints > ]
 < hints >  :=  < hint >  [hints]
 < hint >  := EAGER | STRICT | LAZY   

  Arguments 

   Logical_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) logical 
expression that evaluates to true or false.  

   Expression1 [HINT  < hints > ]     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression. 
HINT  < hints >  is optional modifier that determines how and 
when the expression is evaluated. See the Remarks section for 
more information.  

   Expression2 [HINT  < hints > ]     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression. 
HINT  < hints >  is optional modifier that determines how and 
when the expression is evaluated. See the Remarks section for 
more information.  

  Remarks 

 The expression specified by the logical expression evaluates to  false  only if the value of this expression 
is zero. Any other value evaluates to  true . 

 If the specified logical expression evaluates to  true , the  IIf  function returns the first expression. 
Otherwise, the function returns the second expression. 

 The specified expressions can return values or MDX objects. Furthermore, the specified expressions need 
not match in type. 
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 In Microsoft SQL Server 2000, Analysis Services supported only numeric and string return types, and 
the types of specified expressions had to be the same. These restrictions do not apply to SQL Server 
Analysis Services. 

 The  IIf  function is not recommended for creating a set of members based on search criteria. Instead, 
use the  Filter  function to evaluate each member in a specified set against a logical expression and 
return a subset of members. 

 If either expression evaluates to  NULL , the result set will be  NULL  when that condition is met. 

 Plan hints are an extension to the MDX language to indicate to the engine how to evaluate expression.   

  EAGER causes the expression to be evaluated over the entire IIF subspace.  

  STRICT causes the expression to be evaluated only in the resulting subspace according to the 
results of the condition expression.  

  LAZY causes the expression to be evaluated in a cell - by - cell mode.  

  EAGER and STRICT are mutually exclusive in the hint; they can be used in the same IIF(,,) over 
different expression.     

  Examples 

 The following query shows a simple use of  IIF  inside a calculated measure to return one of two 
different string values when the measure Internet Sales Amount is greater or less than $10000: 

WITH MEMBER MEASURES.IIFDEMO AS
IIF([Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] > 10000
, “Sales Are High”, “Sales Are Low”)
SELECT {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount],MEASURES.IIFDEMO} ON 0,
[Date].[Date].[Date].MEMBERS ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]  

 A very common use of IIF is to handle  ’ division by zero ’  errors within calculated measures, as in the 
following example: 

WITH
//Returns 1.#INF when the previous period contains no value
//but the current period does
MEMBER MEASURES.[Previous Period Growth With Errors] AS
([Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]-([Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], 
[Date].[Date].CURRENTMEMBER.PREVMEMBER))
/
([Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], [Date].[Date].CURRENTMEMBER.PREVMEMBER)
,FORMAT_STRING=’PERCENT’
//Traps division by zero and returns null when the previous period contains
//no value but the current period does
MEMBER MEASURES.[Previous Period Growth] AS
IIF(([Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], [Date].[Date].CURRENTMEMBER.PREVMEMBER)=0,
NULL,
([Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]-([Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], 
[Date].[Date].CURRENTMEMBER.PREVMEMBER))
/

q

q

q

q

(continued)
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([Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], [Date].[Date].CURRENTMEMBER.PREVMEMBER)
),FORMAT_STRING=’PERCENT’
SELECT {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount],MEASURES.[Previous Period Growth With 
Errors], MEASURES.[Previous Period Growth]} ON 0,
DESCENDANTS(
[Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Year]. & [2004],
[Date].[Calendar].[Date])
ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE([Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory]. & [26])  

 The following is an example of  IIF  returning one of two sets inside the  Generate  function to create a 
complex set of tuples on Rows: 

SELECT {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]} ON 0,
//If Internet Sales Amount is zero or null
//returns the current year and the All Customers member
//else returns the current year broken down by Country
GENERATE(
[Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year].MEMBERS
, IIF([Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]=0,
{([Date].[Calendar Year].CURRENTMEMBER, [Customer].[Country].[All Customers])}
, {{[Date].[Calendar Year].CURRENTMEMBER} * [Customer].[Country].[Country].MEMBERS}
))
ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE([Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory]. & [26])    

  Intersect (MDX) 
 Returns the intersection of two input sets, optionally retaining duplicates. 

  Syntax   
Intersect(Set_Expression1 , Set_Expression2 [ , ALL ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 The  Intersect  function returns the intersection of two sets. By default, the function removes duplicates 
from both sets prior to intersecting the sets. 

(continued)
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 The optional  ALL  flag retains duplicates. If  ALL  is specified, the  Intersect  function intersects 
nonduplicated elements as usual, and also intersects each duplicate in the first set that has a matching 
duplicate in the second set.  

  Example 

  Intersect({[1994], [1995], [1996]}, {[1995], [1996], [1997]})  returns the set  {[1995], 
[1996]} .   

  IsAncestor (MDX) 
 Returns whether a specified member is an ancestor of another specified member. 

  Syntax   
IsAncestor(Member_Expression1, Member_Expression2)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Member_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  IsAncestor  function returns  true  if the first member specified is an ancestor of the second member 
specified. Otherwise, the function returns  false .  

  Example 

 The following example returns  true  if  [Time].[Fiscal].CurrentMember  is an ancestor of 
 [Time].[Fiscal].[[January] : 

IsAncestor([Time].[Fiscal].CurrentMember, [Time].[Fiscal].[January])    

  IsEmpty (MDX) 
 Returns whether the evaluated expression is the empty cell value. 

  Syntax   
IsEmpty(Value_Expression)   
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  Arguments 

   Value_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that typically 
returns the cell coordinates of a member or a tuple.  

  Remarks 

 The  IsEmpty  function returns  true  if the evaluated expression is an empty cell value. Otherwise, this 
function returns  false . 

 The default property for a member is the value of the member. 

 The  IsEmpty  function is the only way to reliably test for an empty cell because the empty cell value has 
special meaning in Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services. 

 If the evaluation of the value expression returns an error, the function will return  false . A value 
expression can return an error, for example, if a properties reference refers to an invalid or non - existent 
property. 

 For more information about empty cells, see the OLE DB documentation.  

  Example 

 The following example returns  TRUE  if  Measures.CurrentMember  is an empty cell: 

IsEmpty(Measures.CurrentMember)    

  IsGeneration (MDX) 
 Returns whether a specified member is in a specified generation. 

  Syntax   
IsGeneration(Member_Expression, Generation_Number)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Generation_Number     A valid numeric expression that specifies the generation against which the 
specified member is evaluated.  
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  Remarks 

 The  IsGeneration  function returns  true  if the specified member is in the specified generation number. 
Otherwise, the function returns  false . Also, if the specified member evaluates to an empty member, 
the  IsGeneration  function returns  false . 

 For the purposes of generation indexing, leaf members are generation index 0. The generation index of 
nonleaf members is determined by first getting the highest generation index from the union of all child 
members for the specified member, then adding 1 to that index. Because of how the generation index 
of nonleaf members is determined, a specific nonleaf member could belong to more than one generation.  

  Example 

 The following example returns  TRUE  if  [Time].[Fiscal].CurrentMember  is part of the second 
generation: 

IsGeneration([Time].[Fiscal].CurrentMember, 2)    

  IsLeaf (MDX) 
 Returns whether a specified member is a leaf member. 

  Syntax   
IsLeaf(Member_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  IsLeaf  function returns  true  if the specified member is a leaf member. Otherwise, the function 
returns  false .  

  Example 

 The following example returns  TRUE  if  [Time].[Fiscal].CurrentMember  is a leaf member: 

IsLeaf([Time].[Fiscal].CurrentMember)    

  IsSibling (MDX) 
 Returns whether a specified member is a sibling of another specified member. 
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  Syntax   
IsSibling(Member_Expression1, Member_Expression2)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Member_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  IsSibling  function returns  true  if the first specified member is a sibling of the second specified 
member. Otherwise, the function returns  false .  

  Example 

 The following example returns  TRUE  if  [Time].[Fiscal].[1995]  is a sibling of 
 [Time].]Fiscal].[1997] : 

IsSibling ([Time].[Fiscal].[1995], [Time].[1997])    

  Item (Member) (MDX) 
 Returns a member from a specified tuple. 

  Syntax   
Tuple_Expression.Item( Index )   

  Arguments 

   Tuple_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a tuple.  

   Index     A valid numeric expression that specifies the specific member by position 
within the tuple to be returned.  

  Remarks 

 The  Item  function returns a member from the specified tuple. The function returns the member found 
at the zero - based position specified by   Index  .  
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  Example 

 The following example returns [1999]: 

([1999],Sales, [2000],Sales).Item(0)  

 The following example returns [1996], if [1996] is the first member in the Year level of the Fiscal hierarchy 
in the Time dimension: 

Time.Fiscal.Year.Members.Item(0)    

  Item (Tuple) (MDX) 
 Returns a tuple from a set. 

  Syntax 

  Index syntax     Set_Expression.Item(Index)   

  String expression syntax     Set_Expression.Item(String_Expression1 
[ ,String_Expression2,...n])   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   String_Expression1     A valid string expression that is a typically a tuple expressed in a string.  

   String_Expression2     A valid string expression that is a typically a tuple expressed in a string.  

   Index     A valid numeric expression that specifies the specific tuple by position 
within the set to be returned.  

  Remarks 

 The  Item  function returns a tuple from the specified set. There are three possible ways to call the  Item  
function: 

  If a single string expression is specified, the  Item  function returns the specified tuple. For 
example,   “ ([2005].Q3, [Store05]) ”  .  

  If more than one string expression is specified, the  Item  function returns the tuple defined by 
the specified coordinates. The number of strings must match the number of axis, and each string 
must identify a unique hierarchy. For example,   “ [2005].Q3 ” ,  “ [Store05] ”  .  

  If an integer is specified, the  Item  function returns the tuple that is in the zero - based position 
specified by   Index  .     

q

q

q
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  Examples 

 The following example returns  ([1996],Sales) : 

{([1996],Sales), ([1997],Sales), ([1998],Sales)}.Item(0)  

 The following example uses a level expression and returns the Internet Sales Amount for each State -
 Province in Australia and its percent of the total Internet Sales Amount for Australia. This example uses 
the  Item  function to extract the first (and only tuple) from the set returned by the  Ancestors  function.   

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] /
   ( [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount],
      Ancestors
      ( [Customer].[Customer Geography].CurrentMember,
        [Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]
      ).Item (0)
   ), FORMAT_STRING = ‘0%’
SELECT {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], Measures.x} ON 0,
{ Descendants
   ( [Customer].[Customer Geography].[Country]. & [Australia],
     [Customer].[Customer Geography].[State-Province], SELF
   )
} ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  KPIGoal (MDX) 
 Returns the member that calculates the value for the goal portion of the specified Key Performance 
Indicator (KPI). 

  Syntax   
KPIGoal( KPI_ Name)   

  Arguments 

   KPI_Name     A valid string expression that specifies the name of a KPI.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the KPI value, KPI goal, KPI status, and KPI trend for the channel 
revenue measure for the descendants of three members of the Fiscal Year attribute hierarchy: 

SELECT
   { KPIValue(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPIGoal(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPIStatus(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPITrend(“Channel Revenue”)
   } ON Columns,
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Descendants
   ( { [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2002],
       [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2003],
       [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2004]
     }, [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter]
   ) ON Rows
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  KPIStatus (MDX) 
 Returns a normalized value that represents the status portion of the specified Key Performance 
Indicator (KPI). 

  Syntax   
KPIStatus( KPI_Name )   

  Arguments 

   KPI_Name     A valid string expression that specifies the name of the KPI.  

  Remarks 

 The status value is generally a normalized value between  – 1 and 1.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the KPI value, KPI goal, KPI status, and KPI trend for the channel 
revenue measure for the descendants of three members of the Fiscal Year attribute hierarchy: 

SELECT
   { KPIValue(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPIGoal(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPIStatus(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPITrend(“Channel Revenue”)
   } ON Columns,
Descendants
   ( { [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2002],
       [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2003],
       [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2004]
     }, [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter]
   ) ON Rows
FROM [Adventure Works]    

  KPITrend (MDX) 
 Returns the normalized value that represents the trend portion of the specified Key Performance 
Indicator (KPI). 
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  Syntax   
KPITrend (KPI_Name)    

  Arguments 

   KPI_Name     A valid string expression that specifies the name of the KPI.  

  Remarks 

 The trend value is generally a normalized value between  – 1 and 1.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the KPI value, KPI goal, KPI status, and KPI trend for the channel 
revenue measure for the descendants of three members of the Fiscal Year attribute hierarchy: 

SELECT
   { KPIValue(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPIGoal(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPIStatus(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPITrend(“Channel Revenue”)
   } ON Columns,
Descendants
   ( { [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2002],
       [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2003],
       [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2004]
     }, [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter]
   ) ON Rows
FROM [Adventure Works]             

KPIWeight (MDX) 
 Returns the weight of the specified Key Performance Indicator (KPI). 

  Syntax 
  KPIWeight( KPI_Name )

     Arguments 

   KPI_Name     A valid string expression that specifies the name of the KPI.  

  Remarks 

 The value returned is the contribution of the KPI to the parent.   
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  KPICurrentTimeMember (MDX) 
 Returns the current time member of the specified Key Performance Indicator (KPI). 

  Syntax   

KPICurrentTimeMember( KPI_ Name)   

  Arguments 

   KPI_Name     A valid string expression that specifies the name of the KPI.  

    Remarks 

 A KPI can have a different time member from the default member of the Time dimension.   

  KPIValue (MDX) 
 Returns the member that calculates the value of the specified Key Performance Indicator (KPI). 

  Syntax 
  KPIValue( KPI_Name )

     Arguments 

   KPI_Name     A valid string expression that specifies the name of the KPI.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the KPI value, KPI goal, KPI status, and KPI trend for the channel 
revenue measure for the descendants of three members of the Fiscal Year attribute hierarchy: 

SELECT
   { KPIValue(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPIGoal(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPIStatus(“Channel Revenue”),
     KPITrend(“Channel Revenue”)
   } ON Columns,
Descendants
   ( { [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2002],
       [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2003],
       [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2004]
     }, [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter]
   ) ON Rows

FROM [Adventure Works]    
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  Lag (MDX) 
 Returns the member that is a specified number of positions before a specified member at the member ’ s 
level. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.Lag(Index)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Index     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of member positions 
to lag.  

  Remarks 

 Member positions within a level are determined by the attribute hierarchy ’ s natural order. The 
numbering of the positions is zero - based.   

  If the specified lag is zero, the  Lag  function returns the specified member itself.  

  If the specified lag is negative, the  Lag  function returns a subsequent member.  

   Lag(1)  is equivalent to the  PrevMember  function.  Lag( - 1)  is equivalent to the  NextMember  
function.  

  The  Lag  function is similar to the  Lead  function, except that the  Lead  function looks in the 
opposite direction to the  Lag  function. That is,  Lag(n)  is equivalent to  Lead( - n) .     

  Example 

 The following example returns the value for December 2001: 

SELECT [Date].[Fiscal].[Month].[February 2002].Lag(2) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the value for March 2002: 

SELECT [Date].[Fiscal].[Month].[February 2002].Lag(-1) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  LastChild (MDX) 
 Returns the last child of a specified member. 

q

q

q

q
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  Syntax   

Member_Expression.LastChild   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the value for September 2001, which is the last child of the first fiscal 
quarter of fiscal year 2002: 

SELECT [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter].[Q1 FY 2002].LastChild ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  LastPeriods (MDX) 
 Returns a set of members up to and including a specified member. 

  Syntax   

LastPeriods(Index [ ,Member_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Index     A valid numeric expression that specifies a number of periods.  

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 If the specified number of periods is positive, the  LastPeriods  function returns a set of members that 
start with the member that lags   Index      -  1 from the specified member expression, and ends with the 
specified member. The number of members returned by the function is equal to   Index  . 

 If the specified number of periods is negative, the  LastPeriods  function returns a set of members that 
start with the specified member and ends with the member that leads ( -      Index      -  1) from the specified 
member. The number of members returned by the function is equal to the absolute value of   Index  . 

 If the specified number of periods is zero, the  LastPeriods  function returns the empty set. This is 
unlike the  Lag  function, which returns the specified member if 0 is specified. 
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 If a member is not specified, the  LastPeriods  function uses  Time.CurrentMember . If no dimension is 
marked as a Time dimension, the function will parse and execute without an error, but will cause a cell 
error in the client application.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the default measure value for the second, third, and fourth fiscal quarters 
of fiscal year 2002: 

SELECT LastPeriods(3,[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter].[Q4 FY 2002]) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 This example can also be written using the : (colon) operator: 

[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter].[Q4 FY 2002]: [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter].[Q2 

FY 2002]  

 The following example returns the default measure value for the first fiscal quarter of fiscal year 2002. 
Although the specified number of periods is three, only one can be returned because there are no earlier 
periods in the fiscal year.   

SELECT LastPeriods
   (3,[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter].[Q1 FY 2002]
   ) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  LastSibling (MDX) 
 Returns the last child of the parent of a specified member. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.LastSibling   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the default measure for the last quarter in fiscal year 2004: 

SELECT [Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year].
   [FY 2004].LastChild.LastChild.LastSibling
   ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    
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  Lead (MDX) 
 Returns the member that is a specified number of positions following a specified member along the 
member ’ s level. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.Lead( Index )   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Index     A valid numeric expression that specifies a number of member positions.  

  Remarks 

 Member positions within a level are determined by the attribute hierarchy ’ s natural order. The 
numbering of the positions is zero - based.   

  If the specified lead is zero (0), the  Lead  function returns the specified member.  

  If the specified lead is negative, the  Lead  function returns a prior member.  

   Lead(1)  is equivalent to the  NextMember  function.  Lead( - 1)  is equivalent to the  PrevMember  
function.  

  The  Lead  function is similar to the  Lag  function, except that the  Lag  function looks in the 
opposite direction to the  Lead  function. That is,  Lead(n)  is equivalent to  Lag( - n) .     

  Example 

 The following example returns the value for December 2001: 

SELECT [Date].[Fiscal].[Month].[February 2002].Lead(-2) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the value for March 2002: 

SELECT [Date].[Fiscal].[Month].[February 2002].Lead(1) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Leaves (MDX) 
 Returns a set composed of all attributes (optionally limited to those belonging to a specific dimension). 
For each attribute x in the return set, if x is the granularity attribute or is directly or indirectly related to 
the granularity attribute, the granularity is set on attribute x without affecting the slice. The  Leaves  
function is designed for use inside a  SCOPE  statement or at the left side of an assignment. 

q

q

q

q
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  Syntax   

Leaves( [ Dimension_expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Dimension_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
dimension.  

  Remarks 

 Leaf members are tuples that are formed by the cross join of the lowest level of all attribute hierarchies. 
Calculated members are excluded.   

  If a dimension name is specified, the  Leaves  function returns a set that contains the leaf 
members of the key attribute for the specified dimension.  

  If the dimension is associated with multiple measure groups, that of the measure in the current 
scope is used.  

  If a dimension name is not specified, the function returns a set that contains the leaf members of 
the entire cube.  

  If the dimension expression resolves to a hierarchy, and the hierarchy unique name is the same 
as the dimension unique name (cube dimension property  HierarchyUniqueNameStyle=
ExcludeDimensionName , and the  hierarchy name=dimension name ), then the dimension 
is used.    

 An error is generated if not all attributes have same granularity on measure groups in current scope.   

  Level (MDX) 
 Returns the level of a member. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.Level   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expression (MDX) that returns a member.  

q

q

q

q
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  Examples 

 The following example uses the  Level  function to return all months in the  Adventure Works  cube: 

SELECT[Date].[Fiscal].[Month].[February 2002].Level.Members ON 0,
[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the  Level  function to return the name of the level for the All - Purpose Bike 
Stand in the Model Name attribute hierarchy in the  Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS
   [Product].[Model Name].[All-Purpose Bike Stand].Level.Name
SELECT Measures.x ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Levels (MDX) 
 Returns the level whose position in a dimension or hierarchy is specified by a numeric expression or 
whose name is specified by a string expression. 

  Syntax 

  Numeric expression syntax     Hierarchy_Expression.Levels( Level_Number )   

  String expression syntax     Hierarchy_Expression.Levels( Level_Name )   

  Arguments 

   Hierarchy_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
hierarchy.  

   Level_Number     A valid numeric expression that specifies a level number.  

   Level_Name     A valid string expression that specifies a level name.  

  Remarks 

 If a level number is specified, the  Levels  function returns the level associated with the specified zero -
 based position. 

 If a level name is specified, the  Levels  function returns the specified level. 

 Use the string expression syntax for user - defined functions.  
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  Examples 

 The following examples illustrate each of the  Levels  function syntaxes. 

 The following example returns the Country level:

  Numeric  

SELECT [Geography].[Geography].Levels(1) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]   

 The following example returns the Country level:

  String  

SELECT [Geography].[Geography].Levels(‘Country’) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]     

  LinkMember (MDX) 
 Returns the member equivalent to a specified member in a specified hierarchy. 

  Syntax   

LinkMember(Member_Expression, Hierarchy_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that 
returns a member.  

   Hierarchy_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that 
returns a hierarchy.  

  Remarks 

 The  LinkMember  function returns the member from the specified hierarchy that matches the key 
values at each level of the specified member in a related hierarchy. Attributes at each level must have the 
same key cardinality and data type. In unnatural hierarchies, if there is more than one match for an 
attribute ’ s key value, the result will be an error or indeterminate.  

  Examples 

 The following example use the  LinkMember  function to return the default measure in the  Adventure 
Works  cube for the ascendants of the July 1, 2002 member of the  Date.Date  attribute hierarchy in 
the Calendar hierarchy: 

SELECT  Hierarchize
   (Ascendants
      (LinkMember
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         ([Date].[Date].[July 1, 2002], [Date].[Calendar]
         )
       )
    ) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example use the  LinkMember  function to return the default measure in the  Adventure 
Works  cube for the ascendants the July 1, 2002 member of the  Date.Date  attribute hierarchy in the 
Fiscal hierarchy: 

SELECT  Hierarchize
   (Ascendants
      (LinkMember
         ([Date].[July 1, 2002], [Date].[Fiscal]
         )
       )
    ) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  LinRegIntercept (MDX) 
 Calculates the linear regression of a set and returns the value of the x - intercept in the regression line,  
y = ax + b . 

  Syntax   

LinRegIntercept(Set_Expression, Numeric_Expression_y [ ,Numeric_Expression_x ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a set.  

   Numeric_Expression_y     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a 
number that represents values for the y - axis.  

   Numeric_Expression_x     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a 
number that represents values for the x - axis.  

  Remarks 

 Linear regression, which uses the least - squares method, calculates the equation of a regression line (that 
is, the best - fit line for a series of points). The regression line has the following equation, where  a  is the 
slope and  b  is the intercept: 

y = ax+b  
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 The  LinRegIntercept  function evaluates the specified set against the first numeric expression to 
obtain the values for the y - axis. The function then evaluates the specified set against the second numeric 
expression, if specified, to obtain the values for the x - axis. If the second numeric expression is not 
specified, the function uses the current context of the cells in the specified set as values for the x - axis. Not 
specifying the x - axis argument is frequently used with the Time dimension. 

 After obtaining the set of points, the  LinRegIntercept  function returns the intercept of the regression 
line ( b  in the previous equation). 

 The  LinRegIntercept  function ignores empty cells or cells that contain text or logical values. However, 
the function includes cells with values of zero.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the intercept of a regression line for the unit sales and the store sales 
measures: 

LinRegIntercept(LastPeriods(10),[Measures].[Unit Sales],[Measures].[Store Sales])    

  LinRegPoint (MDX) 
 Calculates the linear regression of a set, and returns the value of the   y - intercept   in the regression line, 
 y = ax + b  for a particular value of x. 

  Syntax   
LinRegPoint(Slice_Expression_x, Set_Expression, Numeric_Expression_y 

[ ,Numeric_Expression_x ] )   

  Arguments 

   Slice_Expression_x     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the slicer axis.  

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a set.  

   Numeric_Expression_y     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the y - axis.  

   Numeric_Expression_x     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the x - axis.  
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  Remarks 

 Linear regression, which uses the least - squares method, calculates the equation of a regression line (that 
is, the best - fit line for a series of points). The regression line has the following equation, where  a  is the 
slope and  b  is the intercept:   

y = ax+b  

 The  LinRegPoint  function evaluates the specified set against the second numeric expression to 
obtain the values for the y - axis. The function then evaluates the specified set against the third numeric 
expression, if specified, to get the values for the x - axis. If the third numeric expression is not specified, 
the function uses the current context of the cells in the specified set as the values for the x - axis. Not 
specifying the x - axis argument is frequently used with the Time dimension. 

 Once the linear regression line has been calculated, the value of the equation is calculated for the first 
numeric expression and then returned. 

 The  LinRegPoint  function ignores empty cells or cells that contain text. However, the function includes 
cells with values of zero.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the predicted value of Unit Sales over the past ten periods based on the 
statistical relationship between Unit Sales and Store Sales: 

LinRegPoint([Measures].[Unit Sales],LastPeriods(10),[Measures].[Unit 

Sales],[Measures].[Store Sales])    

  LinRegR2 (MDX) 
 Calculates the linear regression of a set and returns the coefficient of determination, R2. 

  Syntax   

LinRegR2(Set_Expression, Numeric_Expression_y [ ,Numeric_Expression_x ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
set.  

   Numeric_Expression_y     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the y - axis.  

   Numeric_Expression_x     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the x - axis.  
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  Remarks 

 Linear regression, which uses the least - squares method, calculates the equation of a regression line (that 
is, the best - fit line for a series of points). The regression line has the following equation, where  a  is the 
slope and  b  is the intercept: 

y = ax+b  

 The  LinRegR2  function evaluates the specified set against the first numeric expression to obtain the 
values for the y - axis. The function then evaluates the specified set against the second numeric 
expression, if specified, to obtain the values for the x - axis. If the second numeric expression is not 
specified, the function uses the current context of the cells in the specified set as the values for the x - axis. 
Not specifying the x - axis argument is frequently used with the Time dimension. 

 After obtaining the set of points, the  LinRegR2  function returns the statistical R 2  that describes the fit of 
the linear equation to the points. 

 The  LinRegR2  function ignores empty cells or cells that contain text or logical values. However, the 
function includes cells with values of zero.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the statistical R 2  that describes the goodness of fit of the linear regression 
equation to the points for the unit sales and the store sales measures: 

LinRegR2(LastPeriods(10), [Measures].[Unit Sales],[Measures].[Store Sales])    

  LinRegSlope (MDX) 
 Calculates the linear regression of a set, and returns the value of the slope in the regression line, 
 y = ax + b . 

  Syntax   

LinRegSlope(Set_Expression, Numeric_Expression_y [ ,Numeric_Expression_x ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a set.  

   Numeric_Expression_y     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a 
number that represents values for the y - axis.  

   Numeric_Expression_x     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a 
number that represents values for the x - axis.  
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  Remarks 

 Linear regression, which uses the least - squares method, calculates the equation of a regression line (that 
is, the best - fit line for a series of points). The regression line has the following equation, where  a  is the 
slope and  b  is the intercept: 

y = ax+b  

 The  LinRegSlope  function evaluates the specified set against the first numeric expression to obtain the 
values for the y - axis. The function then evaluates the specified set expression against the second numeric 
expression, if specified, to get the values for the x - axis. If the second numeric expression is not specified, 
the function uses the current context of the cells in the specified set as the values for the x - axis. Not 
specifying the x - axis argument is frequently used with the Time dimension. 

 After obtaining the set of points, the  LinRegSlope  function returns the slope of the regression line ( a  in 
the previous equation). 

 The  LinRegSlope  function ignores empty cells or cells that contain text or logical values. However, the 
function includes cells with values of zero.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the slope of a regression line for the unit sales and the store sales 
measures: 

LinRegSlope(LastPeriods(10),[Measures].[Unit Sales],[Measures].[Store Sales])    

  LinRegVariance (MDX) 
 Calculates the linear regression of a set, and returns the variance associated with the regression line, 
 y = ax + b . 

  Syntax   

LinRegVariance(Set_Expression, Numeric_Expression_y [ ,Numeric_Expression_x ] ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a set.  

   Numeric_Expression_y     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the y - axis.  

   Numeric_Expression_x     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
that represents values for the x - axis.  
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  Remarks 

 Linear regression, which uses the least - squares method, calculates the equation of a regression line (that 
is, the best - fit line for a series of points). The regression line has the following equation, where  a  is the 
slope and  b  is the intercept: 

y = ax+b  

 The  LinRegVariance  function evaluates the specified set against the first numeric expression to 
obtain the values for the y - axis. The function then evaluates the specified set against the second numeric 
expression, if specified, to obtain the values for the x - axis. If the second numeric expression is not 
specified, the function uses the current context of the cells in the specified set as the values for the x - axis. 
Not specifying the x - axis argument is frequently used with the Time dimension. 

 After obtaining the set of points, the  LinRegVariance  function returns the statistical variance that 
describes the fit of the linear equation to the points. 

 The  LinRegVariance  function ignores empty cells or cells that contain text or logical values. 
However, the function includes cells with values of zero.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the statistical variance that describes the fit of the linear equation to the 
points for the unit sales and the store sales measures: 

LinRegVariance(LastPeriods(10),[Measures].[Unit Sales],[Measures].[Store Sales])    

  LookupCube (MDX) 
 Returns the value of a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression evaluated over another specified 
cube in the same database. 

  Syntax 

  Numeric expression syntax     LookupCube(Cube_Name, Numeric_Expression )   

  String expression syntax     LookupCube(Cube_Name, String_Expression )   

  Arguments 

   Cube_Name     A valid string expression that specifies the name of a cube.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

   String_Expression     A valid string expression that is typically a valid Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that returns a string.  
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  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the  LookupCube  function evaluates the specified numeric expression 
in the specified cube and returns the resulting numeric value. 

 If a string expression is specified, the  LookupCube  function evaluates the specified string expression in 
the specified cube and returns the resulting string value. 

 The  LookupCube  function works on cubes within the same database as the source cube on which the 
MDX query that contains the  LookupCube  function is running. 

 You must provide any necessary current members in the numeric or string expression because the 
context of the current query does not carry over to the cube being queried.  

  Examples 

 The following query demonstrates the use of  LookupCube : 

WITH MEMBER MEASURES.LOOKUPCUBEDEMO AS
LOOKUPCUBE(“Adventure Works”, “[Measures].[In” + “ternet Sales Amount]”)
SELECT MEASURES.LOOKUPCUBEDEMO ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Max (MDX) 
 Returns the maximum value of a numeric expression that is evaluated over a set. 

  Syntax   

Max( Set_Expression [ , Numeric_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the specified numeric expression is evaluated across the set and then 
returns the maximum value from that evaluation. If a numeric expression is not specified, the specified 
set is evaluated in the current context of the members of the set and then returns the maximum value 
from that evaluation. 

 Analysis Services ignores nulls when calculating the maximum value in a set of numbers.  
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  Example 

 The following example returns the maximum quarterly sales for each subcategory and each country 
in the  Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS Max
   ([Date].[Calendar].CurrentMember.Children
      , [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
   )
SELECT Measures.x ON 0
,NON EMPTY [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]*
   [Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory].members *
   [Geography].[Geography].[Country].Members
ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  MeasureGroupMeasures (MDX) 
 Returns a set of measures that belongs to the specified measure group. 

  Syntax   

MEASUREGROUPMEASURES(MeasureGroupName)   

  Arguments 

   MeasureGroupName     A valid string expression that contains the name of the measure group 
from which to retrieve the set of measures.  

  Remarks 

 The specified string must match the measure group name exactly. Square brackets for measure group 
names with spaces are not required.  

  Example 

 The following example returns all of the measures in the Internet Sales measure group in the  Adventure 
Works  cube: 

SELECT MeasureGroupMeasures(‘Internet Sales’) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Median (MDX) 
 Returns the median value of a numeric expression that is evaluated over a set. 

  Syntax   

Median(Set_Expression [ ,Numeric_Expression ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the specified numeric expression is evaluated across the set and then 
returns the median value from that evaluation. If a numeric expression is not specified, the specified set is 
evaluated in the current context of the members of the set and returns the median value from the evaluation. 

 The median value is the middle value in a set of ordered numbers. (The medial value is unlike the 
mean value, which is the sum of a set of numbers divided by the count of numbers in the set.) 
The median value is determined by choosing the smallest value such that at least half of the values in 
the set are o greater than the chosen value. If the number of values within the set is odd, the median 
value corresponds to a single value. If the number of values within the set is even, the median value 
corresponds to the sum of the two middle values divided by two. 

 Analysis Services ignores nulls when calculating the median value in a set of ordered numbers.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the median quarterly sales for each subcategory and each country in the 
 Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS Median
   ([Date].[Calendar].CurrentMember.Children
      , [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
   )
SELECT Measures.x ON 0
,NON EMPTY [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]*
   [Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory].members *
   [Geography].[Geography].[Country].Members
ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Members (Set) (MDX) 
 Returns the set of members in a dimension, level, or hierarchy. 

  Syntax 

  Hierarchy expression syntax     Hierarchy_Expression.Members   

  Level expression syntax     Level_Expression.Members   
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  Arguments 

   Hierarchy_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
hierarchy.  

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
level.  

  Remarks 

 If a hierarchy expression is specified, the  Members (Set)  function returns the set of all members within 
the specified hierarchy, not including calculated members. To obtain the set of all members, calculated 
or otherwise, on a hierarchy use the  AllMembers  (MDX) function .

 If a level expression is specified, the  Members (Set)  function returns the set of all members within the 
specified level. 

 When a dimension contains only a single visible hierarchy, the hierarchy can be referred to either by the 
dimension name or by the hierarchy name, because the dimension name in this scenario is resolved to its 
only visible hierarchy. For example,  Measures.Members  is a valid MDX expression because it resolves 
to the only hierarchy in the Measures dimension.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the set of all members of the Calendar Year hierarchy in the  Adventure 
Works  cube: 

SELECT
   [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Year].Members ON 0
FROM

   [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the 2003 order quantities for each member in the  [Product].[Products].
[Product Line]  level. The  Members  function returns a set that represents all of the members in the level.   

SELECT
   {Measures.[Order Quantity]} ON COLUMNS,
   [Product].[Product Line].[Product Line].Members ON ROWS
FROM
   [Adventure Works]
WHERE

   {[Date].[Calendar Year].[Calendar Year]. & [2003]}    

  Members (String) (MDX) 
 Returns a member specified by a string expression. 
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  Syntax   

Members(Member_Name)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Name     A valid string expression that specifies a member name.  

  Remarks 

 The  Members (String)  function returns a single member whose name is specified. Typically, you 
use the  Members (String)  function with external functions, providing to the  Members (String)  
function a string that identifies a member, and the  Members (String)  function returns the value for 
this specified member.  

  Example 

 The following example uses the  Members (String)  function to convert the specified string to a valid 
member, and then returns the default measure for the member specified in the string. The specified 
string is in single quotes. The default measure is the Reseller Sales Amount measure.   

SELECT Members (‘[Geography].[Geography].[Country]. & [United States] ‘) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  MemberToStr (MDX) 
 Returns a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) – formatted string that corresponds to a specified 
member. 

  Syntax   

MemberToStr(Member_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 This function is used to transfer a string - representation of a member to an external function for parsing. 
The string that is returned is enclosed in braces  {} .  
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  Example 

 The following example returns the string  [Geography].[Geography].[Country]. & [United 
States] : 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS MemberToStr
([Geography].[Geography].[Country].[United States])
SELECT Measures.x ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  MemberValue (MDX) 
 Returns the value of a member. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.MemberValue   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that evaluates to 
a member.  

  Return Value 

 The member value returned contains the following information, listed in the order that this information 
appears in the return value: 

  The value binding, if it has been defined.  

  The key with the original data type if either there is no name binding, or the key and the caption 
are bound to the same column.  

  The caption of the member.     

  Example 

 The following example returns the value binding, the member key, and the caption for the first date 
in the Date dimension in the  Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.ValueColumn as [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].MemberValue
MEMBER Measures.KeyColumn as [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].Member_Key
MEMBER Measures.NameColumn as [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].Member_Name
SELECT {Measures.ValueColumn, Measures.KeyColumn, Measures.NameColumn}  ON 0
from [Adventure Works]    

  Min (MDX) 
 Returns the minimum value of a numeric expression that is evaluated over a set. 

q

q

q
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  Syntax   

Min( Set_Expression [ , Numeric_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the specified numeric expression is evaluated across the set and then 
returns the minimum value from that evaluation. If a numeric expression is not specified, the specified 
set is evaluated in the current context of the members of the set and then returns the minimum value 
from that evaluation. 

 Analysis Services ignores nulls when calculating the minimum value in a set of numbers.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the minimum quarterly sales for each subcategory and each country 
in the  Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS Min
   ([Date].[Calendar].CurrentMember.Children
      , [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
   )
SELECT Measures.x ON 0
,NON EMPTY [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]*
   [Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory].members *
   [Geography].[Geography].[Country].Members
ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Mtd (MDX) 
 Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a given member, starting with the first sibling 
and ending with the given member, as constrained by the Year level in the Time dimension. 

  Syntax   

Mtd( [ Member_Expression ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 If a member expression is not specified, the default is  Time.CurrentMember . 

 The  Mtd  function is a shortcut function for the  PeriodsToDate  function at the month level. That is, 
 Mtd(Member_Expression)  is equivalent to  PeriodsToDate(Month,Member_Expression) .  

  Example 

 The following example returns the sum of the month to date freight costs for Internet sales for the month 
of July, 2002 through the 20th day of July: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS SUM
   (
      MTD([Date].[Calendar].[Date].[July 20, 2002])
     , [Measures].[Internet Freight Cost]
     )
SELECT Measures.x ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Name (MDX) 
 Returns the name of a dimension, hierarchy, level, or member. 

  Syntax 

  Dimension expression syntax     Dimension_Expression.Name   

  Hierarchy expression syntax     Hierarchy_Expression.Name   

  Level expression syntax     Level_Expression.Name   

  Member expression syntax     Member_Expression.Name   

  Arguments 

   Dimension_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that 
returns a dimension.  

   Hierarchy_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that 
returns a hierarchy.  
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   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that 
returns a level.  

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that 
returns a member.  

    Remarks 

 The  Name  function returns the name of the object, not the unique name.  

  Examples 

 Dimension, Hierarchy, and Level Expression Example 

 The following example returns the dimension name for the Date dimension and the hierarchy and level 
names for the July 2001 member: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.DimensionName AS [Date].Name
MEMBER Measures.HierarchyName AS [Date].[Calendar].[July 2001].Hierarchy.Name
MEMBER Measures.LevelName as [Date].[Calendar].[July 2001].Level.Name
SELECT {Measures.DimensionName, Measures.HierarchyName, Measures.LevelName} ON 0
from [Adventure Works]   

  Member Expression Example 

 The following example returns the member name, along with the member value, member key, and 
member caption: 

WITH MEMBER MemberName AS [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].Name
MEMBER Measures.ValueColumn as [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].MemberValue
MEMBER Measures.KeyColumn as [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].Member_Key
MEMBER Measures.NameColumn as [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].Member_Name
SELECT {Measures.MemberName, Measures.ValueColumn, Measures.KeyColumn, 
Measures.NameColumn} ON 0
from [Adventure Works]    

  NameToSet (MDX) 
 Returns a set that contains the member specified by a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) – formatted 
string. 

  Syntax   

NameToSet( Member_Name )   

  Arguments 

   Member_Name     A valid string expression that represents the name of a member.  
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  Remarks 

 If the specified member name exists, the  NameToSet  function returns a set containing that member. 
Otherwise, the function returns an empty set. 

 The specified member name must only be a member name; it cannot be a member expression. To use a 
member expression, see  StrToSet  (MDX).  

  Example 

 The following returns the default measure value for the specified member name: 

SELECT NameToSet(‘[Date].[Calendar].[July 2001]’) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  NextMember (MDX) 
 Returns the next member in the level that contains a specified member. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.NextMember   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  NextMember  function returns the next member, in the same level, that contains the specified 
member.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the August 2001 member as the next member to the July 2001 member: 

SELECT [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[July 2001].NextMember ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  NonEmpty (MDX) 
 Returns the set of tuples that are not empty from a specified set, based on the cross product of the 
specified set with a second set. 

  Syntax   

NONEMPTY(set_expression1 [,set_expression2])   
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  Arguments 

   set_expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   set_expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 This function returns the tuples in the first specified set that are non - empty when evaluated across 
the tuples in the second set. The  NonEmpty  function takes into account calculations and preserves 
duplicate tuples. If a second set is not provided, the expression is evaluated in the context of the current 
coordinates of the members of the attribute hierarchies and the measures in the cube. 

 Use this function rather than the deprecated  NonEmptyCrossjoin  (MDX) function. 

 Non - empty is a characteristic of the cells references by the tuples, not the tuples themselves.  

  Examples 

 The following query shows a simple example of  NonEmpty , returning all the Customers who had a non -
 null value for Internet Sales Amount on July 1st 2001: 

SELECT [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 0,
NONEMPTY(
[Customer].[Customer].[Customer].MEMBERS
, {([Date].[Calendar].[Date]. & [1], [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount])}
)
ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the set of tuples containing customers and purchase dates, using the 
 Filter  function and the  NonEmpty  functions to find the last date that each customer made a purchase: 

WITH SET MYROWS AS FILTER
(NONEMPTY
([Customer].[Customer Geography].[Customer].MEMBERS
* [Date].[Date].[Date].MEMBERS
, [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]
) AS MYSET
, NOT(MYSET.CURRENT.ITEM(0)
IS MYSET.ITEM(RANK(MYSET.CURRENT, MYSET)).ITEM(0))
)
SELECT [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 0,
MYROWS ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]    
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  NonEmptyCrossjoin (MDX) 
 Returns a set that contains the cross product of one or more sets, excluding empty tuples and tuples 
without associated fact table data. 

  Syntax   

NonEmptyCrossjoin(Set_Expression1 [ ,Set_Expression2, ...] [,Count ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of sets to be returned.  

  Remarks 

 The  NonEmptyCrossjoin  function returns the cross product of two or more sets as a set, excluding 
empty tuples or tuples without data supplied by underlying fact tables. Because of how the 
 NonEmptyCrossjoin  function works, all calculated members are automatically excluded. 

 If   Count   is not specified, the function cross joins all specified sets and excludes empty members from the 
resulting set. If a number of sets is specified, the function cross joins the numbers of sets specified, 
starting with the first specified set. The  NonEmptyCrossjoin  function uses any remaining sets that are 
specified in subsequent specified sets, but which have not been cross joined to determine which 
members are considered non - empty in the resulting crossjoined set. The  NonEmptyCrossjoin  function 
respects the  NON_EMPTY_BEHAVIOR  setting of calculated measures. 

 This function is deprecated. Instead, you should use the  Exists  (MDX) function with the measure group 
name argument or the  NonEmpty  (MDX) function.   

  OpeningPeriod (MDX) 
 Returns the first sibling among the descendants of a specified level, optionally at a specified member. 

  Syntax   

OpeningPeriod( [ Level_Expression [ , Member_Expression ] ] )   

  Arguments 

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
level.  

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  
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  Remarks 

 This function is primarily intended to be used the Time dimension, but can be used with any dimension. 

 If a level expression is specified, the  OpeningPeriod  function uses the hierarchy that contains 
the specified level and returns the first sibling among the descendants of the default member at the 
specified level. 

 If both a level expression and a member expression are specified, the  OpeningPeriod  function returns 
the first sibling among the descendants of specified member at the specified level within the hierarchy 
containing the specified level. 

 If neither a level expression nor a member expression are specified, the  OpeningPeriod  function uses 
the default level and member of the dimension with a type of Time. 

 The  OpeningPeriod  function is equivalent to the following MDX statement: 

TopCount(Descendants(Member_Expression, Level_Expression), 1)  

 The  ClosingPeriod  function is similar to the  OpeningPeriod  function, except that the  ClosingPeriod  
function returns the last sibling instead of the first sibling.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the value for the default measure for the FY2002 member of the Date 
dimension (which has a type of Time). This member is returned because the Fiscal Year level is the 
first descendant of the  [All]  level, the Fiscal hierarchy is the default hierarchy because it is the first 
user - defined hierarchy in the hierarchy collection, and the FY2002 member is the first sibling in this 
hierarchy at this level.   

SELECT OpeningPeriod() ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the value for the default measure for the July 1, 2001 member at the 
 Date.Date.Date  level for the  Date.Date  attribute hierarchy. This member is the first sibling of 
the descendant of  [All]  level in the  Date.Date  attribute hierarchy.   

SELECT OpeningPeriod([Date].[Date].[Date]) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the value for the default measure for the January, 2003 member, which 
is the first sibling of the descendant of the 2003 member at the year level in the Calendar user - defined 
hierarchy.   

SELECT OpeningPeriod([Date].[Calendar].[Month],[Date].[Calendar].[Calendar 
Year]. & [2003]) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  
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 The following example returns the value for the default measure for the July, 2002 member, which is the 
first sibling of the descendant of the 2003 member at the year level in the Fiscal user - defined hierarchy.   

SELECT OpeningPeriod([Date].[Fiscal].[Month],[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year]. & [2003]) 
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Order (MDX) 
 Arranges members of a specified set, optionally preserving or breaking the hierarchy. 

  Syntax 

  Numeric expression syntax     Order(Set_Expression, Numeric_Expression [ , { ASC | 
DESC | BASC | BDESC } ] )   

  String expression syntax     Order(Set_Expression, String_Expression [ , { ASC | 
DESC | BASC | BDESC } ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

   String_Expression     A valid string expression that is typically a valid Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number 
expressed as a string.  

  Remarks 

 The  Order  function can either be hierarchical (as specified by using the  ASC  or  DESC  flag) or 
nonhierarchical (as specified by using the  BASC  or  BDESC    flag; the  B  stands for  “ break hierarchy ” ). If  ASC  
or  DESC  is specified, the  Order  function first arranges the members according to their position in the 
hierarchy, and then orders each level. If  BASC  or  BDESC  is specified, the  Order  function arranges 
members in the set without regard to the hierarchy. In no flag is specified,  ASC  is the default.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns, from the  Adventure Works  cube, the number of reseller orders for the 
 [Sales Territory].[Northwest]  member and all the ascendants of that member. The  Order  
function reorders the set that includes the  [Sales Territory].[Northwest]  member and its 
ascendants for the  ROWS  axis. The  Order  function orders the set from the topmost to the bottommost 
member, in hierarchical order as determined by the  [Sales Territory]  hierarchy.   
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SELECT
    Measures.[Reseller Order Count] ON COLUMNS,
     Order (
        Ascendants(
            [Sales Territory].[Sales Territory].[Northwest]
        ),
        DESC
    ) ON ROWS
FROM

    [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Measure for the top five selling subcategories of 
products, irrespective of hierarchy, based on Reseller Gross Profit. The  Subset  function is used to return 
only the first 5 tuples in the set after the result is ordered using the  Order  function.   

SELECT Subset
   (Order
      ([Product].[Product Categories].[SubCategory].members
         ,[Measures].[Reseller Gross Profit]
         ,BDESC
      )
   ,0
   ,5
   ) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the  Rank  function to rank the members of the City hierarchy, based on the 
Reseller Sales Amount measure, and then displays them in ranked order. By using the  Order  function to 
first order the set of members of the City hierarchy, the sorting is done only once and then followed by a 
linear scan before being presented in sorted order.   

WITH
SET OrderedCities AS Order
   ([Geography].[City].[City].members
   , [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount], BDESC
   )
MEMBER [Measures].[City Rank] AS Rank
   ([Geography].[City].CurrentMember, OrderedCities)
SELECT {[Measures].[City Rank],[Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]}  ON 0
,Order
   ([Geography].[City].[City].MEMBERS
   ,[City Rank], ASC)
    ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the number of products in the set that are unique, using the  
Order  function to order the non - empty tuples before utilizing the  Filter  function. The 
 CurrentOrdinal  function is used to compare and eliminate ties.   
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WITH MEMBER [Measures].[PrdTies] AS Count
   (Filter
      (Order
        (NonEmpty
          ([Product].[Product].[Product].Members
          , {[Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]}
          )
       , [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
       , BDESC
       ) AS OrdPrds
    , (OrdPrds.CurrentOrdinal  <  OrdPrds.Count
       AND [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity] =
          ( [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
            , OrdPrds.Item
               (OrdPrds.CurrentOrdinal
               )
            )
         )
         OR (OrdPrds.CurrentOrdinal  >  1
            AND [Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity] =
               ([Measures].[Reseller Order Quantity]
               , OrdPrds.Item
                  (OrdPrds.CurrentOrdinal-2)
                )
             )
          )
       )
SELECT {[Measures].[PrdTies]} ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Ordinal (MDX) 
 Returns the zero - based ordinal value associated with a level. 

  Syntax   

Level_Expression.Ordinal   

  Arguments 

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a level.  

  Remarks 

 The  Ordinal  function is frequently used in conjunction with the  IIF  and  CurrentMember  functions 
to conditionally display different values at different hierarchy levels, based on the ordinal position of 
each specific cell in the query result. For example, you can use the  Ordinal  function to perform 
calculations at certain levels and display a default value of  “ N/A ”  at other levels.  
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  Example 

 The following example returns the ordinal number for the Calendar Quarter level in the Calendar 
hierarchy: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter].Ordinal
SELECT Measures.x on 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  ParallelPeriod (MDX) 
 Returns a member from a prior period in the same relative position as a specified member. 

  Syntax   

ParallelPeriod( [ Level_Expression [ ,Index [ , Member_Expression ] ] ] )   

  Arguments 

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a level.  

   Index     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of parallel periods to lag.  

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 Although similar to the  Cousin  function, the  ParallelPeriod  function is more closely related to time 
series. The  ParallelPeriod  function takes the ancestor of the specified member at the specified level, 
finds the ancestor ’ s sibling with the specified lag, and finally returns the parallel period of the specified 
member among the descendants of the sibling. 

 The  ParallelPeriod  function has the following defaults: 

  If neither a level expression nor a member expression is specified, the default member value is 
the current member of the dimension with a type of time  (Time.CurrentMember) .  

  If a level expression is specified, but a member expression is not specified, the default member 
value is  Level_Expression.Hierarchy.CurrentMember .  

  The default index value is 1.  

  The default level is the level of the parent of the specified member.    

 The  ParallelPeriod  function is equivalent to the following MDX statement: 

Cousin(Member_Expression, Lag(Ancestor(Member_Expression, Level_Expression), 

Numeric_Expression)   

q

q

q

q
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  Example 

 The following example returns the parallel period for the month of October 2003 with a lag of three 
periods, based on the quarter level, which returns the month of January, 2003: 

SELECT ParallelPeriod ([Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]
   , 3
   , [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[October 2003])
   ON 0

   FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the parallel period for the month of October 2003 with a lag of three 
periods, based on the semester level, which returns the month of April, 2002: 

SELECT ParallelPeriod ([Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Semester]
   , 3
   , [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[October 2003])
   ON 0

   FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Parent (MDX) 
 Returns the parent of a member. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.Parent   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  Parent  function returns the parent member of the specified member.  

  Examples 

 The following examples return the parent of the July 1, 2001 member. The first example specifies this 
member in the context of the Date attribute hierarchy and returns the All Periods member.   

SELECT [Date].[Date].[July 1, 2001].Parent ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example specifies the July 1, 2001 member in the context of the Calendar hierarchy: 

SELECT [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].Parent ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    
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  PeriodsToDate (MDX) 
 Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a given member, starting with the first sibling 
and ending with the given member, as constrained by a specified level in the Time dimension. 

  Syntax   

PeriodsToDate( [ Level_Expression [ ,Member_Expression ] ] )   

  Arguments 

   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a level.  

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 Within the scope of the specified level, the  PeriodsToDate  function returns the set of periods on the 
same level as the specified member, starting with the first period and ending with specified member. 

 If a level is specified, the current member of the hierarchy is inferred  hierarchy.CurrentMember , 
where hierarchy is the hierarchy of the specified level. 

 If neither a level nor a member is specified, the level is the parent level of the current member of the 
dimension of type Time  (Time.CurrentMember) . 

  PeriodsToDate( Level_Expression, Member_Expression )  is functionally equivalent to the 
following MDX expression: 

TopCount(Descendants(Ancestor(Member_Expression, Level_Expression), Member_

Expression.Level), 1):Member_Expression   

  Examples 

 The following example returns the sum of the  Measures.[Order Quantity]  member, aggregated 
over the first eight months of calendar year 2003 that are contained in the Date dimension, from the 
 Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER [Date].[Calendar].[First8Months2003] AS
    Aggregate(
        PeriodsToDate(
            [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Year],
            [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[August 2003]
        )
    )

(continued)
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SELECT
    [Date].[Calendar].[First8Months2003] ON COLUMNS,
    [Product].[Category].Children ON ROWS
FROM
    [Adventure Works]
WHERE

    [Measures].[Order Quantity]  

 The following example aggregates over the first two months of the second semester of calendar 
year 2003: 

WITH MEMBER [Date].[Calendar].[First2MonthsSecondSemester2003] AS
    Aggregate(
        PeriodsToDate(
            [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Semester],
            [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[August 2003]
        )
    )
SELECT
    [Date].[Calendar].[First2MonthsSecondSemester2003] ON COLUMNS,
    [Product].[Category].Children ON ROWS
FROM
    [Adventure Works]
WHERE

    [Measures].[Order Quantity]    

  Predict (MDX) 
 Returns a value of a numeric expression evaluated over a data mining model. 

  Syntax   

Predict(Mining_Model_Name,Numeric_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Mining_Model_Name     A valid string expression that represents the name of a mining model.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 The  Predict  function evaluates the specified numeric expression within the context of the specified 
mining model. 

 Data mining syntax and functions are documented in the  OLE DB  for Data Mining specification. 
For more information about the  OLE DB  for Data Mining specification, see Microsoft OLE DB on MSDN.   

(continued)
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  PrevMember (MDX) 
 Returns the previous member in the level that contains a specified member. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.PrevMember   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  PrevMember  function returns the previous member in the same level as the specified member.  

  Example 

 The following example shows a simple query that uses the  PrevMember  function: 

WITH MEMBER MEASURES.PREVMEMBERDEMO AS
[Date].[Calendar].PREVMEMBER.NAME
SELECT MEASURES.PREVMEMBERDEMO ON 0,
[Date].[Calendar].MEMBERS ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the count of the resellers whose sales have declined over the previous 
time period, based on user - selected State - Province member values evaluated using the  Aggregate  
function. The  Hierarchize  and  DrillDownLevel  functions are used to return values for declining sales 
for product categories in the Product dimension. The  PrevMember  function is used to compare the 
current time period with the previous time period.   

WITH MEMBER Measures.[Declining Reseller Sales] AS
   Count(
      Filter(
         Existing(Reseller.Reseller.Reseller),
            [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]  <  ([Measures].[Reseller Sales 
Amount],
            [Date].Calendar.PrevMember)
            )
         )
MEMBER [Geography].[State-Province].x AS
   Aggregate (
      {[Geography].[State-Province]. & [WA] & [US],
      [Geography].[State-Province]. & [OR] & [US] }
         )

(continued)
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SELECT NON EMPTY Hierarchize (
   AddCalculatedMembers (
      {DrillDownLevel({[Product].[All Products]})}
         )
   )
        DIMENSION PROPERTIES PARENT_UNIQUE_NAME ON COLUMNS
FROM [Adventure Works]
WHERE ([Geography].[State-Province].x,
    [Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]. & [2003] & [4],

    [Measures].[Declining Reseller Sales])    

  Properties (MDX) 
 Returns a string, or a strongly - typed value, that contains a member property value. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.Properties(Property_Name [, TYPED])   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Property_Name     A valid string expression of a member property name.  

  Remarks 

 The  Properties  function returns the value of the specified member for the specified member 
property. The member property can be any of the intrinsic member properties, such as  NAME ,  ID ,  KEY , or 
 CAPTION , or it can be a user - defined member property. For more information, see Intrinsic Member 
Properties (MDX) and User - Defined Member Properties (MDX). 

 By default, the value is coerced to be a string. If  TYPED  is specified, the return value is strongly typed. 

 If the property type is intrinsic, the function returns the original type of the member. 

 If the property type is user defined, the type of the return value is the same as the type of the return 
value of the  MemberValue  function. 

  Properties (‘Key’)  returns the same result as  Key0  except for composite keys.  Properties 
(‘Key’)  will return null for composite keys. Use the  Keyx  syntax for composite keys, as illustrated in 
the example.  Properties (‘Key0’) ,  Properties(‘Key1’) ,  Properties(‘Key2’) , and so on 
collectively form the composite key.  

(continued)
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  Example 

 The following example returns both intrinsic and user - defined member properties, utilizing the  TYPED  
argument to return the strongly typed value for the Day Name member property: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.MemberName AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Name’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberVal AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Member_Value’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberKey AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Key’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberID AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘ID’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberCaption AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Caption’)
MEMBER Measures.DayName AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day Name’, TYPED)
MEMBER Measures.DayNameTyped AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day Name’)
MEMBER Measures.DayofWeek AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day of Week’)
MEMBER Measures.DayofMonth AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day of Month’)
MEMBER Measures.DayofYear AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day of Year’)
SELECT {Measures.MemberName
   , Measures.MemberVal
   , Measures.MemberKey
   , Measures.MemberID
   , Measures.MemberCaption
   , Measures.DayName
   , Measures.DayNameTyped
   , Measures.DayofWeek
   , Measures.DayofMonth
   , Measures.DayofYear
   }  ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example shows the use of the  KEY   x   property: 

WITH
MEMBER Measures.MemberKey AS
   [Customer].[Customer Geography].[State-Province]. & [QLD] & [AU].Properties(‘Key’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberKey0 AS
   [Customer].[Customer Geography].[State-Province]. & [QLD] & [AU].Properties(‘Key0’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberKey1 AS
   [Customer].[Customer Geography].[State-Province]. & [QLD] & [AU].Properties(‘Key1’)
              
SELECT {Measures.MemberKey
   , Measures.MemberKey0
   , Measures.MemberKey1
   }  ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    
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  Qtd (MDX) 
 Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a given member, starting with the first sibling 
and ending with the given member, as constrained by the  Quarter  level in the Time dimension. 

  Syntax   

Qtd( [ Member_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 If a member expression is not specified, the default is the current member of the dimension of type Time 
 (Time.CurrentMember) . 

 The  Qtd  function is a shortcut function for the  PeriodsToDate  (MDX) function whose level expression 
argument is set to Quarter. That is,  Qtd(Member_Expression)  is functionally equivalent to 
 PeriodsToDate(Quarter, Member_Expression) .  

  Example 

 The following example returns the sum of the  Measures.[Order Quantity]  member, aggregated 
over the first two months of the third quarter of calendar year 2003 that are contained in the Date 
dimension, from the  Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER [Date].[Calendar].[First2MonthsSecondSemester2003] AS
    Aggregate(
        QTD([Date].[Calendar].[Month].[August 2003])
    )
SELECT
    [Date].[Calendar].[First2MonthsSecondSemester2003] ON COLUMNS,
    [Product].[Category].Children ON ROWS
FROM
    [Adventure Works]
WHERE

    [Measures].[Order Quantity]    

  Rank (MDX) 
 Returns the one - based rank of a specified tuple in a specified set. 

  Syntax   

Rank(Tuple_Expression, Set_Expression [ ,Numeric Expression ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Tuple_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
tuple.  

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the  Rank  function determines the one - based rank for the specified 
tuple by evaluating the specified numeric expression against the tuple. If a numeric expression is 
specified, the  Rank  function assigns the same rank to tuples with duplicate values in the set. This 
assignment of the same rank to duplicate values affects the ranks of subsequent tuples in the set. For 
example, a set consists of the following tuples:  {(a,b), (e,f), (c,d)} . The tuple  (a,b)  has the same 
value as the tuple  (c,d) . If the tuple  (a,b)  has a rank of 1, then both  (a,b)  and  (c,d)  would have 
a rank of 1. However, the tuple  (e,f)  would have a rank of 3. There could be no tuple in this set with a 
rank of 2. 

 If a numeric expression is not specified, the  Rank  function returns the one - based ordinal position of the 
specified tuple. 

 The  Rank  function does not order the set.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the set of tuples containing customers and purchase dates, by using 
the  Filter ,  NonEmpty ,  Item , and  Rank  functions to find the last date that each customer made a 
purchase: 

WITH SET MYROWS AS FILTER
   (NONEMPTY
      ([Customer].[Customer Geography].[Customer].MEMBERS
         * [Date].[Date].[Date].MEMBERS
         , [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount]
      ) AS MYSET
   , NOT(MYSET.CURRENT.ITEM(0)
      IS MYSET.ITEM(RANK(MYSET.CURRENT, MYSET)).ITEM(0))
   )
SELECT [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON 0,
MYROWS ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the  Order  function, rather than the  Rank  function, to rank the members of 
the City hierarchy based on the Reseller Sales Amount measure and then displays them in ranked order. 
By using the  Order  function to first order the set of members of the City hierarchy, the sorting is done 
only once and then followed by a linear scan before being presented in sorted order.   
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WITH
SET OrderedCities AS Order
   ([Geography].[City].[City].members
   , [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount], BDESC
   )
MEMBER [Measures].[City Rank] AS Rank
   ([Geography].[City].CurrentMember, OrderedCities)
SELECT {[Measures].[City Rank],[Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]}  ON 0
,Order
   ([Geography].[City].[City].MEMBERS
   ,[City Rank], ASC)
    ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  RollupChildren (MDX) 
 Returns a value generated by rolling up the values of the children of a specified member using the 
specified unary operator. 

  Syntax   

RollupChildren(Member_Expression, Unary_Operator)   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Unary_Operator     A valid string expression that specifies a unary operator.  

  Remarks 

 The  RollupChildren  function rolls up the values of the children of the specified member using the 
specified unary operator. 

 The following table describes the valid unary operators for this function. 

  Operator    Result  

1   total 5 total 1 current child  

   2     total 5 total  2  current child  

   *     total 5 total * current child  

   /     total 5 total / current child  

   %     total 5 (total / current child) * 100  

   ~     The child is not used in the rollup. Its value is ignored.  
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  If the operator in the member property does not appear in the list, an error occurs. The order of 
evaluation is determined by the order of the siblings, not by the precedence of the operators.  

  Example 

 The following example uses a member property called  Alternate Rollup Operator  that contains 
alternate values for unary operators to rollup up children of the Net Profit hierarchy in the Account 
dimension in an alternate manner. This member property does not exist in the  Adventure Works  cube, 
but could be created. This use of the  RollupChildren  function could be used in a budgeting application 
for what - if analysis.   

RollupChildren
   ( [Account].[Net Profit]

   , [Account].CurrentMember.Properties (‘Alternate Rollup Operator’) )    

  Root (MDX) 
 Returns a tuple that consists of the  All  members from each attribute hierarchy within the current scope 
in a cube, dimension, or tuple. For more information about  Scope , see  SCOPE  Statement (MDX). 

 If an attribute hierarchy does not have an  All  member, the tuple contains the default member for that 
hierarchy. 

  Syntax 

  Cube syntax     Root ()   

  Dimension syntax     Root( Dimension_Name )   

  Tuple syntax     Root( [Tuple_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Dimension_Name     A valid string expression specifying a dimension name.  

   Tuple_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a tuple.  

  Remarks 

 If neither a dimension name nor a tuple expression is specified, the  Root  function returns a tuple 
that contains the  All  member (or the default member if the  All  member does not exist) from each 
attribute hierarchy in the cube. The order of members in the tuple is based on the sequence in which 
the attribute hierarchies are defined within the cube. 
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 If a dimension name is specified, the  Root  function returns a tuple that contains the  All  member (or the 
default member if the  All  member does not exist) from each attribute hierarchy in the specified 
dimension based on the context of the current member. The order of members in the tuple is based on 
the sequence in which the attribute hierarchies are defined within the dimension. 

 If a hierarchy name is specified, the  Tuple  function will pick the dimension name from the hierarchy 
name specified. 

 If a tuple expression is specified, the  Root  function returns a tuple that contains the intersection of 
the specified tuple and the  All  members of all other dimension attributes not explicitly included in the 
specified tuple. The specified tuple must reference only one dimension, or an error occurs.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the tuple containing the  All  member (or the default if the  All  member 
does not exist) from each hierarchy in the  Adventure Works  cube: 

SELECT Root()ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the tuple containing the  All  member (or the default if the  All  member 
does not exist) from each hierarchy in the Date dimension in the  Adventure Works  cube and the value 
for the specified member of Measures dimension that intersects with these default members: 

SELECT Root([Date]) ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]

WHERE [Measures].[Order Count]  

 The following example returns the tuple containing specified tuple member (July 1, 2001, along with 
the  All  member (or the default if the  All  member does not exist) from each non - specified hierarchy 
in the Date dimension in the  Adventure Works  cube and the value for the specified member of 
Measures dimension that intersects with these members.   

SELECT Root([Date].[July 1, 2001]) ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]

WHERE [Measures].[Order Count]    

  SetToArray (MDX) 
 Converts one or more sets to an array for use in a user - defined function. 

  Syntax   

SetToArray(Set_Expression1 [ ,Set_Expression2,...n ][ ,Numeric_Expression ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 The  SetToArray  function converts one or more sets to an array for use in a user - defined function. The 
number of dimensions in the resulting array is the same as the number of sets specified. 

 The optional numeric expression can provide the values in the array cells. If a numeric expression is not 
specified, the cross join of the sets is evaluated in the current context. 

 The cell coordinates in the resulting array correspond to the position of the sets in the list. For example, 
there are three sets,  SA ,  SB , and  SC . Each of these sets has two elements. The MDX statement, 
 SetToArray(SA, SB, SC) , creates the following three - dimensional array: 

(SA1, SB1, SC1) (SA2, SB1, SC1) (SA1, SB2, SC1) (SA2, SB2, SC1)

(SA1, SB1, SC2) (SA2, SB1, SC2) (SA1, SB2, SC2) (SA2, SB2, SC2)  

 The return type of the  SetToArray  function is the  VARIANT  type,  VT_ARRAY . Therefore, the output of the 
 SetToArray  function should be used only as input to a user - defined function.  

  Example 

 The following example returns an array: 

SetToArray([Geography].[Geography].Members, [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount])    

  SetToStr (MDX) 
 Returns a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) – formatted string  that corresponds to a specified set. 

  Syntax   

SetToStr(Set_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  
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  Remarks 

 This function is used to transfer a string - representation of a set to an external function for parsing. The 
string that is returned is enclosed in braces  {}  and separated by a comma.  

  Example 

 The following example returns a string containing all of the members of the  Geography.Country  
attribute hierarchy: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS SetToStr (Geography.Geography.Children)
SELECT Measures.x ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Siblings (MDX) 
 Returns the siblings of a specified member, including the member itself. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression.Siblings   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the default measure for the siblings of March of 2003, which are January 
2003 and February 2003, and including March 2003: 

SELECT [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[March 2003].Siblings ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Stddev (MDX) 
 Alias for the  Stdev  function.  

  StddevP (MDX) 
 Alias for the  StdevP  function.  
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  Stdev (MDX) 
 Returns the sample standard deviation of a numeric expression evaluated over a set, using the unbiased 
population formula (dividing by n - 1). 

  Syntax   

Stdev(Set_Expression [ ,Numeric_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 The  Stdev  function uses the unbiased population formula, while the  StdevP  function uses the biased 
population formula.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the standard deviation for Internet Order Quantity, evaluated over the 
first three months of calendar year 2003, using the unbiased population formula: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS
   Stdev
   ( { [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[January 2003],
       [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[February 2003],
       [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[March 2003]},
    [Measures].[Internet Order Quantity])
SELECT Measures.x ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  StdevP (MDX) 
 Returns the population standard deviation of a numeric expression evaluated over a set, using the biased 
population formula (dividing by   n  ). 

  Syntax   

StdevP(Set_Expression [ ,Numeric_Expression ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 The  StdevP  function uses the biased population formula, while the  Stdev  function uses the unbiased 
population formula.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the standard deviation for Internet Order Quantity evaluated over the 
first three months of calendar year 2003 using the biased population formula: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS
   StdevP
   ( { [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[January 2003],
       [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[February 2003],
       [Date].[Calendar].[Month].[March 2003]},
    [Measures].[Internet Order Quantity])
SELECT Measures.x ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  StripCalculatedMembers (MDX) 
 Returns a set generated by removing calculated members from a specified set. 

  Syntax   

StripCalculatedMembers(Set _Expression )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 The  StripCalculatedMembers  function removes calculated members from a set. Calculated members 
can be added to a set by using the  AddCalculatedMembers  function, which returns calculated 
members that are defined on the server, or calculated members that were added within the query 
itself by using the  WITH MEMBER  syntax.  
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  Example 

 The following example removes all calculated members from the query: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.MemberName AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Name’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberVal AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Member_Value’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberKey AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Key’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberID AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘ID’)
MEMBER Measures.MemberCaption AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Caption’)
MEMBER Measures.DayName AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day Name’, TYPED)
MEMBER Measures.DayNameTyped AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day Name’)
MEMBER Measures.DayofWeek AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day of Week’)
MEMBER Measures.DayofMonth AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day of Month’)
MEMBER Measures.DayofYear AS
   [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2003].Properties(‘Day of Year’)
SELECT StripCalculatedMembers(
   { Measures.DefaultMember
   , Measures.MemberName
   , Measures.MemberVal
   , Measures.MemberKey
   , Measures.MemberID
   , Measures.MemberCaption
   , Measures.DayName
   , Measures.DayNameTyped
   , Measures.DayofWeek
   , Measures.DayofMonth
   , Measures.DayofYear
   }
   )  ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  StrToMember (MDX) 
 Returns the member specified by a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) – formatted string. 

  Syntax   

StrToMember( Member_Name  [,CONSTRAINED] )   

  Arguments 

   Member_Name     A valid string expression specifying, directly or indirectly, a member.  
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  Remarks 

 The  StrToMember  function returns the specified member. The  StrToMember  function is typically used 
with user - defined functions to return a member specification from an external function back to an MDX 
statement. 

 When the  CONSTRAINED  flag is used, the member name must be directly resolvable to a qualified or 
unqualified member name. This flag is used to reduce the risk of injection attacks via the specified string. 
If a string is provided that is not directly resolvable to a qualified or unqualified member name, the 
following error appears:  “ The restrictions imposed by the  CONSTRAINED  flag in the  STRTOMEMBER  
function were violated. ”  

 When the  CONSTRAINED  flag is not used, the specified member can resolve either directly to a member 
name or can resolve to an MDX expression that resolves to a name.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Amount measure for the Bayern member in the State -
 Province attribute hierarchy using the  StrToMember  function. The specified string provided the 
qualified member name.   

SELECT StrToMember (‘[Geography].[State-Province].[Bayern]’)
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Amount measure for the Bayern member using the 
 StrToMember  function. Since the member name string provided only an unqualified member name, the 
query returns the first instance of the specified member, which happens to be in the Customer 
Geography hierarchy in the Customer dimension, which does not intersect with the Reseller Sales. Best 
practices dictate specifying the qualified name to ensure expected results.   

SELECT StrToMember (‘[Bayern]’).Parent
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Amount measure for the Bayern member in the State -
 Province attribute hierarchy using the  StrToMember  function. The member name string provided 
resolves to a qualified member name.   

SELECT StrToMember (‘[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[Germany].FirstChild’)
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns an error due to the  CONSTRAINED  flag. While the member name string 
provided contains a valid MDX member expression that resolves to a qualified member name, the 
 CONSTRAINED  flag requires qualified or unqualified member names in the member name string.   

SELECT StrToMember (‘[Geography].[Geography].[Country]. & [Germany]’, CONSTRAINED)
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    
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  StrToSet (MDX) 
 Returns the set specified by a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) – formatted string. 

  Syntax   

StrToSet( Set_Specification  [,CONSTRAINED] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Specification     A valid string expression specifying, directly or indirectly, a set.  

  Remarks 

 The  StrToSet  function returns the specified set. The  StrToSet  function is typically used with user -
 defined functions to return a set specification from an external function back to an MDX statement. 

 When the  CONSTRAINED  flag is used, the set specification must contain qualified or unqualified member 
names or a set of tuples containing qualified or unqualified member names enclosed by braces  {} . This 
flag is used to reduce the risk of injection attacks via the specified string. If a string is provided that is not 
directly resolvable to qualified or unqualified member names, the following error appears:  “ The 
restrictions imposed by the  CONSTRAINED  flag in the  STRTOSET  function were violated. ”  

 When the  CONSTRAINED  flag is not used, the specified set specification can resolve to a valid 
Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the set of members of the State - Province attribute hierarchy using the 
 StrToSet  function. The set specification provided a valid MDX set expression.   

SELECT StrToSet (‘[Geography].[State-Province].Members’)
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns an error due to the  CONSTRAINED  flag. While the set specification 
provided a valid MDX set expression, the  CONSTRAINED  flag requires qualified or unqualified member 
names in the set specification.   

SELECT StrToSet (‘ [Geography].[Geography].[State-Province]. & [VIC] & [AU], 
CONSTRAINED)
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  
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 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Amount measure for the countries of Germany and 
Canada. The set specification provided in the specified string contains qualified member names, as 
required by the  CONSTRAINED  flag.   

SELECT StrToSet 
(‘{[Geography].[Geography].[Country]. & [Germany],[Geography].[Geography].[Country]. & 
[Canada]}’, CONSTRAINED)
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  StrToTuple (MDX) 
 Returns the tuple specified by a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) – formatted string. 

  Syntax   

StrToTuple( Tuple_Specification  [,CONSTRAINED] )   

  Arguments 

   Tuple_Specification     A valid string expression specifying, directly or indirectly, a tuple.  

  Remarks 

 The  StrToTuple  function returns the specified set. The  StrToTuple  function is typically used with 
user - defined functions to return a tuple specification from an external function back to an MDX 
statement. 

 When the  CONSTRAINED  flag is used, the tuple specification must contain qualified or unqualified 
member names. This flag is used to reduce the risk of injection attacks via the specified string. If a string 
is provided that is not directly resolvable to qualified or unqualified member names, the following error 
appears:  “ The restrictions imposed by the  CONSTRAINED  flag in the  STRTOTUPLE  function were 
violated. ”  

 When the  CONSTRAINED  flag is not used, the specified tuple can resolve to a valid MDX expression that 
returns a tuple.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Amount measure for the Bayern member for calendar 
year 2004. The tuple specification that is provided contains a valid MDX tuple expression.   

SELECT StrToTuple (‘([Geography].[State-Province].[Bayern],[Date].[Calendar 
Year].[CY 2004])’)
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  
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 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Amount measure for the Bayern member for calendar 
year 2004. The tuple specification that is provided contains qualified member names, as required by the 
 CONSTRAINED  flag.   

SELECT StrToTuple (‘([Geography].[State-Province].[Bayern],[Date].[Calendar 
Year].[CY 2004])’, CONSTRAINED)
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Amount measure for the Bayern member for calendar 
year 2004. The tuple specification that is provided contains a valid MDX tuple expression.   

SELECT StrToTuple (‘([Geography].[State-Province].[Bayern],[Date].[Calendar Year].
LastChild)’)
ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the  CONSTRAINED  flag. Since the  CONSTRAINED  flag requires qualified or 
unqualified member names in the tuple specification the following example has a qualified name.   

SELECT StrToTuple (‘([Geography].[State-Province]. & [BY] & [DE],[Date].[Calendar].
[Calendar Year]. & [2006])’, CONSTRAINED)
ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]

                  

  StrToValue (MDX) 
 Returns the numeric value specified by a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) – formatted string. 

  Syntax   

StrToValue( MDX_Expression  [,CONSTRAINED] )   

  Arguments 

   MDX_Expression     A valid string expression that resolves, directly or indirectly, to a single cell.  

  Remarks 

 The  StrToValue  function returns the numeric value specified by the MDX expression. The  StrToValue  
function is typically used with user - defined functions to return an MDX expression from an 
external function back to an MDX statement that can be resolved to a single cell. 

 When the  CONSTRAINED  flag is used, the MDX expression must contain only a scalar value. The 
 CONSTRAINED  flag is used to reduce the risk of injection attacks via the specified string. If an MDX 
expression is provided that is not directly resolvable to a scalar value, the following error appears:  “ The 
restrictions imposed by the  CONSTRAINED  flag in the  STRTOVALUE  function were violated. ”  
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 When the  CONSTRAINED  flag is not used, the specified MDX expression can be as complex as desired as 
long as it resolves to a valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a single cell. 

 Returning the result of an MDX expression as a numeric value can be useful if the value is stored as text 
and you want to perform arithmetic operations on the returned values.  

  Example 

 The following example uses the  StrToValue  function to return the weight of each bicycle as a value: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS
StrToValue
   ([Product].[Product].CurrentMember.Properties (‘Weight’)
   ,CONSTRAINED
   )
SELECT Measures.x ON 0
,[Product].[Product].[Product].Members ON 1
FROM [Adventure Works]

WHERE [Product].[Product Categories].[Bikes]    

  Subset (MDX) 
 Returns a subset of tuples from a specified set. 

  Syntax   

Subset(Set_Expression, Start [ ,Count ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Start     A valid numeric expression that specifies the position of the first tuple to be 
returned.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of tuples to be returned.  

  Remarks 

 From the specified set, the  Subset  function returns a subset that contains the specified number of tuples, 
beginning at the specified start position. The start position is based on a zero - based index; that is, zero 
(0) corresponds to the first tuple in the specified set, 1 corresponds to the second, and so on. 

 If   Count   is not specified, the function returns all tuples from   Start   to the end of the set.  
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  Example 

 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Measure for the top five selling subcategories of 
products, irrespective of hierarchy, based on Reseller Gross Profit. The  Subset  function is used to return 
only the first five sets in the result after the result is ordered using the  Order  function.   

SELECT Subset
   (Order
      ([Product].[Product Categories].[SubCategory].members
         ,[Measures].[Reseller Gross Profit]
         ,BDESC
      )
   ,0
   ,5
   ) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Sum (MDX) 
 Returns the sum of a numeric expression evaluated over a specified set. 

  Syntax   

Sum( Set_Expression [ , Numeric_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) set expression.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the specified numeric expression is evaluated across the set and then 
summed. If a numeric expression is not specified, the specified set is evaluated in the current context of 
the members of the set and then summed. If the  SUM  function is applied to a non - numeric expression, the 
results are undefined. 

 Analysis Services ignores nulls when calculating the sum of a set of numbers.  
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  Examples 

 The following example returns the sum of Reseller Sales Amounts for all members of the  
Product.Category  attribute hierarchy for calendar years 2001 and 2002: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS SUM
   ( { [Date].[Calendar Year]. & [2001]
         , [Date].[Calendar Year]. & [2002] }
      , [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]
    )
SELECT Measures.x ON 0
,[Product].[Category].Members ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the sum of the month - to - date freight costs for Internet sales for the month 
of July, 2002 through the 20th day of July: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS SUM
   (
      MTD([Date].[Calendar].[Date].[July 20, 2002])
     , [Measures].[Internet Freight Cost]
     )
SELECT Measures.x ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example uses the  WITH MEMBER  keyword and the  SUM  function to define a calculated 
member in the Measures dimension that contains the sum of the Reseller Sales Amount measure for the 
Canada and United States members of the Country attribute hierarchy in the Geography dimension: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.NorthAmerica AS SUM
      (
         {[Geography].[Country]. & [Canada]
            , [Geography].[Country]. & [United States]}
       ,[Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]
      )
SELECT {[Measures].[NorthAmerica]} ON 0,
[Product].[Category].members ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Tail (MDX) 
 Returns a subset from the end of a set. 

  Syntax   

Tail(Set_Expression [ ,Count ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of tuples to be returned.  
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    Remarks 

 The  Tail  function returns the specified number of tuples from the end of the specified set. The order of 
elements is preserved. The default value of   Count   is 1. If the specified number of tuples is less than 1, the 
function returns the empty set. If the specified number of tuples exceeds the number of tuples in the set, 
the function returns the original set.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the Reseller Sales Measure for the top five selling subcategories of 
products, irrespective of hierarchy, based on Reseller Gross Profit. The  Tail  function is used to return 
only the last five sets in the result after the result is reverse - ordered using the  Order  function.   

SELECT Tail
   (Order
      ([Product].[Product Categories].[SubCategory].members
         ,[Measures].[Reseller Gross Profit]
         ,BASC
      )
   ,5
   ) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  This (MDX) 
 Returns the current subcube for use with assignments in the Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) 
calculation script. 

  Syntax   

This   

  Remarks 

 The  This  function can be used in the place of any subcube expression to provide the current subcube 
within the current scope within the MDX calculation script. The  This  function must be used on the left 
side of an assignment.  

  Examples 

 The following MDX Script fragment shows how the  This  keyword can be used with  SCOPE  statements 
to make assignments to subcubes: 

Scope
(
[Date].[Fiscal Year]. & [2005],
[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Quarter].Members,
[Measures].[Sales Amount Quota]
) ;
This = ParallelPeriod

(continued)
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(
[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year], 1,
[Date].[Fiscal].CurrentMember
) * 1.35 ;
/*-- Allocate equally to months in FY 2002 -----------------------------*/
Scope
(
[Date].[Fiscal Year]. & [2002],
[Date].[Fiscal].[Month].Members
) ;
This = [Date].[Fiscal].CurrentMember.Parent / 3 ;
End Scope ;

End Scope;    

  ToggleDrillState (MDX) 
 Toggles the drill state of members. 

  Syntax   

ToggleDrillState( Set_Expression1 , Set_Expression2  [ , RECURSIVE ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set_Expression2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 The  ToggleDrillState  function toggles the drill state of each member of the second set that is present 
in the first set. The first set can contain tuples with any dimensionality, but the second set must contain 
members of a single dimension. The  ToggleDrillState  function is a combination of the 
 DrillupMember  and  DrilldownMember  functions. If the member,  m , of the second set is present in the 
first set, and that member is drilled down (that is, has a descendant immediately following it), then 
 DrillupMember(Set_Expression1, {m} ) is applied to the member or tuple in the first set. If that  m  
member is drilled up (that is, there is no descendant of  m  that immediately follows   m  ), 
 DrilldownMember(Set_Expression1, {m}[, RECURSIVE] ) is applied to the first set. 

 If the optional  RECURSIVE  flag is used, drill up and drill down are applied recursively. For more 
information about the recursive flag, see the  DrillupMember  and  DrilldownMember  functions.  

(continued)
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  Example 

 The following example drills down on the Australia member of the first set, and drills up on the United 
States member of the first set: 

SELECT ToggleDrillState
   ([Geography].[Geography].[Country].Members,
      {[Geography].[Geography].[Country].[Australia]
      , [Geography].[Geography].[State-Province].[California]}
      --, RECURSIVE
   ) ON 0

   FROM [Adventure Works]    

  TopCount (MDX) 
 Sorts a set in descending order and returns the specified number of elements with the highest values. 

  Syntax   

TopCount(Set_Expression,Count [ ,Numeric_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Count     A valid numeric expression that specifies the number of tuples to be 
returned.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 If a numeric expression is specified, the  TopCount  function sorts, in descending order, the tuples in the 
set specified by the specified set according to the value specified by the numeric expression, as evaluated 
over the specified set. After sorting the set, the  TopCount  function then returns the specified number of 
tuples with the highest value. 

 Like the  BottomCount  function, the  TopCount  function always breaks the hierarchy. 

 If a numeric expression is not specified, the function returns the set of members in natural order, without 
any sorting, behaving like the  Head  (MDX) function.  
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  Example 

 The following example returns, for the Bike category, the first five members in the set of members of 
the City level in the Geography hierarchy in the Geography dimension for fiscal year 2003 ordered by the 
Reseller Sales Amount measure (beginning with the members of this set with the largest number of sales): 

SELECT TopCount
   ({[Geography].[Geography].[City].Members
      *[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year].[FY 2003]}
   , 5
   , [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]
   ) ON 0,
   [Product].[Product Categories].Bikes ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  TopPercent (MDX) 
 Sorts a set in descending order, and returns a set of tuples with the highest values whose cumulative 
total is equal to or greater than a specified percentage. 

  Syntax   

TopPercent(Set_Expression, Percentage, Numeric_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Percentage     A valid numeric expression that specifies the percentage of tuples to be 
returned.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 The  TopPercent  function calculates the sum of the specified numeric expression evaluated over the 
specified set, sorting the set in descending order. The function then returns the elements with the highest 
values whose cumulative percentage of the total summed value is at least the specified percentage. This 
function returns the smallest subset of a set whose cumulative total is at least the specified percentage. 
The returned elements are ordered largest to smallest. 

 Like the  BottomPercent  function, the  TopPercent  function always breaks the hierarchy.  
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  Example 

 The following example returns, for the Bike category, the smallest set of members of the City level in the 
Geography hierarchy in the Geography dimension for fiscal year 2003 whose cumulative total using 
the Reseller Sales Amount measure is at least the 15% of the cumulative total (beginning with the 
members of this set with the largest number of sales): 

SELECT TopPercent
   ({[Geography].[Geography].[City].Members
      *[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year].[FY 2003]}
   , 15
   , [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]
   ) ON 0,
   [Product].[Product Categories].Bikes ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  TopSum (MDX) 
 Sorts a set and returns the topmost elements whose cumulative total is at least a specified value. 

  Syntax   

TopSum(Set_Expression, Value, Numeric_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Value     A valid numeric expression that specifies the value against which each 
tuple is compared.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a measure.  

  Remarks 

 The  TopSum  function calculates the sum of a specified measure evaluated over a specified set, sorting the 
set in descending order. The function then returns the elements with the highest values whose total of 
the specified numeric expression is at least the specified value. This function returns the smallest subset 
of a set whose cumulative total is at least the specified value. The returned elements are ordered largest 
to smallest. 

 Like the  BottomSum  function, the  TopSum  function always breaks the hierarchy.  
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  Example 

 The following example returns, for the Bike category, the smallest set of members of the City level in the 
Geography hierarchy in the Geography dimension for fiscal year 2003 whose cumulative total 
using the Reseller Sales Amount measure is at least the sum of 5,000,000 (beginning with the members 
of this set with the largest number of sales): 

SELECT TopSum
   ({[Geography].[Geography].[City].Members
      *[Date].[Fiscal].[Fiscal Year].[FY 2003]}
   , 5000000
   , [Measures].[Reseller Sales Amount]
   ) ON 0,
   [Product].[Product Categories].Bikes ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  TupleToStr (MDX) 
 Returns a Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) – formatted string that corresponds to a specified tuple. 

  Syntax   

TupleToStr(Tuple_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Tuple_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns 
a tuple.  

  Remarks 

 This function is used to transfer a string - representation of a tuple to an external function for parsing. The 
string that is returned is enclosed in braces  {}  and each member, if more than one is expressly defined in 
the tuple, is separated by a comma.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the string  ([Date].[Calendar Year]. & [2001],[Geography].
[Geography].[Country]. & [United States]) : 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS TupleToStr
   (
      ([Date].[Calendar Year]. & [2001]
         , [Geography].[Geography].[Country]. & [United States]
      )
   )
SELECT Measures.x ON 0
FROM [Adventure Works]
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   The following example returns the same string as the previous example: 

WITH SET s AS
   {
      ([Date].[Calendar Year]. & [2001],
         [Geography].[Geography].[Country]. & [United States]
      )
   }
MEMBER Measures.x AS TupleToStr ( s.Item(0) )
SELECT Measures.x ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Union (MDX) 
 Returns a set that is generated by the union of two sets, optionally retaining duplicate members. 

  Syntax 

  Standard syntax     Union(Set_Expression1, Set_Expression2 [,...n][, ALL])   

  Alternate syntax 1     Set_Expression1 + Set_Expression2 [+...n]   

  Alternate syntax 2     {Set_Expression1 , Set_Expression2 [,...n]}   

  Arguments 

   Set Expression 1     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Set Expression 2     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 This function returns the union of two or more specified sets. With the standard syntax and with 
alternate syntax 1, duplicates are eliminated by default. With the standard syntax, using the  ALL  flag 
keeps duplicates in the joined set. Duplicates are deleted from the tail of the set. With alternate syntax 2, 
duplicates are always retained.  

  Examples 

 The following examples demonstrate the behavior of the  Union  function using each syntax. 

 Standard syntax, duplicates eliminated: 

SELECT Union
   ([Date].[Calendar Year].children
   , {[Date].[Calendar Year].[CY 2002]}
   , {[Date].[Calendar Year].[CY 2003]}
   ) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  
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 Standard syntax, duplicates retained: 

SELECT Union
   ([Date].[Calendar Year].children
   , {[Date].[Calendar Year].[CY 2002]}
   , {[Date].[Calendar Year].[CY 2003]}
   , ALL
   ) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 Alternate syntax 1, duplicates eliminated: 

SELECT
   [Date].[Calendar Year].children
   + {[Date].[Calendar Year].[CY 2002]}
   + {[Date].[Calendar Year].[CY 2003]} ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 Alternate syntax 2, duplicates retained: 

SELECT
   {[Date].[Calendar Year].children
   , [Date].[Calendar Year].[CY 2002]
   , [Date].[Calendar Year].[CY 2003]} ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  UniqueName (MDX) 
 Returns the unique name of a specified dimension, hierarchy, level, or member. 

  Syntax 

  Dimension expression syntax     Dimension_Expression.UniqueName   

  Hierarchy expression syntax     Hierarchy_Expression.UniqueName   

  Level expression syntax     Level_Expression.UniqueName   

  Member expression syntax     Member_Expression.UniqueName   

  Arguments 

   Dimension_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that resolves 
to a dimension.  

   Hierarchy_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
hierarchy.  
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   Level_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
level.  

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  UniqueName  function returns the unique name of the object, not the name returned by the  Name  
function. The returned name does not include the name of the cube. The results returned depend upon 
the server - side settings or the MDX Unique Name Style connection string property.  

  Example 

 The following example returns the unique name value for the Product dimension, the Product 
Categories hierarchy, the Subcategory level, and the Bike Racks member in the  Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER DimensionUniqueName
   AS [Product].UniqueName
MEMBER HierarchyUniqueName
   AS [Product].[Product Categories].UniqueName
MEMBER LevelUniqueName
   AS [Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory].UniqueName
MEMBER MemberUniqueName
   AS [Product].[Product Categories].[Subcategory].[Bike Racks]
SELECT
   {DimensionUniqueName
   , HierarchyUniqueName
   , LevelUniqueName
   , MemberUniqueName }
   ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  UnknownMember (MDX) 
 Returns the unknown member associated with a level or member. 

  Syntax 

  Member expression syntax     Member_Expression.UnknownMember   

  Hierarchy expression syntax     Hierarchy_Expression.UnknownMember   
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  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

   Hierarchy_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
hierarchy.  

  Remarks 

 Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services creates an unknown member to associate fact table data with a 
hierarchy when the hierarchy is not known. The unknown member can be at one of the following levels: 

  At the top level for attribute hierarchies that are not aggregated.  

  At the first level below the  All  level for natural hierarchies.  

  At any level for unnatural hierarchies.    

 If a member expression is specified, the  UnknownMember  function returns the unknown member child of 
the specified member. If the specified member does not exist, the function returns null. 

 If a hierarchy expression is specified, the  UnknownMember  function returns the unknown member at the 
top level if one exists. 

 If the unknown member does not exist on the level or member, the  UnknownMember  function creates a 
null member. 

 If the unknown member does not exist on the hierarchy or member, an error is generated.  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the unknown member for the All Products member in the Product 
attribute hierarchy for all members of the Measures dimension: 

SELECT [Product].[Product].[All Products].UnknownMember
    ON Columns,
[Measures].Members
    ON Rows

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the unknown member for the Product Categories hierarchy for all 
members of the Measures dimension: 

SELECT [Product].[Product Categories].UnknownMember
    ON Columns,
[Measures].Members
    ON Rows

FROM [Adventure Works]    

q

q

q
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  Unorder (MDX) 
 Removes any enforced ordering from a specified set. 

  Syntax   

Unorder(Set_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

  Remarks 

 The  Unorder  function removes any ordering imposed on the tuples contained in the set by any other 
function or statement, such as the  Order  function. The ordering of the tuples in the set returned by the 
 Unorder  function is indeterminate. 

 The  Unorder  function is used as a hint to Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services for query optimization 
for set processing. If the order of tuples within a set is unimportant to a calculation, using the  Unorder  
function can provide a performance benefit in such cases. For example, the  NonEmpty  (MDX) function 
may perform better when the set provided to this function is unordered than if Analysis Services needs 
to preserve order. With SQL Server Analysis Services, the query processor attempts to perform this 
function automatically for many functions (such as  Sum  and  Aggregate ).  

  Example 

 The following pseudo - code illustrates the syntax for this function: 

NonEmpty (UnOrder ( <  < set_expression >  > ))    

  UserName (MDX) 
 Returns the domain name and user name of the current connection. 

  Syntax   

UserName [ ( ) ]   

  Remarks 

 The returned value is a string with the following format: 

domain-name\user-name   
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  Example 

 The following example returns the user name of the user that is executing the query: 

WITH MEMBER Measures.x AS UserName
SELECT Measures.x ON COLUMNS

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  ValidMeasure (MDX) 
 Returns the value of a measure in a cube by forcing inapplicable dimensions to their  All  level (or default 
member if not aggregatable) when returning the result for a specified tuple. 

  Syntax   

ValidMeasure(Tuple_Expression)   

  Arguments 

   Tuple_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a tuple.  

  Remarks 

 The  ValidMeasure  function returns the measure value from the cell at the ( All ) level coordinates (or 
default member if not aggregatable) for the dimensions that are not common. In Microsoft SQL Server 
Analysis Services, the behavior specified by this function is the default server - side behavior and is 
controlled by the  IgnoreUnrelatedDimensions  property on the measure group object. 

 For each attribute in the specified tuple with granularity (not on the  All  member), the current 
coordinate for each such attribute is moved as follows: 

  Related attributes to the specified attribute member are moved to the member that exists with 
the current member.  

  Relating attributes to the specified attribute member are moved to the  All  member (or default 
member if not aggregatable).  

  Unrelated attributes are moved to the  All  member (based on measure).    

 For example, the granularity on a Time dimension is month. If you use the  ValidMeasure  function on 
cells in this Time dimension, cells at the week level will return the value at their month. 

 The following table illustrates the behavior of the  ValidMeasure  function. 

q

q

q
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  Tuple    No Time Dimension  

  Time Dimension with 
Granularity Specified as at 
the Year Level  

   Time.Jan     Returns Null  -  Coordinate of 
measure group ’ s scope.  

  Returns Null  -  Below 
granularity.  

   ValidMeasure(Time.Jan)     Returns data  -     ValidMeasure  
function forces Time to  All  
level (or default member if not 
aggregatable).  

  Returns Null  -  Below 
granularity where 
 ValidMeasure  has no effect.  

   Time.[1997]. < calculated 
member >    

  Returns Null  -  Coordinate of 
measure group ’ s scope.  

  Returns Null  -  Below 
granularity where 
 ValidMeasure  has no effect.  

  Value (MDX) 
 Returns the value of the current member of the Measures dimension that intersects with the current 
member of the attribute hierarchies in the context of the query. 

  Syntax   

Member_Expression[.Value]   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 The  Value  function returns the value of the specified member as a string. The  Value  argument 
is optional because the value of a member is the default property of a member, and is the value that is 
returned for a member if no other value is specified. For more information about properties of members, 
see Intrinsic Member Properties (MDX) and User - Defined Member Properties (MDX).  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the value of a member as well explicitly returning the name of the 
member: 

WITH MEMBER [Date].[Calendar].NumericValue as [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].Value
MEMBER [Date].[Calendar].MemberName AS [Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001].Name
SELECT {[Date].[Calendar].NumericValue, [Date].[Calendar].MemberName} ON 0
from [Adventure Works]  
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 The following example returns the value of a member, as the default value that is returned for a member 
on an axis: 

SELECT {[Date].[Calendar].[July 1, 2001]} ON 0

from [Adventure Works]    

  Var (MDX) 
 Returns the sample variance of a numeric expression evaluated over a set, using the unbiased population 
formula (dividing by   n  ). 

  Syntax   

Var(Set_Expression [ ,Numeric_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 The  Var  function returns the unbiased variance of a specified numeric expression evaluated over a 
specified set. 

 The  Var  function uses the unbiased population formula, and the  VarP  function uses the biased 
population formula.   

  Variance (MDX) 
 Alias for the  Var  function.  

  VarianceP (MDX) 
 Alias for the  VarP  function.  

  VarP (MDX) 
 Returns the population variance of a numeric expression evaluated over a set, using the biased 
population formula (dividing by   n   - 1). 

  Syntax   

VarP(Set_Expression [ ,Numeric_Expression ] )   
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  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Numeric_Expression     A valid numeric expression that is typically a Multidimensional 
Expressions (MDX) expression of cell coordinates that return a number.  

  Remarks 

 The  VarP  function returns the biased variance of a specified numeric expression, evaluated over a 
specified set. 

 The  VarP  function uses the biased population formula, while the  Var  function uses the unbiased 
population formula.   

  VisualTotals (MDX) 
 Returns a set generated by dynamically totaling child members in a specified set, optionally using a 
pattern for the name of the parent member in the result set. 

  Syntax   

VisualTotals(Set_Expression[,Pattern])   

  Arguments 

   Set_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a set.  

   Pattern     A valid string expression for the parent member of the set, that contains an 
asterisk (*) as the substitution character for the parent name.  

  Remarks 

 The specified set expression can specify a set that contains members at any level within a single 
dimension, generally members with an ancestor - descendant relationship. The  VisualTotals  function 
totals the values of the child members in the specified set and ignores child members that are not in the 
set in calculating the result totals. Totals are visually totaled for sets ordered in hierarchy order. If the 
order of members in sets breaks the hierarchy, results are not visual totals. For example,  VisualTotals  
(USA, WA, CA, Seattle) does not return WA as Seattle, but rather returns the values for WA, CA, and 
Seattle, then totals these values as the visual total for USA, counting the sales for Seattle twice. 

 Applying the  VisualTotals  function to dimension members that are not related to a measure or are 
under the measure group granularity will cause values to be replaced with null. 
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   Pattern  , which is optional, specifies the format for the totals label.   Pattern   requires an asterisk ( * ) 
as the substitution character for the parent member and the remainder of the text in the string appears in 
the result concatenated with the parent name. To display a literal asterisk, use two asterisks ( ** ).  

  Examples 

 The following example returns the visual total for the third quarter of the 2001 calendar year based 
on the single descendant specified  —  the month of July: 

SELECT VisualTotals
   ({[Date].[Calendar].[Calendar Quarter]. & [2001] & [3]
      ,[Date].[Calendar].[Month]. & [2001] & [7]}) ON 0

FROM [Adventure Works]  

 The following example returns the  [All]  member of the Category attribute hierarchy in the Product 
dimension together with two of its four children. The total returned for the  [All]  member for 
the Internet Sales Amount measure is the total for the Accessories and Clothing members only. Also, the 
pattern argument is used to specify the label for the  [All Products]  column.   

SELECT
   VisualTotals
   ({[Product].[Category].[All Products]
      ,[Product].[Category].[Accessories]
      ,[Product].[Category].[Clothing]}
      , ‘* - Visual Total’
   ) ON Columns
, [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount] ON Rows

FROM [Adventure Works]    

  Wtd (MDX) 
 Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a given member, starting with the first sibling 
and ending with the given member, as constrained by the Week level in the Time dimension. 

  Syntax   

Wtd( [ Member_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 If a member expression is not specified, the default is the current member of the dimension of type Time 
( Time.CurrentMember ). 
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 The  Wtd  function is a shortcut function for the  PeriodsToDate  function where the level is set to   Week  . 
That is,  Wtd(Member_Expression ) is equivalent to  PeriodsToDate(Week,Member_Expression ).   

  Ytd (MDX) 
 Returns a set of sibling members from the same level as a given member, starting with the first sibling 
and ending with the given member, as constrained by the  Year  level in the Time dimension. 

  Syntax   

Ytd( [ Member_Expression ] )   

  Arguments 

   Member_Expression     A valid Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expression that returns a 
member.  

  Remarks 

 If a member expression is not specified, the default is the current member of the dimension of type Time 
( Time.CurrentMember ). 

 The  Ytd  function is a shortcut function for the  PeriodsToDate  function where the level is set   Year  . That 
is,  Ytd(Member_Expression ) is equivalent to  PeriodsToDate(Year,Member_Expression ).  

  Example 

 The following example returns the sum of the  Measures.[Order Quantity]  member, aggregated 
over the first eight months of calendar year 2003 that are contained in the Date dimension, from the 
 Adventure Works  cube: 

WITH MEMBER [Date].[Calendar].[First8MonthsCY2003] AS
    Aggregate(
        YTD([Date].[Calendar].[Month].[August 2003])
    )
SELECT
    [Date].[Calendar].[First8MonthsCY2003] ON COLUMNS,
    [Product].[Category].Children ON ROWS
FROM
    [Adventure Works]
WHERE

    [Measures].[Order Quantity]  
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  Ytd  is frequently used in combination with the  CurrentMember  (MDX) function to display a running 
cumulative year - to - date total in a report, as shown in the following query: 

WITH MEMBER MEASURES.YTDDEMO AS
AGGREGATE(YTD(), [Measures].[Internet Sales Amount])
SELECT {[Measures].[Internet Sales Amount], MEASURES.YTDDEMO} ON 0,
[Date].[Calendar].MEMBERS ON 1

FROM [Adventure Works]     

  MDX Operators 
 The Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) language supports arithmetic, logical, comparison, set, string, 
and unary operators. The following table lists the supported operators and their descriptions. 

  Topic    Description  

    2  2   (Comment) (MDX)    Indicates comment text that is provided by the user.  

    2   (Except) (MDX)    Performs a set operation that returns the difference 
between two sets, removing duplicate members.  

    2   (Negative) (MDX)    Performs a unary operation that returns the negative 
value of a numeric expression.  

    2   (Subtract) (MDX)    Performs an arithmetic operation that subtracts one 
number from another number.  

   *  (Crossjoin) (MDX)    Performs a set operation that returns the cross product of 
two sets.  

   *  (Multiply) (MDX)    Performs an arithmetic operation that multiplies two 
numbers.  

   /  (Divide) (MDX)    Performs an arithmetic operation that divides one 
number by another number.  

   ̂   (Power) (MDX)    Performs an arithmetic operation that raises one number 
by another number.  

   /*...*/  (Comment) (MDX)    Indicates comment text that is provided by the user.  

   //  (Comment) (MDX)    Indicates user - provided text.  

   :  (Range) (MDX)    Performs a set operation that returns a naturally ordered 
set, with the two specified members as endpoints, and all 
members between the two specified members included 
as members of the set.  

   1  (Add) (MDX)    Performs an arithmetic operation that adds two numbers.  

   1  (Positive) (MDX)    Performs a unary operation that returns the positive 
value of a numeric expression.  
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  Topic    Description  

   1  (String Concatenation) (MDX)    Performs a string operation that concatenates two or more 
character strings, tuples, or a combination of strings and 
tuples.  

   1  (Union) (MDX)    Performs a set operation that returns a union of two sets, 
removing duplicates.  

    ,   (Less Than) (MDX)    Performs a comparison operation that determines 
whether the value of one MDX expression is less than the 
value of another MDX expression.  

    , 5  (Less Than or Equal To) (MDX)    Performs a comparison operation that determines 
whether the value of one MDX expression is less than or 
equal to the value of another MDX expression.  

    ,  .   (Not Equal To) (MDX)    Performs a comparison operation that determines 
whether the value of one MDX expression is not equal to 
the value of another MDX expression.  

   5  (Equal To) (MDX)    Performs a comparison operation that determines 
whether the value of one MDX expression is equal to the 
value of another MDX expression.  

    .   (Greater Than) (MDX)    Performs a comparison operation that determines 
whether the value of one MDX expression is greater than 
the value of another MDX expression.  

    . 5  (Greater Than or Equal To) (MDX)    Performs a comparison operation that determines 
whether the value of one MDX expression is greater than 
or equal to the value of another MDX expression.  

   AND  (MDX)    Performs a logical conjunction on two numeric 
expressions.  

   IS  (MDX)    Performs a logical comparison on two object expressions.  

   NOT  (MDX)    Performs a logical negation on a numeric expression.  

   OR  (MDX)    Performs a logical disjunction on two numeric 
expressions.  

   XOR  (MDX)    Performs a logical exclusion on two numeric expressions.  
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